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......-pageT_WO-,Editorial----I
Since the faculty is the most important component of an'
academic institution, determining its composition is of primary
importance to the proper operation of a school. Certainly this is
one of the dean's toughest jobs, and one which he cannot per-'
form adequately without substantial support from the University
administration and from the faculty members already tenured.
In the past, the decision of which instructors are hired by the
National Law Center has been made almost exclusively on the
basis of the SBA teacher/course evaluation survey. Selecting law
professors by the criteria presented on a multiple choice
popularity poll makes about as much sense as choosing the
lawyers of the future on the basis of their testing ability on a
computerized guess game ostensibly designated to predict one's
ability to comprehend justice by evaluating such things as
vocabulary and spatial relations. In both cases, the uniform
survey technique of data gathering is a useful and efficient means
of gaining very valuableinfonnation. But a thorough analysis of an
individual's patential takes a lot more than a review of closed end
responses to an opinion poll. Many virtues are not testable; some
are imperceptible by any means. No one can say with precision
what makes a good professor or a good student. At the least,
however, the inquiry should be as broadly based and open-
minded as possible.
Budget Summary
The Advocate is pleased to report that Dean Kramer has
allocated $6,000 to the law school newspaper for the 1979-80
academic year. Despite skyrocketing tuition fees, not to
mention the effect of inflation on the cost of printing a news-
paper, this allocation represents the first increase in the
Advocate's budget since the paper was formed in 1969. The
new members of the Advocate editorial board wish to express
our appreciation to the University fot this unprecedented
commitment of funds to the betterment of student life at the
National Law Center.
For the record, here's where the money for Volume 10came
from:
Allocation from the Dean
SBA special funding request
GWUSA special funding request
Special supplementary grant from the Dean
University Publications Committee grant
Advertising Revenue
TOTAL OPERATING COST
$4,500
1,000
500
500
500
2,800
$9,800
Other than commissions on advertisements and a $30 tran-
scription fee for' emergency typing of one of our Focus in-
terviews, no member of the Advocate staff received a stipend ".;
or any other form of· monetary remuneration for services
provided.
This year the Dean's special grant of $500 to continue
. publication of Volume to brought the Advocate's budget all
the way up to one-quarter of that of the Georgetown Law
School newspaper. We like to think that we did a better job
than our cross-town: ,rivals this year despite our funding
limitations, but primarily we look forward to further im-
provements during the upcoming administration of the law
school under the leadership of the nation's most noteworthy
proponent of public access to the press. Here's to Volume II
and 12 and 13 ....
Final Statement
Exams will be here presently.
There is not enough time. See page 32.
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financial
finale
by John Lambert
At the request of the SBA,
printed in the last Advocate, De~n
Kramer and President Elliott, via
Mr. Johnson (Director of'
Planning and Budgeting) happily
delivered the Law School budget
and the University budget for the
academic year of 1979-80. The
purpose of the request had been
to determine the amount of the
tuition increase which would stay
within the Law School and to see
where the money was going in the
Law School.
It turns out that the Tuition
Committee, guided by some
erroneous information from
yours truly, had latched on to a
non-issue. Still, at least students
can now have a little better idea of
how their money is being spent.
Instead of being shorted as
much as $113,000 of the tuition
increase as alleged in the last
issue, the Law School budget will
be $668,000 larger than last year's
budget. This figure comes out of
a projected $710,000 revenue
increase, and is about 94010of the
entire increase.
The University project of a
$710,000 revenue increase is
about $40,000 less than Ad-
vocate's projection. The dif-
ference results from the
University's realization that some
students drop at the end of the
fall and that most graduate
students take fewer hours than the
Advocate figures had anticipated.
The University's projections are
certainly more accurate or
realistic. "
One of the' more disturbing
aspects of Mr. Johnson's report
with the University budget was
the ominous comment on the 94%
allocation: "This kind of distri-
bution is not likely to occur again
in the near future." It is difficult
to determine if this statement is
fact or threat, but regardless it
does seem to place the Law
School in a defensive position for
the future.
In examining the 94%
allocation of the tuition increase
to the Law School, it should be
noted that the impressiveness of
the figure or» its generous im-
plications must be balanced
against the original distribution
of the Law student's tuition
dollars. If the university had
already been taking a large share
out of the tuition, the significance
of the 94% is somewhat
diminished. For next year, the
university is retaining 24.7% of
all Law School tuition revenue as
the table indicates.' However if
financial aid, estimated at
$489,600 for the Law School next
year, is not included as an ex-
pense, the University is' retaining
32.9% of the tuition revenue.
It is difficult to determine how
these percentages compare with
other graduate divisions in equit-
able terms since figures for
financial aid in these other
divisions are unavailable. It
appears that the Law, School
received (very) roughly about 22-
25% of the University's financial
aid kitty. If so, the Law School is
getting a pretty decent break.
As to where the money is going
once it zets to Stockton. the table
below summarizes Dean Kramer's
response to the SBA request.
34.2
15.7
21.8
39.5
22.7
31.0
28.7
University Finances
comparative Summary of Selected Percentages
The Tuition Increase within the Law School
r'ercent of:
Revenue available for general
opera tions ,
Arts & Sciences
Education & Human Development
Engineering & Applied Scienc.e~ .
Government & Business Admmlstrahon
Law Center
31.3
18.9
19.5
40.8
24.4·
31.1
27.8
35.4
17.1
20.7
44.7
24.7
32.9
30.0
62.7
76.9
79.1
59.5
76.6
67.9
61.3
74.5
82.5
53.4
73.7
66.0
All Schools Combined
Regular tuition expended for
regular instruction
Arts & Sciences
Education & Human Development
Engineering & Applied Scienc.e~ .
Government & Business Admtnistranon
Law Center
All Schools Combined
65.8
71.4
80.3
57.1
73.4
67.8
.• Law Center-figures which include Student Aid expense.
Tuition Increase Allocation
Faculty salary increases (including fringe)
Staff salary increases (including fringe)
Library
Student Aid (scholarships. tuition remissions)
Clinical Programs (Legal Aid & D.C. Students in Ct.)
Miscellaneous (travel, printing supplies, wages,
equipment, special programs)
s I50,000
93,000
146,000
75,000
100,000
104,000 i
$668.000,
The Task of the University Law School
, by Jerome A. Barron
Under the Kramer adminis-
tration, by the end of the sixties,
the Law School, through the,
generosity of Jacob Burns and
others, for the first time had a
separate law library building. The
Law School had built a major day
program as well as retaining what
it has always had, an unusually
fine evening program.' The
strength of the faculty during Bob
Kramer's period of service inclu-
ded people who Soon brought
nationwide attention to them-
selves and to the school by the
excellence of their work in the
law. Many of the faculty who
were attracted to the school in
those years are still With us.
Others have left, but did some of
their finest work here at the
school. Indeed, as this Law
School proceeded into the seven-
ties, I think it could be truly said
by impartial observers in legal
education that this school had
become a major law school. That
this become so, is a tribute to you,
Sir-to your ability to marshall
resources, never plentiful, in such
a way as to yield the maximum in
the way of results. You recog-
nized that the heart of any insti-
ProfessorHaroldGreen, 1969photo.
by Dana Dembrow
After 15 years of teaching at
the National Law Center, next
Thursday Professor Harold P.
Green will deliver his last lecture.
Although he has been conferred
the honorary position of
professor emeritus of the law
school, Professor Green retires at
the end of this semester to devote
his considerable energies, to the
full-time practice of law.
On April 12, the Advocate met
with Professor Green in the
Watergate complex near the plush
accommodations of the firm of
Fried, Frank, Frank, Harris,
Shriver, and Kampelman, where
H.P. is a partner. At work, as in
school, his specialties include
corporate securities and energy
law. Professor Green received
both his B.A. and J.D. from the
University of Chicago. As an
attorney for the Atomic Energy
Commission from 1950 to 1954,
he was personally involved with
the legal problems of nuclear
power when its development was
tution, particularly a university, is
in the people who staff it. In put-
ting together a distinction on this
Law School, on the University of
which it is a part, and on yourself.
We shall miss you. I have come to
know not only Bob Kramer well,
but Mary 'Kramer. They have
been a devoted team and together
have served the Law School well.
Countless new faculty have' had
,their first social introduction to
the faculty at their home. They
have been unfailingly courteous,
hospitable, and gracious. Myra
and I have enjoyed knowing them
and have come to admire their
values of modesty and honesty.
We hope our long and pleasant
associations will continue.
Nineteen-sixty-one also
brought to this Law School anot-
her personality whose presence'
here has intimately affected the
life of the Law School for nearly
twenty years. The person I am
speaking of is Wallace Kirk-
patrick. I have served with Wal-
lace over the years in a number of
capacities and so have come to
know him well. For a number of
years, he and I together consti-
tuted the Financial Assistance
Committee and in the summer
months we used to process and
analyze numberless applications
for student loans. He always, it
seemed to me, had an uncanny
ability to spot unerringly the face
of real need as well as the badge
of occasional hyperbole. Like
Bob Kramer, WaIlace Kirkpatrick
has been an asset to the school
because he has brought to it not
only administrative skills, but
scholarly capabilities and tea-
. ching skills as well. In the fields of'
bankruptcy, anti-trust and corp-
orations, he has enriched the,
knowledge of countless students
and, at the same time, managed'
to supervise the innumerable'
administrative duties that attend
the life of an Associate Dean. One
aspect of our program, I think,
'bears his unique qualities of effi-
ciency and character. I speak of
our admissions program. By the
late sixties, the law schools of this
nation became besieged by hordes
of coIlege graduates suddenly
attracted by the delights of the
law. Under Wallace's skill, this,
.vast pool of applicants were care- ;
fully screened so that only the;
most outstanding applicants
would be eligible for our pro-
gram. In short, during this long
period of service as Chairman of
the Admissions Committee, Wal-
lace brought unmatched integrity
to the admissions process. Invar-
iably polite, but nevertheless
invariably unawed by those seek-
ing to influence and therefore to ,
erode our admission standards,
Wallace always held fast against C
anything 'that he thought would'
diminish the quality of our stu-
dent body. As a result, our admis-
sions process is characterized by
unusual integrity. That this is so,
Page Three
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*From 1865 to 1884 the President of the University
also served as Dean of the Law School. '
**Acting Dean '
1884
1895
1902
1904
1906
1907
1912
1915
1917
1918
1924
1949
1953
1958
1960
1961
1979
DEANS *
James C. Welling
Walter S. Cox
Charles W. Needham
Henry Tucker
William R. Vance
Ernest G. Lorenzen
Charles Noble Gregory
Everett Fraser
Merton Leroy Ferson **
Merton L. Ferson
William C. Van Vleck
O.S. Colclough
John T. Fey
Louis H. Mayo **
Charles B. Nutting
Robert Kramer
Jerome Barron
is a tribute to you, Sir . lity of student life and on the
As I talk to you' warmth of human relations in this
about long associations with peo-Law School. And for that,we are
pIe whom I first knew when I was grateful to you and lam happy
a very' young fellow indeed, this beyond measure that you and Lu-
would be a very sad occasion were cille are with us and that we will
it not for the fact that the third be working together.
member of the team that has Three years after Bob Kramer
served this Law School so well for became Dean here. Harold Green
so many years, will be continuing was brought to this faculty
on as Associate Dean. I am speak- through the vigilant eye of anot-
ing of Ed Potts. Sometimes, when her of the outstanding figures in
I awaken in the middle of the this Law Center, Lou Mayo, for-
night and realize the extent of the merly Dean of the Graduate
new responsibilities which I face, School of Public Law here and
I comfort myself, although I rea- now Vice President for Policy
lize this may not necessarily be a Studies in the University. I came
comfort to Ed, by saying, "Well, to this Law School as a full-time
at least Ed will know what is faculty member a year after Har-
going on.", On a more serious old and when I came, his office
notec.I don't think one can evalu- was immediately next to mine.
ate the past eighteen years with- Harold is one of the most amaz-
out commenting on' his out- ing people I have ever known.
standing contribution to the qua- Continued on page6
A'Tribute to Professor Green
in its infancy. Professor Green is
the present editor of the Energy
Law Guide. the leading reference
source of monograph series on a
variety of issues of interest to,
practitioners in the energy field.
When asked about .the
prospects for the future develop-
ment .of the nuclear power in-
dustry in view of the near catas-
trophe at the Three Mile Island
plant in Pennsylvania, Professor
Green responded, "T have always
said that the future of nuclear
power was grim." Discounting
the influence of press hysteria, he
also said, "Three mile island may
be the lastnail in the coffin, but
standing alone I don't think that
it's ofthat great a consequence."
Professor Green believes that the
government will respond to the
anti-nuclear lobby by tightening
regulation of the plants now in
operation. He also predicts that
there will be no new construction
of additional plants.
"The fundamental problem
with nuclear power," according
to Professor Green, "is that
human beings are not smart
.enough to figure out everything
that can possibly happen and'
methods for coping with
everything that could happen."
"Nuclear power," says Professor
Green, "is built on the premise of
the omniscence and infallibility of
human beings." He stated that
the technological strides which
have been made ·by the nuclear
industry have been like advancing
from Kitty Hawk to commercial
airlines in one step. He says that
safety is accomplished through
the lessons of experience. but "in
nuclear power we have leap-
frogged experience."
In the classroom environment
Professor Green is generally
detached from his political and
'philosophical biases. He em-
phasizes that he has never
regarded himself as an ideologist
but he consistently demonstrates
an acute awareness of the
organization of society facilitated
by law. With regard to the energy
debate, Professor Green forecasts
significant ramifications on our
future standard of living. He.
states that the "one thing that is
. indispensable is that the
American people must change
their lifestyle."
Although most of his clients
have been environmental groups
fighting nuclear power, Professor
Green is currently being retained
by the nuclear subsidiary of
Exxon for legal consultation in
connection with the development
of a gaseous diffusion process of
enriching uranium. He says that
he feels comfortable representing
the industry, even though he has
published several scholarly ar-
ticles in opposition to nuclear
proli feration.
Professor Green states that he
disfavors the use of litigation to
resolve the energy debate but that
since "the establishment. has
never permitted [nuclear power]
to be dealt with as a political
problem, the court is the only
available forum."
Turning to the issue of personal
energy, Professor Green informs
the Advocate that his decision to
'retire from teaching was
: primarily induced by a 'mild
cardiac arrest which he suffered
last August. He commented that
his greatest strain was caused by
thinking about being in two
places at one time, so he decided
to resign as a professor. ,The inex-
orability of the teaching schedule,
he said, is more stressful than
practice. He concluded, "I would
like to have the freedom not to
have to live by the academic
calendar."
Professor Green appears to be
very satisfied with the job that he
has done as a professor at GW for
the past 15 years. He has
probably written more extensively
.:than any other individual
currently on the faculty and has
consistently served as one of the
leading activists of its up p er
echelon. Professor Green says that
he has enormously enjoyed
teaching as well as his association
with students. He stated, "I have
been a much better teacher
.because of what I have brought to
my classroom from my experience
.as a practitioner and a much
better practitioner because' of
what I have brought to my
practice from Ply experience as a
teacher."
On the rise and fall of legal
activism, ProfessorGreenremarked
that "Today's students have gone
back to old values," such as
conventional careers, pro-
fessional appearance, and
monetary objectives. He further
states, 'however, that "the present
crop of students are more inter-
esting, challenging, and more fun
to work with than those during
the Viet Nam period."
Though he is undoubtedly
anxious over the prospect of
handling the real problems with
which he will be faced on a daily
basis in the course of his super-
'vision of' massive corporate
transactions and other legal
problems arising out of' the
development of new scientific
technologies, he is sincerely
saddened at the prospect of
delivering his last lecture in
Stockton Hall. His sorrow is
tempered, however, by the
knowledge that his lessons will
remain a pervasive influence on
legal education at GW long after
he has left, and that he may
always return to the University
'for the" stimulation of' academic
: 'discourse that he-will miss-outside
the confines of Stockton Hall.
P··~bcu~. •
by Dana Dembrow
Robert Kramer has served the
George Washington University as
Dean of the National Law Center
for the past 18years. He received
his A.B. from Harvard University
in 1935 and was conferred an
LL.B. there three years later.
Prior to coming to GW he worked
for 12 years as a professor of law
at Duke University. He then
joined the Justice Department for
two years before he was ap-
pointed Dean in 1961. He has also
been the editor of a number of
legal education publications. As a
professor of law, his specialties
have included jurisprudence,
taxation, administrative law, and
conflict of laws.
This information actually
doesn't tell the reader very much
about the man himself, and in-
deed, most of us presently at the
law school will graduate without
ever knowing very much about
him. After presiding over 17
commencements, not to mention
the transformation of a national
law school during a critical period
in the development of legal educa-
tion, there is not a lot that im-
presses this stalwart academician
and administrator. On April 12
the Advocate met with the Dean
of the National Law Center to
offer him a forum to discuss his
experience in law and his views on
GW. This is what he had to say.
Q: You've been a professor for over thirty
years counting your. period as a dean.
Could you offer your view as to what has
been the most significant trend in the
development of legal education over the
past couple of decades?
A: It seems to me difficult to answer a
question like that because what is
significant to one person is not significant
to another.
From one standpoint I think one of the
most significant things is the tremendous'
increase in the number of people who are
studying and who are practicing law.
There's been a terrific mushrooming and
growth in the number, of lawyers and of
students in law school. The number of
people trying to get into law school is
certainly very significant. However, I think
that has peaked now, and that from now
on there will be no such further growth and
what that ultimately means I don't know.
Along with that I suppose the most truly
significant thing is the fact that thirty years'
ago you had people make lists of law
schools in which there would be five or six,
some say eight or nine, some say twelve but
at any rate, which schools would be in the
top group of law schools would vary ac-
cording to who would make the list, but
most people would agree on a few like
Harvard, Yale, Berkerly, Stanford, and
Michigan. Then you begin to get disagree-
ment, but at any rate you had this relatively
small group at the top and there was a terri-
fic difference between this tiny group at the
top and all the rest of what you might call
the great unwashed group. The difference
in quality in legal education that you got at
one of the top schools and the legal educa-
tion you got if you went to one of the
schools not in the top group was tremen-
dous. Today that has shrunk almost to the
vanishing point. You take any of these lists
today and you could make a list of the top
twenty, thrity or forty, and for practical
purposes whether you go to anyone of-
those schools doesn't really much matter as
far as the calibre of legal education you are
going to get. The difference between, say,
the legal education at Harvard or Yale and
the legal education at Illinois or Nor-
thwestern or George Washington or the
University of Washington Law School or
• .on Dean Robert Kramer
Texas is immaterial. The top graduates at support costs. By that I mean the faculty stood out. The average class had some
almost any accredited law school today are need secretarial services, duplication, women, sure, three or four at most. At
first rate people. The whole gap has printing, placement office, admissions commencement, half a dozen women
shrunk. office, registration. With that item again would get diplomas. Well, contrast that
Furhtermore, thirty years ago, once you you don't think in physical terms, because with today .. Walk out here into the hall.
moved outside the top group of schools the most of the support in law school is per- Women here are so common that nobody
great unwashed were divided into two sonnel. Now the items in the law school pays any attention to them. And nearly,
rough catagories: the larger schools, NYU, budget, particularly the ones that used to well not quite half our entering class is
for example, Fordham, Georgetown, be so small but have really shot up, have women. That's a tremendous change, and
George Washington. There were forty large been support and library costs because. to my way of thinking a most significant
schools; by that I mean they had student You know, you can upgrade a law school development in terms of the future of the
bodies of eight hundred, ninehundred, a with aminimum of support. legal professiona, probably one of the most
iliOUgndOrmore.·ManYOfilienhadeve~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
ing divisions. And then you had numeri- You can upgrade a law school
cally a far larger group of schools that were h
'small schools, relatively small, most of the wit a minimum of support.
state university schoobwere~mallschoob, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
and I mean really small, tiny schools. Some In 1961, in this entire law school, there significant developments that has ever
of them had at most a student body of only. wasn't a single person functioning solely as occurred; The implications for society as a
two or three hundred students and a faculty secretary to the law faculty, not a· single whole of what this will mean eventually are
of maybe eight or ten full time. Now one. When I came here, the first semester I startling: higher or lower birth rates, two
there's a myth, you know, that many peo- madeavailable the services of my secretary income families, different styles of living,
pie believe, that smaller is better. Well, all to the faculty because there weren't any all sorts of things like that.
you have to do is to have some knowledge secretarial services for the faculty. And Of course, another thing is the increase
of what went on in many of those small that was not unusual. in the number of whatever you want to call
schools which, if the myth were true, When I was at Duke for many years, it, minorities. Again, though officially we
should have been giving outstanding legal there was no secretary for the faculty. were accepting blacks and others then, they
education. And you will see that the myth When I wrote a book with one of my col- were even scarcer than women. We would
is just that. The small schools in the first leagues at Duke, we wanted to have a have maybe two or three in the law school
place didn't have the resources to give first manuscript for it typed. I went to the Dean at anyone time. Well that has all changed
rate training. There was no choice in the 'and we arranged a special thing that over now. And I am not saying we have enough
curriculum. With a faculty that small and a the summer, a student a male student, I yet, but it is a big change from what is used
student body that small you can't afford to might add, who was an expert typist, and to be. It used to be less then one or one-half
have a proliferation of seminars and spent the summer typing for us. There was percent of your entering class wasmino-
electives. You would go bankrupt. You no one else to do it. And that was no rities; now it is running. ten percent or
would have just a couple of students taking unusual. Duke if anything had far more re- more. I think it will have a significant
each course. I know; I taught at those sources than most of these small schools. effect on the practice of law and the nature
schools. People today, after pre-registra- And placement offices, most law schools of the legal profession in the future.
tion I have been hearing comments like, had no placement offices, or there was an Specifically, here at this school one of
"you know, we don't have any choice." assistant or an associate Dean who for a the most striking changes that has occurred
Well heavens to Betsy they don't know few hours at the end of the Spring semester is the fact that this school has been trans-
what that word means when they talk like functioned in that capacity. When I formed from a school that was basically an
that. I have taught at schools where your graduated from Harvard there wasn't any evening part-time operation into a school
first year was required, your second year placement office there; you were on your that is now full-time operation with full-
was largely required, your third year you own. A few faculty members ran a private time students. In the early 1960's you had
had a choice; of electives, sure; you could placement service, that kind of thing. less than 300 full time students in this entire
select out of seven 'offered courses, which Admissions, well shucks, admissions at school. That means that at most you had a
six of seven you would like to take. That most places was handled by the faculty, hundred full time students in each class.
was your choice in your final year. there weren't any full time people just And the result was that most of the
When I went to Harvard Law School in working on admissions. Financial aid, well teaching was done at night. Instead of
the late 1930's, your first year was all most schools had so little financial aid they having three sections or four sections of
required, your second. year, you had a didn't need any full time people working torts in the day and one at night, it was just
choice, you chose six from seven courses. on it. All those things have shot up. The the reverse. Take for instance the Law
Your final year, oh you had magnificent same is true of libraries when you have a Review, we had one law review and it was
choices, you chose about six courses out of collection. I think when I came here in extremely difficultto run because most of
about twelve. 1961 they had twenty or thirty thousand .your students were part-time evening stu-
books in the law library. dents and they had a devil of a job putting
Today people talk so much about law out a Law Review, terribly difficult. Other
schools being money-makers for the activities were the same way. It is very hard
university. Well thirty years ago that may to do legal aid work and run legal clinics
have been true in a few cases of large when most of your students were part time
schools with large evening divisions. But students putting in a full eight-hour day in
most of the small. schools, far from some other job. So all those changes made
operating as money makers, often cost the a tremendous difference and it meant also
main university money. When I was at most of the faculty had to do most 'of their
Duke, the only way the budget of the law teaching at night which was difficult very
school was ever balanced, forgetting about difficult. It also meant that yOU' had
overhead and plant charges; was that the practically no advanced courses, no semi-
main university had to subsidize the school. nars. I don't think when I came here that
And Duke had- a large endowment com- we had a single seminar in the day division.
pared to other schools. At other schools We didn't have a signle class in the after-
where they didn't have any endowment noon after one o'clock. You didn't need
where there was no way the main university them. And you couldn't have very many
could subsidize, the school just cut back it s.e~inarsat night because you have only a
ran on a shoestring. The Dean' and the limited number of nights and hours and if
faculty did all tye administration. Free. you are trying to work in three sections of
That's all changed now, and I think torts and contracts and property at night it
. changed for the better. And it means that doesn't leave you very much room to have
the entire quality of legal education is much advanced courses in taxes and so on. So the
improved. I don't mean that the top curriculum has been transformed. Now
schools. have changed, but the great mass that is specifically at this school you under-
of law schools have become far better stand. And overall, evening division has
educational institutions, the great mass. not been a major part of law school educa-
And the gap between the top one, whatever tion for some time. But it was at this school
you call it, and the rest is very small. thirty years ago.
To get back to your question, I could go A: What about the relatively recent
on and on, there are other developments development of a clinical approach to legal
which I think are quite significant. One is education? Do you think that it is compa-
of course the way legal education has been tible with the Langdell approach of concen-
opened up so widely for many groups that trated. library study, and which do you
for practical purposes did not have real prefer? .
access to it, I mean at least in theory they A: W~lI, I thi~k you want both ideally,
may have had access to it, but as a practical ~nd I think that IS actually what is happen-
matter they didn't. One of the most strik- 109 at most law schools. At very few law
ing is women. When I came to this law schools that I know of is legal clinic work
school women were so rare here that they being developed as a replacement of the
continued on page 5
Take the law school budget. Basically,
you have three items, three major
catagories, in the law school' s budget.
The first is direct instructional cost, the
salaries, and that should be your major
item of cost. Now whether you say it
should be two thirds, three-quarters, one-
half, people disagree on that. The second
item is your library cost. And the one thing
about the library cost is that that is the one
element that contains a .large amount of
non-personnel costs: books, materials, that
kind of thing, though increasingly today
your library budget for personnel is getting
larger and larger as libraries provide more
services. The only way you can provide
more services is to have more personnel.
Then the third item is what you might call
and Associate Dean W.Kirkpatri~'k
Dean W. Wallace Kirkpatrick was
awarded both undergraduate and law de-
grees from Harvard University, receiving
his LL.B. in 1938. Dean Kramer appoin-
ted him Associate Dean of the National
Law Center in 1961 and he wtlt retire
from that position at the end of the aca-
demic year. The Advocate felt that it
would be appropriate to have him share
some thoughts with us.
, e , by Bill Lieth'
Q: Let me start with some personal
things. I know that you graduated from
law school just before World War II and
you came here as Associate Dean in 1961; -
could you tell us about some of the things
that you did in between?
A: I went from law school to the Depart-
ment of Justice, most of the time in the
Antitrust Division. There was an inter-
ruption of four years during the war when
I was in the Navy from 1942-46, then
back to the Justice Department until 1950
when I went to Germany for. the State
Department. I remained there until 1954
and then I returned to the Justice Depart-
ment until 1961, when I came here.
, Q: What work did you do for the State
Department?
A: After the war Germany had an occu-
pation military government and in 1950
the military government gave way to State
Department control, which lead even-
tually to the establishment of the present
German government. Btit in Berlin where
I was most of the time there was no Ger-
man government because of the problem
of quadrapartite occupation. The Soviets
were still in one-q uarter control. of Berlin,
which was in the middle of the Soviet
zone, and I was with the State Depart-
ment as legal advisor to the United States
complement.
That was the period when the govern-
ment Was being restored to German civi-
lian control.
Q: How did you enjoy living in Berlin?
A: Fascinating. There were some very
interesting legal questions involved.
Constitutional questions arose as well as
some antitrust questions, which is why I
was sent there initially. The military
government had put a very strong anti-
trust statute into effect and the Germans
were rather taken with it. The Treaty of
Rome, which came a few years later, has
a very strong antitrust provision for the
European states and the Germans became
a part of that when they joined the Euro-
pean Common Market, which also has
~ .• Q' ..
strong antitrust restrictions, modeled very
much after our Sherman Act.
There was also an interesting legal issue
concerning what kind of political set-up
there should be in Berlin. The majority
party in Berlin wanted to be part of the
German Federal Republic and tried to
have the laws of the Bonn government
apply to Berlin. The Soviets contended
that only they and the Allies had autho-
rity in Berlin and Bonn laws did not apply
there.
Q: It must be interesting to see how other
countries' deal with similar legal concepts
to ours, but with a different approach.
A: Of course Germany has always had
civil law, not common law as we know it.
One thing that I found frustrating was
that while I was there, the only copy of
the German civil code in English was one
translated by a Chinese and there were
really very little source materials because
all law books were in German.
Another fascinating thing was the
position of lawyers and judges which is
so different between the German system
and the British-American system.
There are far more judges and they are
not nearly as independent, and the judi-
cial branch of government, rather than
being considered co-equal, is accustomed
to taking orders from the executive.
Thus, since the Minister of Justice in
Berlin appointed the Chief of Justice of
the Berlin court, the justice felt himself an
appointee of a cabinet minister and there-
fore certainly not superior or even equal
to him.
Q: What do you feel are the differences in
law school between the time when you
were a student and now?
A: There isn't all that much difference.
The schools then and now attempt to help
students develop the skills of a I"wyer,
and I think those basic.skills are the same
now as they were when I was a student.
How you develop the skills has changed
slightly but not all that much, There was a
Legal Aid Bureau then as well as Moot
Court, much as it is now.
Much of the subject matter was the
same then as now, There are some new
subject areas now, of course. There was
no such thing as environmental law then,
but, for instance, corporate law concepts
are basically much the same. -
Q: What do you feel has been the most
significant difference at G.W. Law
School while you've been here?
A: The improvement of the quality of the
school. I think the student body here is as
good as you're going to find anywhere. I
also think we have a fine faculty. When I
first came here, there were more part-time
faculty members teaching basic courses
and this isn't true anymore. Also, about
the time I came here the school was swit-
ching to a predominately full-time stu-
dent body. The faculty had decided to
switch from a majority part-time student
body to majority full-time and now the
makeup is about 3 to I full-time students
to part-time.
Q: Have there been disappointments for
you while dean?
A: I'm sure there have been, but none
that can be considered major disap-
pointments as to the way the school has
developed.
Q: What changes do you forseen law
schools in the next ten years?
A: It appears as if there will be less pres-
sure on admissions. The number of appli-
cations nationwide has declined, which
means the schools will have to be slightly
less selective in filling the first-year clas-
ses. It shouldn't be drastic, but it is occur-
ing. There may be a tendency for more
students to go to engineering or business
schools than law school, which will
reduce the pool from which law schools
are able to select their students.
When I first came here, it was really a
question of trying to find studens that
met the rmrnmum qualifications and if
they did we could take them. Now, any-
one applying with only the minimum
acceptable credentials would have no
more chance of being admitted than the
man-in-the-moon. I really doubt that the
next ten years should bring any signifi-
cant changes in law schools' basic struc-
ture.
Q: What are your plans after retirement?
A: I expect to do some travelling and
catch up on some reading. While I have
no specific plans, if the right consulting
opportunity is available, Imight be inter-
ested in something of that nature.
Q: Has your experience as an academic
administrator been what you had antici-
pated it would be before you took the
position?
A: I hadn't really anticipated what the
position would be like so obviously I
couldn't be surprised. A lot of school
administration is merely using common
sense to get things done as effectively as
possible with the resources that are avail-
able. I had been at the Justice Depart-
ment for a long while and operations at a
large organization like that are in many
ways similar to those at a school. Dealing
with an organization of lawyers and an
organization of students is obviously
different, but in each instance you're
dealing with an organization of substan-
tial size with the main purpose to fulfill
the objectives each is attempting to
achieve.
Q: Do you think that the large increase in
the percentage of women law students has
changed the way law schools operate of
their philosophies?
A: No. I doubt that it's changed it at all.
Today we have a student body composed
about 40070' of women, and} don't think
the school has changed dramatically from
when there were many fewer women.
Q: Were there that many fewer women
.applying to law schools until recently? .
A: Yes. -
Q: Then what do you feel gave more
women the impetus to apply to law
school, other than the increased societal
acceptance of women in what had been
male dominated professions?
A: There had been a kind of "self-selec-
tion" in that women did not think in
terms of law school. They felt that the law
as a profession was not open to them so it
~
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never occured to them to apply to law
schools. They followed what were consid-
ered then as the more traditional avenues
for women. Even the pre-law advisors
would discourage them from applying to
law school, unless the women had out-
standing credentials and I think a great
many of them either didn't think about
law as a possible career or were discour-
aged or frightened away. As more and
":lore women began to apply, those bar-
ners began to disappear, Pre-law advisors
realized that law schools would accept
women and that women were capable of
competing not only in law school, but in
the law profession. Now the profession is
open to women; clients are less hostile
and the firms are more willing to accept
women as associates and partners. A
woman no longer had to feel that she was
unusual being interested in law school
and a lot more women indeed did become
interested. As many more applied, many
more were admitted and the atmosphere
became much more receptive toward
women. The 'built-in exclusionary forces,
both real and imagined, that used to exist
were eliminated.
Q: If you could give. one single piece of
advice to law students, what would it be?
A: Study. This is your last opportunity in
most cases for any 'kind of formal study
and I think many students do not take as
full advantage of that as they could. Stu-
dents should really study the materials,
not just skim them trying to get through
-with as little effort as possible. I also
think students make a mistake not going
to class because most teachers have some-
thing to offer you. While you may indivi-
dually like one teacher more than anot-
her, I think each has something to give
you and you make a mistake if you don't
take advantage of what's available. How-
ever, I know that most of you don't make
that mistake.
-.Kramer- continued
from page 4
Langdellian type courses. It is being - fied. But which of the two students is
developed as an addition to it. And I think getting better training? At many law firms,
they complement and supplement each - I am sure the student who is working 10 or
other. Thernain'problem I suppose is to 15 hours a week directly under a team of
strike the proper balance, and no one quite the senior partner and the junior partner
knows what that balance is. How much of and an associate is going to get very careful
your resources whouls you put into dlinical supervision and training. Law firms are not
training? It raises some very difficult going to throw their money away. And yet
questions, that no one yet has thought we try and draw a sharp line between them
through. In clinical training, the best of and it seems to me a very difficult thing to
clinical training, we in effect send law stu- do. I don't know the answer to it. I haven't
dents under proper supervision by qualified seen anyone come up with the answer to it
attorneys, into courtrooms, into offices, yet, but it IS particularily acute at every law
talking with clients, and witnesses, doing school in a major metropolitan area. And it
research work in the library. The students is probably more acute in Washington,
don't earn any money for doing this, but we D.C. than any other place, because
give them course credit for it. Generally Washington, D.C. has more lawyers per
speaking, under proper conditions capita than any other place in this country,
everybody approves it. Of course, you can more than New York. Since there are more
translate that into money if they get three lawyers here there are more opportunities
course credits and you are charging what- for students to get paid part-time jobs, or
ever it is, $100 an hour for tuition, in effect to do volunteer work, or to do clinical
they are earning $300 a job. But one doesn- work of various kinds. Scarcely a day
't look at it that way. How do you separate passes that I don't get a letter from some-
that from the second or third-year law stu- body here, a trade group, a volunter action
dent who. is working, let's say 15 hours a group, someone working on the hill saying,
week at a law firm here as a so-called asso- "we need some law students to do some
date attorney. That student is paid for research. We have a very exciting project.
that, whatever the rate is, I don't know We don't have any money but could you
what the latest rate is, eight or nine dollars arrange for them to do that and give them
. an hour. If you talked about giving course some course credit for it." Well how do
credit for that everybody would be horri- seperate that, assuming you did it from the
B L I Ed ti (continued)arr9n on ega . Dca Ion true. But I think I should have to
. '.. , .' h ther we can instill say that many now doubt that this
Continued from page3 tutional law, the entire area of cated three or four more faculty The Issue ISw e h . thi
Harold has a range of talents that law and science, and corporations slots. In saying some thing about in our students, and therefore in is so-some, per aps, In IS
is truly staggering, He is a fine law. As I list these subjects, it Harold, it would not be right not the bar the notion that they must room. . b d b h
F h ' hil phy as to what it is There may not e ou t t att h t h la n Out d lik t f U' ity to acknowledge Polly Green. or ave a p I oso . d ' Ideac er, a great sc 0 r, a - soun s I e a ros er 0 mversi they are about. Clinical education law and ItS stu y may y~e sue-
standing lawyer, and a person faculty, and yet it is only one those who have had the pleasure , h t the development cess or power but there IS doubt
who .has made contributions in a person I am talking about. of knowing her well, her wit and . ISno reproac otne ueveu r tlv I th
truly astounding range of fields- Harold, we will miss you, and we spirit and her generous hospitality of a philosophy of professional. that one .can ive grea ~ In e
ib d h ibilit On the contrary i law. In this, we are all children ofsecurities law, energy law, scien- shall not find a replacement for have greatly contn ute to t e responsi I I y. ' W F th t ' d dl ,
tific ethics and the law, consti- you unless we are suddenly allo- life of our school and we hope those students who are exposed to' . atergate. or a. episo e irm-
,.. "" that they will continue their long the clinical program under careful nished not only the Image that !ay-
and pleasant association with us. and dedicated tutelage may be men, have of ~h~ legal profe~slOn,
Having said what is truly for closer to having a sense of mission but It also diminished the Image
many a fond farewell to these col- about their profession than others I that lawyers have of ~hemselve,s,
leagues and Deans who have who have not had that experience. I For the many lawyers Inv~lved.In
served us so well for so many Particularly in a law school set-l ~Ihlat~omple~,trahgedr.lthe speclafl
years,l would also like to take ting, and particularly in this Law; I ~ml?,atlo~ , t e ~rgeness 0
just a little time to talk with you School, there is happily no mind, WhICh,according t~ John
about the future. divorcement between the ideal Henry Newman, the study of law
In January of this year, I atten- and the real. In our clinical pro- in a university was supposed to
ded the Association of American gram the ethical values of service. provide was not forthcoming,
Law Schools' annual meeting in to the community-to the less for- IThe truth is that many of the
Chicago, and there I heard Judge tunate the old, the minority graduates of our la~ schools enter
Carl McGowan of our own group;, and the poor,-permeates into ,the prac~~ceof law not "with
United States Court of Appeals the entire program. a philosophy as Newman hoped,
here in the District of Columbia The current debate about the but without one. It is the task of
deliver a luncheon address. Judge proper function of law schools is the law schools to change th!s. .
McGowan asserted that what he only the latest chapter in an old Thus far, I have merely identi-
called "the University spirit" was debate. More than a century ago, fied a problem and I am thus
"imperilled by an upsurge of John Henry Newman, in his' reminded of a lecture I attended
demands for a greater measure of famous essay, THE IDEA OF A, at the Yale Divinity School when I
what is variously termed more UNIVERSITY, spoke about the was a law ~t~den~. The lecturer
useful or more practical instruc- role of professional training in a was the distinguished German
tion." I believe that Judge university: . theologian Paul Tillich and he
McGowan was referring tactfully "I do but say that there will be gave us an eloquent statement of
and obliquely, but nonetheless this distinction as regards a the human condition. And then a
unmistakably, to the recent com- Professor of Law, or of Medi-' question came from the audience:
ments of Chief Justice Burger cine, or of Geology; or of Poli- "Well, Dr. Tillich, what is to be
with respect to the training of tical Economy, in a University done?"
lawyers in the area of courtroom and out of it, that out of a Univer- Dr. Tillich thundered back:
skills. I think that Judge sity he is in danger of being ab- "What is to be done?" He said
McGowan's remarks were not sorbed and narrowed by his pur- that in Europe when you gave a
intended to denigrate the impor- suit, and of giving Lectures which lecture and explained a problem
tance of such instruction, but I are the Lectures of nothing more the audience applauded and went
think they were intended to than a lawyer, physician, geo- home. But in America, he said,
underline the importance that the logist, or political economist; the audience waits and asks-
law schools serve the world of whereas in a University he will what is to be done? Tillich said
" ideas. The idea that tile law just know where he and his that the irrepressibility of this
school should serve as a place to science stand, he has come to it, question in the United States
generate new ideas in the law and as it were, from a height, he has caught that quality of indorni-
do homage to old ones that have taken the survey of all knowledge, table hope which for him charac-
served us well is basic to the law he is kept from extravagance by terized the essence of the Arner-
school's claim to be part of the the very rivalry of other studies, ican character. For American
University. he has gained from them a special lawyers and law schools-what is
The question of the proper illumination and largeness of to be done is a particularly rele-
place of law schools within the mind and freedom and self- vant question.
University is an important one as possession, and he treats his own It has been said by someone
is the question of the kinds of in consequence with a philosophy conversant with law schools in the
things the law school should and a resource; which belongs not i United States, Britain, and
teach. But basically, I find it dis- to the study itself, but to his liber- Canada that the English law
appointing that the debate about al education." schools have a solution for every
the role, for example, of trial. American law schools are now problem, that the American law
advocacy in the law school curri- fully housed in .universities as a, schools have a problem for every
culum has generated so :much matter of education structure. In- solution, and that the Canadian
heat. A more important question, deed, membership in a university law schools have no problems. Is
and one at bottom related to law is a requirement for accreditation this a problem for which every
schools taking a full and impor- for a law school. But, in spirit, solution will indeed pose yet anot-
tant place in the universities of American law schools are not yet her problem?
which they are a part, is the ques- housed within the University. As What solution is there for the'
tion of the place of law and law- la-:vfaculty and as law students, I problem of making the study of
yers in our society, thmk we would have to concede law a humanizing experience-or
Only recently, Admiral Rick- that we have not yet attained that dare we suggest it-an ethical and
over gave the New York Patent insight which the study of law in a, philosophical experience. How
Law Association what I am sure university should, according to I can .we, faculty and students
was his unwelcome opinion of the Cardinal Newman, afford us. We- alike, approach and participate in
place of lawyers in our society. do not know where we and our the study of law in Newman's
He said that "members of the "science stand". Indeed, never phrase "from a height"? From a
legal profession" contribute sub- has the status of our "science" faculty perspective, part of the
stan tially' to the erosion of t~e study of law been more ques- answer must lie in a constant
values" on which our society is uonable. appreciation of the uniqueness of
based. He said also, "in their In no city in this country, per- the task of university faculty,
quest for money and power, haps, .are t!te lawyer's services and of law faculty in particular.
many lawyers seem to have more In eVidence and more in We have a measure of freedom in
forgotten their obligations." Fin- demand than here in our own today's bureaucratic world which
ally, he said in case his message Washington, D,C. And yet, can is truly astonishing. But the larger
was not clear, "there has been a the young law graduates who the measure of freedom the grea-
breach of faith by the lawyers- come to work here from schools ter the responsibility which must
and the public knows it."This is around the country say that the be borne by those to whom it is
a harsh and overbroad indict- "science" of law enjoys even an given. The freedom of a faculty
ment. But it does have the merit ho~ored place, as opposed to a member once she or he attains
of identifying the real issue for deslTed ,place., among the "rivalry tenure is not only full and com-
the law schools, f t d "o , s u les In the universities of plete-it is also essentially
The issue is not whether trial thIS, countr.y? Justice Holmes granted for a life term. The
advocacy belongs in a law school me t d,n ,lOne m one of his many opportunity to teach young peo-
curriculum-it is not whether s"tnkl?-gphrases that it is possible pie, to study and learn for a Il'fe
clinical education is somehow t I Io I~e great y in the law." His. time and to do it essentially for-inferior to class room instruction. own IffI e gave proo that this was continued on page 10
Page Six
SBA SurveyResults
2. Registration: want to register and pay before
Christmas
prefer early return from vacation to register
Other Register Before, pay after
(pre-reg, by mail)
3. Fall term: like starting mid-August, 3 weeks
Christmas .
like starting I week later, 2 weeks Christmas
like starting I week later, 3 week Christmas,
end I week later in spring
no preference
Other START OCT" 4 WKS XMAS, 3 WKS
EARLIER IN SPRING
4, Student/Faculty Lounge: want to stay as is
refurbish basement Stockton
convert classroom 2d floor
Other WANT BOTH NEW & REFURBISHED
LOUNGE
(expand existing lounge, 1st floor lounge, better furniture,
change machine) ,
S. Vending machines: pleased with present service
Administration Date: Spring 1979
Total Respondents: 5 I 3
1. Spring break: want to coincide with Undergrad
want to stay as is
no preference
Other OVER EASTER/PASSOVER
(don't want break, coincide congressional recess,
coincide w/Law Ctr.)
99
178
166
GWU
307
80
167
107
168
26
47
276
129
54 yes
333 no
72 no opinion
If not, why? OFTEN BROKEN, EMPTY; POOR
SELECTION
(want: Diet drinks, non-junk food, juices, hot-drink
machine)
6. Game machines: pleased with present service 62 yes
78 no
270 no opinion
If not, why? TOO NOISY, BLOCK DOORWAY,
(want: "TANK", more machines, don't want any)
7. Suggested speakers/topics -----------------
prefer open grading
(prof. does NOT
know names)
31 (prof. does
know names)
8. Grade reform: Like anonymous grading 397
no preference . 36
Comments: DON'T BELIEVE WE HAVE ANON.
.GRADING NOW ,
(don't like posting grades, want mid-terms, more feedback
on exams, grievance procedures)
9. Would like Law School Student Directory
(want pictures)
10, Audio- Visual Capabilities:
a, would like Media Center in Law
Library
(recorded lectures, instructional
films, slide shows, etc,)
b. see a need for videotaping in:
moot court
clinical programs
guest lectures
other profs, "How to Use Library"
406 yes
27 no -
40 no opinion
314 yes
24 no
67 no opinion
228
160
136
c, don't see a need for videotaping 4S
II. Law Library Comments (re: staff, reshelving, physical
improvements, etc,)
NEED: MORE RESHELVING, TEMPERATURE-
CONTORL, BETTER CHAIRS, LESS NOISE, MORE
VOLUMES, NEW LIBRAR Y, LESS HOARDING
COMMENTS, SUGGESTIONS AND CRITICISMS:
CURRICULUM INADEQUATE, EXAM SCHEDULE
POORLY PLANNED, ADD MORE TAX SECTIONS,
EVENING STUDENTS: BETTER COURSE & PROF.
SELECTION, EXPAND CLINIC PROGRAM, WANT
MID-TERMS, HOUSING ASSISTANCE,
There Will Be No Reunion
I Carol Bruce
Page Seven
Alumni Stars
emp loy me n t status upon""
graduation. We will be sending
The Place men t 0 ffice out questionnaires to the May
recently submitted a report 1979 graduates later this Spring
concerning the 1978 graduates and hope to hear from those
to the National Association of employed 'as well as those
Law. Placement. The report graduates who will not be
included 409 graduates from the actively looking and those who
classes of v-September 1977, are seeking employment. . The
. February 19 71 and May 1978. results of the mailing are not
There were 301 who reported identified by students' names.
their positions, 5 who were not Your help in this difficult task
seeking employment and 14 who" -,of tracking d own several
are still available. Unfortunately, hundred graduates will definitely
we still have 88 graduates who be appreciated. .
have not responded to any of The t y pes of positions
our questionnaires and whose obtained by the 1978 graduates
employment status is thus is as follows: private practice
unknown. In this regard we 122; government" (federal-legal)
urgen tly request all 1979 68; government (state and
graduates to let us know 'your local-legal) 9; government
(non-legal) 5; corporations
(legal) 13; corporations
(non-legal) 2; indigent legal
services 5: public interest 7;
judicial clerkships (federal) 17;
judicial clerkships (state and
local) 10; bank I; accounting
firms 3; military (legal) 7;
academic communities (legal) 2;
academic communities
(non-legal) 3; trade associations
4.
Of those graduates who
reported their positions, 215
located in the Northeast region;
26 in the Great Lakes and Plains
region; 19 in the Southeast
region; and 19 in the West and
Southwest "r e g ion. The
geographic status of the
President, D.C. Chapter
G.W. Law Association
(former SBA President -1974-75)
Former graduates of the is the Honorable Sarah T. Charles S; Rhyne of the local
George Washington University Hughes from the U.S. District law firm of Rhyne and Rhyne
Law Center have been noted for Court for the North District of received his J.D. from the
their accomplishments in a large Texas. She is best known for National Law Center in 1937. He
may want to maintain ties with 'number of areas. swearing in President Lyndon is the founderof the World Peace
the NLC and its alumni organiza- Six current members of . Johnson after President Ken- Through Law Center. This Center
tion after-you graduate. Congress areG.W. law alumni.' nedy's assassination in 1965. The was established in 1963 to help.
For instance, if the school con- In the Senate, there is Daniel .Honorable Sterry Waterman strengthen the world's legal sys-
tinues to enjoy the active and Inouye of Hawaii. In the House, never graduated from G.W., tern, both its institutions like the
generous support of its graduates there are Michael D. Barnes of though he attended law school International Court of Justice
it can continue to grow in stature Maryland, Thomas Kindness of here. He took the bar exam in and its laws. The ultimate goal of
and reputation in the legal com- Ohio, Hames Shannon of 1926 before graduation and went the Center is to provide a peaceful
Unlike most high schools and munity, Also, if you happen to Massachusetts, and Daniel on to become Circuit Judge on the world order with justice for all
many relatively small and usually stay in D.C. to practice law you Glickman and Keith Sebelius of Second Circuit of the U.S. Court persons. It has active participants
private colleges, law schoolstra- will find that over 10,000 other Kansas. The current Governor of of Appeals. He received national from 148 nations.
ditionally do not sponsor class re- graduates stuck around, too. Maryland, Harry Hughes, recognition for, the Texas Gulf Newell Ellison is another
unions. For' almost a decade, Many of these. folk ,attend the received his LL.B from G.W. in Sulfur Decision. Locally; both the National Law Center graduate
however, G. W.'s alumni occasional luncheons and affairs 1952. Arrington Dixon, was the Honorable Catherine Kelly, who has distinguished himself a
organization-s-the Law Associa- the Law' Association sponsors, subject of last edition's FOCUS Assistant Judge on the D.C. private practice. He is a member
tion-has had an annual dinner-- and are often anxious to lend section is Chairperson of the D.C. Court of Appeals and Judge of the law firm of Covington and
dance at which groups of alums assistance to other alumsvcon- -City Council. He is another G.W. Oliver Gasch on the U.S. District Burling here in the District and a
often cluster together' by class ternplating job changes. And alumnus, having received his J.D. Court for the District of Colum- former Chairperson of the
year. Apart form this affair, how- there is another reason why you in 1972.bia are graduates of the National George Washington. University
ever, there really is no other offi- may want. to keep in, touch A number of G.W. law alumni 'Law Center. " Board of Tuestees.
cial recognition of a ,10th or a withthe NLC and its alumni asso- have served' or are currently Leon Jaworski, best known for Charles Manatt, who received
25th year out of law school. Why ciation. Like local and national serving in high federal ad- serving as special prosecuter in his'J.D. from G.W. in '1962, was
not? Onereason might be that bar associations, G.W.'s Law ministrative positions. Patricia the Watergate trials, received his .fhe only G.W. alumnus to be
very few law graduates form any Association provides a gathering Roberts Harris, current Secretary LL.B from G.W. in 1926. After listed on TIME magazine's 200
University hold any lasting senti- point for professionals with both of Housing and Urban Develop- Water gate, he has returned to Outstanding Young Men in
mental attachment to the institu- ..common and varied interests. The -ment, 'received-her-"j~-D:-from'--'private"practice-'in--HoustOn,- Americaseverat-years-ago~' He-is-a
'-'----iion-inliCgave'tIieiii'3:::4-yearsor- 'Association offers manyoppor- G.W. in 1960. The Honorable Texas. founder of what has been called
formal legal education. Instead,tunities to socialize with lawyers Sheldon Cohen was a former Long-time women's rights acti- the fastest growing law firm in the
the graduates often share the outside of your immeidate work Commissioner of .the Internal vist Marguerite RewaJk received United States _ Manatt, Phelps,
same sense of carmeraderie and environment and discipline. This Revenue Service. He left' that advanced degrees from the Rothenberg, Manley-and Tunny
triumph that soldiers. enduring exposure will become increasingly position for a private practice in National Law Center in the from Los Angeles, California.
bootcamp together must ex- more important to you as you .: the District of Columbia, where 1930's. Currently a practicing This is only ascattered sampl-
perience. move forward in your own part i- he is currently considered one of attorney specializing in cases ing of a few of the National Law
Certainly, you will remember cular career development. Once the nation's formost experts on involving sex discrimination, Center's more noteworthy
the teachings and personalities of' you leave behind the maze of tax law. David Kennedy, Who Marguerite Rawalt has been an alumni. We at The Advocate
some of your favorite professors. introductory courses and the received his degree from G.W. advocate of the Equal Rights extend our apologies to the
And, most assuredly, you will variety of advanced subject semi- Law School in 1935"is a former Amendment for many years. She numerous other distinguished
maintain for a Jifetime a number nars of law school, you will pro- Secretary of the Tresury. He is is' also the founder of the graduates who .are not named
of friendships that were begun in bably enter a fairly well-defined 'currently retired and living in Salt'Women's Equity Action League. .above and more importantly, we
law school. (My husband was my area of legal practive froni which Lake City, Utah: He is also a' Vivian Simpson, who received hope that the present classes may
classmate and first year study you may never depart! Keeping in member of the George Washing- her J.D. in 1927, has been one of contribute to similar lists which
f 1 1 will undoubtedly appear at somegroup partner!) But many 0 .you touch with fellow graduates out- ton University Board of Turstees, : the women pioneers in the ega.
will probably ..never' have that side of your particularspecialty The. National. Law Center has. profession in Maryland .. She has undetermined time in the future.
special allegiance to or fondness will. keep you in touch 'with "the \ also "produced'a number of: practi~ed law in Rockville for
-~~N~iliM~~~or~ b~';in~~,~~a~I_~~:d=g~e:s:,~p:e:ili=~~~sili:e~m:o:s:t~f;a:m::o:u~s.~o~v~e~r~f~~~~~y_ea_r_s_. ==~ ~
for your college or high school- i{1~a. ", . R
the kind of allegiance that draws There will be no reunions, but Pin . t ' ..t
you-back for annual reunions. there will be many opportunities ..,. cem e' n - epo'"
You will discover, however, that and reasons to come together • I
there are some very practical, and 'again every year throughout the
plainly selfish, reasons why you- year. Hope to see you there.
Sheldon Cohen
by Lynn M. .Hiner,
To the Editor:
On behalf, of the George
Washington. ,Law Association. I
congratulate you and your
predecessors for ten years of
service to the National Law
Center of The George
Washington University. Our Law
School has been enriched by the
addition of a tstudent-run- and
student-oriented publication. As
.- an alumnus and memberof the
part-time faculty, I extend my
congratulations on the milestone
you reached with this edition.
I also want to add my
sincerest congratulations and
best wishes to Dean Robert
](ramer, Associate Dean Wallace
-- Kirkpatrick, and Professor
Harold' Green. '.They will be
retiring the next several months
after many years of devoted and
excellent service to our Law
School. Dean Kramer has headed
our School for 18 years. We h~ve
seen great strides in impr~vmg
quality of the educatlOnal
experience for the students
during this time. He has been.
aided by a fine faculty and
administration. Dean
Kirkpatrick and Professor Green
have been leaders during this
period. We will miss all of these
fine educators, but our School is
on a sound road toward'even
more excellence under the
leadership ,of our new dean,
Professor Jerome Barron. '
Along with all of you,1 wish
each of these fine people along
and healthy retirement, with
sufficient activity to keep them
busy but without the day-to-day
cares they have borne for so
many years.
Ground-breaking ceremonies for the Jacob Burns La,,: Library.
Placement Officer Director
Lynn Hiner
employed 1978 graduates is as
follows: Washington; D.C. 163,
New York 24, Virginia 11,
Pennsylvania 4, Ohio 7, Illinois
7, Maryland 11i California 5,
Missouri 4, New Jersey 3,
Connecticut 3, Florida 3,
Massachusetts 4, Texas 3. One"
graduate located in each of the
following states: Alabama,
Arizona, Colorado, Denver,
Hawaii, Idaho, Iowa, Louisiana,
Maine, Michigan, Minnesota,
Montana, Nebraska, Nevada,
New Hampshire, New Mexico,
North Carolina, North Dakota,
. Rhode Island, South Carolina,
Utah, Washington, and
Wisconsin.
D -d d "Sup;~';;;:~ourt. eel e ...of the United States
detention to have been wholly
teenth Amendment. "No longer is capricious and therefore violative
the female destined solely for the of the Fourth Amendment. The
home and the rearing of the Delaware 'Supreme Court Af-
family, and only the male for the firmed.
marketplace and world of ideas." - The Supreme Court ruled that
Stanton v. Stanton, 421 U.S. 7, stopping an automobile and
14-15. Since the Alabama 'courts detaining the occupants con-
already examine the financial stitutes 'a "seizure" within the
situation of both spouses, there is meaning of the, Fourth and
no reason to allocate alimony by Fourteenth Amendments. The
gender-based generalization. permissibility of a particular law
Orr v. Orr. On Appeal from the enforcement practice is judged by
Court of Civil Appeals of balancing" its ,intrusion on the
Alabama, No. 77-1119 47 Lw individual's Fourth Amendment
4224 March 5,1979. , interests against its promotion of
legitimate' governmental interests.
Random automobile stops An individual operating or
Search and Seizure traveling in an automobile does
A patrolman in a police cruiser .not ,lose all reasonable ex-
stopped an automobile occupied pectation of privacy simplyby respondent and seized because the automobile and its Search and Seizure-Standing to
marijuana in plain view on thecar use are subject to government object'
floor. Respondent was sub- regulation. The marginal contri-,
sequently indicted for illegal bution to roadway safety possibly .After rec~iving a robbery
possession of a' controlled sub-. resulting from a system of spot - report, police stopped t,he
stance. At a hearing on a motion checks cannot justify subjecting suspected getaway car m which
to suppress the marijuana, the every automobile to a seizure at pe~ltJO~erswere passengers. Upon
patrolman testified that prior to the unbridled discretion of law searching the car, the, police
stopping the vehicle he had ob- enforcement officials. The Court found a box of rifle shells in the
served neither traffic or equip- .: added that the holding in this case glov~ compartment and a sawed-
ment violations nor any does not preclude Delaware or off rifle under the front passenger
suspicious activity~and that he other States from developing seat and arrested petitioners.
made the step only in order to methods of spot checks that Petitioners were convicted in an
check the driver's license and the involveIess intrusion or that do Illinois court of armed robbery at
car's registration. The patrolman" not involve. die, unconstrained a trial in which the rifle and shells
was not acting pursuant to any exercise of discretion. One were admitted as evidence. Before
standards, guidelines, or. possible alternative is questioning trial petitioner.s had moved to
procedures pertaining to of all oncoming traffic at suppress the rifle and shells on
document spot checks, promul- roadblock-type stops. Fourth Amendment grounds; but
gated by either his department or State of Delaware v. Prouse the trial court denied the motion
the State Attorney General. The IlIOn Writ of Certiorarei to th; on the ground that petitioners
trial court granted the motion to Supreme Court March 27, 1979, lacked standing to object to the
suppress, 'finding the stop and 47 LW 4323, of Delaware NO lawfulness of the search because77-1571 they concededly did not own
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It Has Been
by David Bane
Alimony Payments-Sex Discrimi-
nation '
Pursuant to state alimony
statutes under which husbands
but not wives may be required-to
pay alimony upon divorce, an'
, Alabama court ordered appellant
to make monthly alimony
payments. Two, years later,
appellant was found in contempt
for failing to maintain the
alimony payments. At. this
,hearing, appellant made the
contention (for the first time in
the hearing) that the Alabama
statutes by virtue of their reliance
on a gender-based classification
• violated the Equal Protection
Clause of the Fourteenth'
Amendment. The trial court ruled
adversely, to appellant on that
issue, and-the ruling was affirmed
on appeal.
The appellant appealed to the
Supreme Court. Since the
Alabama court had decided the'
constitutional issue on its merits,
the Court found jurisdiction to
consider tile Equal Protection'
claim. The Court' found that the
statute violated the Equal
Protection Clause of the Four-
either the car or the rifle and
shells.
The Supreme Court affirmed
stating that a person aggrieved by
an illegal search and seizure only
through the introduction of
damaging evidence secured by a
search of a third 'person's
premises or property has not had
any of his Fourth Amendment
rights infringed. Petitioners failed
to show that they had any
legitimate expectation of privacy
in the glove compartment or area
under the seat of the car in which
they were merely passengers, were
not entitled to challenge a search
of those areas.
Rakas and King v. State of
Illinois On Writ of Certiorari to
the Appellate Court of Illinois,
Third District Dec. 5, 1978, No
77-5781,47 LW 4025 ..
NOW TWO GREAT SALOONS
1 COLEMAN'S I
LICENSED VINTNERS
OUR NEW MID TOWN SALOON OFFERS
IMPORTED DRAUGHT, AN D A COMPLETE
MENU OF FINE FOOD - FROM BURGERS '
TO LOBSTERS,- AT COMFORTABLE PRICES
t•
,(
SANDWICHES AND COMPLETE DINNERS
SERVED UNTIL MIDNIGHTAn lIush pUB
'tQAbl'tloOAl c,AEllC €n'teRUInmen't
nerUngs
On;'Capitol Hill At
520 N; Capitol St. N.W. COR. 20th & PENNSYLVANIA AVE N.W.
331-9430737-3773
purveyors of fine food & spirits
breakfast, luncheon & dinner
Legal Research. &Writing
to justify spending at least three For legal writing, large
years of his or her life pursuing a sections should be broken down
J.D., arid can truthful offer a into smaller groups of twenty to
skill that is saleable on. the thirty. students so that more
market-place. individualized, instruction -could ,
It is not the purpose of this be given. Adjunct professors
short article to offer detailed (presumably local practitioners)
solutions to the problem, but, could be hired to direct these
rat her, top r e sen t my wriflng classes. (Alternatively,
imp res s ion s bas e don extensively trained third year
experiences both as a law law studen ts could assist in
student and 'law librarian. There teaching the legal writing classes,
are, however, general suggestions as is done in some law schools
which can 'be made regarding the with varying results). '
teaching of legal research at the Another possibility would
National Law Center. involve incorporating legal
First is the insufficient- writing with one of the
number of credit-hours allotted "substantive" courses a student
the course. Students should be takes second semester (property,
given at the minimum four hours. Con. law, etc.). Doing so would
credit for passing' an expanded create the added benefit of
research/writing course. . having the law student engage in
Second is scheduling. Were extensive research in a course he
more credits allocated, thought or she is currently taking.
should be given to spreading the Spreading 'legal research and
course over two semesters. One' writing over two semesters
possibility would be' having a would permit more extensive
two-hour legal research course coverage in each area.
the first semester, and a Considering the mass of legal
two-hour course focusing on research sources, it is imperative
legal writing the second. that students' be exposed to as
U n d e r the pre sen t many of them as possible. The
arrangement, however, this time limitations of the existing
would create a staffing problem. program permits only superficial
Legal research at G.W. is taught coverage of even the most
by LLM candidates who split fundamental tools (digests,
their time between teaching and encyclopedias, law reviews, etc.).
completing their own Use of government documents,
coursework. They teach the administrative law sources and
FALL semester only. Were the international legal materials are'
course revised to extend over rarely covered. And the list of
two semesters, instructors would materials the student is not
be needed to teach at least the acquainted with goes on and on.'
.. legal writing portion>. ...._Even_. doubling, the .credit
The Van Vleck Appellate Case Club presents
.First Year Moot Court
(;ompetition Finaillound
on a writ of certiorari to the Supreme Court of
the United States:
LOIS LANE v. UNITED STATES
for the Petitioner:
Robert Litowitz
The Bench:
The Honorable George R.
Gallagher,
District of ..Columbia Court of
Appeals
The Honorable Richard Atkinson,
Superior Court of the
District of Columbia
The Honorable John Fauntleroy,
Superior Court of the District of
Columbia
Ellen Mahan
-for the Respondent:
Mandie Barnes
Anne Newhouse
Thursday, April 18th 8 p.m.
Building t (2201 GStreet N.W.)
PATENT MOOT
COURT FINALS
TffiSWEEK
. GW's patent moot court team of Anne Whitehead and Frank
Campbell won first place last week in New York City at the
patent law moot court regional to~~name~t. thus e~rning a
bracket in the final round of competttron being held this week,
April 18-20, at the U.S. Court of Claims and Patent Appeals at
717 Madison Place. N.W.,Washington. D.C.
hours for legal research and
writing will not insure the law
s tud en t . a comprehensive I
overview of legal research
sources. What is needed is an
advanced' legal research course
for 'upperclass law students.
Expanding the curriculum to
include such a course would
give' interested students the
opportunity to increase their
knowledge of the vast number of
available materials.
Also needed is a more
enlightened notion of the
importance of legal research in
the law school curriculum. The
fact that professional ethics is
included in the two-semester
course at G.W. further illustrates
the notion of legal research as
the poor step-child of the law
school curriculum. Ethics should
be a separate course, as it has as
much to do with legal research
and writing as real property does
to patent law.
'. It is hoped that this short
article will at 'least open others
eyes to what I perceive is a most
significant inadequacy in the
curriculum. Hopefully the new
law school, administration, .the
faculty, and the students of the
National Law Center will take
the steps necessary to insure that
the G.W. Law Graduates leave
school with research skills
befitting. their future status as
"practicing'" attorneys.
Multi-Media ..law School
The Law Library is
considering establishing a
collection of audiovisual
materials to add to the library's
holdings. Such materials,
including videotapes, cassettes,
slide's, films and the
accompanying hard ware, could
be used by both faculty and
students to supplement
traditional methods .of .
instruction.
Obvious' uses for audiovisual
equipment in the law. school
include videotaping of moot
court practice sessions, taping of
special events such as
graduation, conferences, and
guest speakers, and visual
instruction in role-playing and
interviewing techniques.
Some' law. schools have
expanded traditional uses for
audiovisual materials and rely
heavily on A-V in the
curriculum. For example, at the
University of Minnesota the
entire legal research course is
videotaped on twenty 50 minute
tapes so that students may
rep eat lectures or proceed
through the course at their own
pace.
I At McGeorge School of Law,
'students are taped in mock trials
while presenting evidence,
interviewing' clients, and giving
opening and closing statements.
At the playback session,
students and professors critique
individual performances and
suggest techniques for
improvement
SUNY (Buffalo) professors
tape selected classes so that
anyone missing a class or
wanting to review a class tape
for' note-taking may 'do so.
Students can listen to the tapes
in' the library or have duplicates
made for their retention.
The University of Virginia
Law School has an extensive
.audiovisual collection including
their own .television .studio.
Harvard University also has a
large collection of A-V
equipment in the library and
produces an excellent series of
videotapes on American Legal
History which is distribu1ed
,nationwide.
Potential uses for A-Vin the
. National Law Center are
·unlimited. Commercially
produced tapes, videotapes,and
films cover everything from how
to establish your own, law
practice to polygraphing
techniques. Hardware ~ needed
to make them available to
members of the Law Center.
Professor Brown, using
equipment from the Medical
School, is currently working on
,a videotape on title searches
which will be used in Property
classes beginning this Spring.
Also, a series of advocacy
vid e otapes demonstrating
litigation 'techniques has been
shown on successive Monday
nights in the undergraduate
library.
Without A-V equipment in
the National Law Center,
however, use of films, tapes, and
video programs can 'be
time-consuming and
inconvenient, since the necessary
equipment must be' borrowed
from the Undergraduate or
Medical School. This is often a
com p li cat ed, inefficien t
procedure both for professors
who must arrange to borrow
equipment, and. for 'students
who must go to other locations
in order to view films or tapes.
Establishing an A-V department
in the library would save time
and· encourage greater use of
slides,. tapes, films,
transperencies, and video in the
classroom. '
With faculty and student
support, a strong collection of
audiovisual materials can be
developed in the Jacob Burns
Law Library. A questionnaire
will be distributed shortly which
will collect· information on
whether such a facility : is
desirable. Please fill out the
questionnaire and return it to
the, third floor desk of the
library if you have comments or
suggestions concerning the
addition of audiovisual materials
in the library.
Future trends point towards
greater and more effective use of
multimedia approaches in legal
e d u ca tion. Law libraries
throughout the country are
recognizing this need, and
several have already established
outstanding collections of media
materials. As yet, no academic
taw' library in D.C. has
established a major 'media
collection which would
demonstrate its potential uses in
the law school curriculum. The
National Law Center can set an
important precedent in .D.C.
through creating such a
multimedia department and by
actively supporting and utilizing
-Its resources. by Kristen Lochrie
'P-ageTen
Barron
from page 10
ever-surely this is a remarkable
job description. But it is job des-
. cription which can endure, and
which will deserve to endure only
if it is treated as a demand that by
achievement shows its worth.
1 can think, of no institution
that is more directly related to the
values of which Judge McGowan,
like Holmes or earlier Newman,
spoke than the Law Reviews of
this country. For to those Law
Reviews is entrusted the task of
subjecting to scrutiny 'dominant
theories and for consideration of
new ones. Those of you in this r-
oom who have worked on this en-
deavor may have, sometimes,
wondered, if it is worthwhile in
terms of the numberless hours
which you have given to this task.
But really, it is not only worth-
while-it is the heart of the whole
enterprise. I have often reflected
on how truly American an insti-
tution the Law Review is. In what
other country and in what other
profession is the work of distin-
guished-scholars subjected to the
most pitiless and exacting con-
sideration by young men and
women who are as yet novices in
the profession? There is no
scholar, no matter how famous,
who receives a letter from a Law
Review which does not end. after
all the flattery is over, by saying,
"and we hope you wiII"-and I
underscore the following words'-
"submit for our consideration an
article." This idea of free minds
at play, giving no particular cre-:
dence to the identity of the author
but only the quality of his pro-
duet, is, at its best, the great vir-
tue of our Law Reviews. I think
that as long as they exist the
values of Judge McGowan is
speaking of will not vanish.
And now, having said those.
words about our hosts ad about
The
'Inner
Law
Student
our honored guests, I suppose it is
in order for me to talk about my
own plans for the future of our
school.
An administrator who embarks
. . f I d hi The Inner Law StUdent Is
on a posinon 0 ea ers IP 10 an reprinted courtesy of 'The Forum'
educational institution in the Valapralso University School of Law
beginning of the eighties looks at 1 ~~?2:~:aa~~~~?2:~~
a very different world than, say, ),.'(
an administrator who embarked M ' 1
on such a task at the beginning of ay
either the sixties or the seventies. _,
It is undeniable that we confront
a world of rising inflation and •
lower expectations. Theserealities IS
make the administrator's task
. particularly difficult because
basic to the success of any enter- Law' .
prise is the necessity that the peo- ,
pIe within it have a sense of hope
for the future. Hope can live only D":
just so long on expectations ' ay
alone. It must be fed. from time . ,
-to time, with achievement. The- ~~i38~~~~~~~~~~
dilemma for the administrator is
to stimulate a climate of hope
without arousing expectations
that cannot be realized and at the
same time get something done. In
other words; the task is to have,
hope and stilI tell thetruth,
I believe that hope is justifled-
and that new achievement can be
realized. Much that any law
school should seek we already
have'-a fine faculty, a great and
-8rowing library, a truly able and
devoted student body, a dedicated
support staff. There is much that
we need, of course, in the way of
physical facilities-in the way of
new faculty-in the, way of. en-
. dowed chairs-in .the way of
scholarship aid and much needed
funding to assist and strengthen
our present program. But the
foundation for all these things is a
sense of confidence about our-
selves. And we already have the
justification for such a sense of
confidence.
x::=::=>lK",==)C>tIC==)c"C~~" >c~
COCKTAI.LS PIZZA STEAKS ~
., . ~
. . 338-C:»664 ' " ~.
>C~~~
Restaurant & Lounge.
1911-13 Pennsylvania Ave., NW
Moderate Prices .. 2 Blocks from Campus
CREDIT CARDS .'
AM
.MPRES$®TRAV~L
THE ESPLA~ADE, 1990 "K" STREET,NW., WASHINGTON, D~C.20006
(202! 659-0630
SEE EUROPE
ROUND TRIP AIR ONLY CHARTERS FROM NEW YORK WEEKL
DEPARTURES FROM APRIL 21
London •••• '_••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••.• , .••• 5328.00 to 5378.00
Paris &:London .; ; : .••• .', ••• ;' •• 5328.00 'to 5398.00
Amslerdam" Fnnkfurt ••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••• :.5320.00''-
Geneva&: Zurich ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $398.00 10 $448.00
Vienna &:BUdapest. ' 5398.00 10 $468.00
Rome &:MUan 7.' $398.00 to 5438.00
ACAPULCO, MEXICO
INClUDES, Round Trip D~y Jet via .RANIFF, FIRSTCLASS~nd DElUXE HOTELS,.
Tr~nsfers, Ba .. ~ae H~ndlinlo ~nd All Te.. s ~nd Gr~tuiti .... Weekly S~turd~y ~nd
Sund~y dep~rtures from April 21 to Dec. 18. . .. , ,
MEXICOCITY,.TAXCO~nd ACAPULCO- Two Weeks 5498 to 5599 .
BDAYS
5299
to ,459
CANCUN
INCLUDES. Round Trip' Jet. PLAYABLANCA, ARISTOS, EL PRESIDENTE, aN·
CUN CARI.E or CAMINO REALHOTELS, (7 Brnki~sts ~nd S Dinnen~t Aristos
~nd C~ncun C.ribe Hotels- to April 30, 1979). Tr~nsfers, Welcome Cockt~i1. All
Ta~" and Cratulties, and "More." .
DEPARTURESAPR. 27.QCT. 19
BDAYS
369
to 469EVERYAVAILABLEA_ID, 'F'ORTHE.LAWSTUDENl
Q-. 'GILBERTS:......CbIFSl~I, " SUM&SUBSTANCE •~ LEGALINES , •
I .
. -- SMITH REVIEWS-NUTSHELLS
CASE NOTES-AMERICAN,LEGAL
CASE DIGESTS
EMANUALS - HORN BOOKS
STATIONARY SUPPLIES AND MORE
DI.SCOUNTPRICfS.AND' -
COMPL-ETE SELECTIONAT... "". ' .-
. -·/WASHINGTON ..
• • . LAW BOOK CO.
:.I91Z~Efe.St,~tW.. Tel 785-·0424
CLUB MED BDAYS
; 5565
680
THE .AHAMAS. MARTINIQUE
GUADElOUPE. MEXICO
INClUDES: Round Trip Jet, 3 FULLMEALSDAILYwith Unlimited Wine ~iLunch
~nd Dinner, Tr~nsfers, .... ~ae H.ndlina. All Sports Activities with Equipment
and Instruction, Boa" Rides, Picnics, Concerte, Discotheque, Nilhtly Li\'e Enter-
tainment, All T... es and Cratuities and "More." Weeki)' depatures.
HONG KONG
14 Day Charters to Hong Kong inc!. Round trip air viaKAL DC-Io-Airport
Transfers-Welcome Get-Together-Hotel accommodations, on a double oc-
cupancy basis, for 12 nights atjhe Hotel Plaza or the Lee Gardens Hotel-
Half day Sightseeing tour of Hong Kong-All Taxes and Services-Plus Many
Extras.. .
Departures from Washington:
June 12 : .........................•..............•..... $799.95
June26 .. " ",' 799.95
Additional dep. from N.Y.
EUROPE CHARTERS
INCLUDES, Round Trip let, Hotels, Continent~l.re~kf~st D~i1y,Tr~nsfers, .~".Ie H~ndlinllo Tues
.nd Gr.tulties (Plus in London-Siahtseelna and Theder Tickets~ Weekly dep~rtureslrom April 21
to Oct. 2?-
1. ROME (One Week) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• '~ ••••• $52910$639
Z. ROME" FLORENCE (One Week) ; $56910 $679
3. COST A DEL SOL (One Week) $399 to 5539
4. LONDON (One Week) •••••••••••••• '••••••••••••••••••••••• 5454 to $879
5. ROME, FLORENCE" VENICE (Two Weeks) •••••••••••••••••• $719 to $819
6. ITALY &:SWITZERLAND (Two Weeks) •••••••••••••••••••••• $669 to $969
7. SPAIN(TwoWeeks) $579 to $689
•• LONDON (Two Weeks) $60410 $1169
.9. PALMA DE MAJORCA &:CRUISE (Two Weeks from 6/11) •••••• $799 10$1099
10. MONTE CARLO,. CRUISE Two Weeks from 61Z6) ••••• : ••••••• 599 to $1399
MOST DEPARTURES FROM NEW YORK
�!!lp~!iM!Yf!~!l,~,.;~'~~'~~~M'i'U~::h~~:n
Seeming only to have gained - see "some of the greatest legal there is an unlimited abundance for campaign financing. any other consumer advocate of
~ome moment~m ~nd a few more minds in the country wasting of sunlight. He said that although The solution that Nader offered citizen activist, not even our own
. Import~nt policy Issues to chal- human resources." the dispute this was no excuse for energy for the complex problems that he Prof. Banzhaf. At the press
lenge since his last lecture at GW, was finally settled with a mutual waste, and that consumption touched upon' during his hour- conference after the question
Ralph Nader appeared in the agreement between the dispute reduction 0[,50070 was a modest long address may have been answer segment of his presenta-
Marvin Center Ballroom last .was finally settled qitha mutual goal, the earth's non-nuclear intended more to encourage the tion, I wanted to ask this famous
Wednesday, April II to address a agreement between the electric energy resources could never be attempt rather than resolve the and strange "public citizen" if he
packed house on the role of companies to dismiss their expended without resulting in problem. He discussed the unique was happy and if he would do
education in society and of stu- complaints and pay the opponents dramatic deleterious effects on attributes for citizen involvement things differently if he could do it
dent activism in education. After exhibit-legal fees. global climatic conditions. available to students in Washing- all over again. Fortunately, some
citing a couple of examples of the Ralph suggested that law in- Commenting that corporations ton, D.C. and the promise for the other amateur reporters sid-
" extent to which institutionalized structors should pose the "have a passion for anonymity," future if people get involved now. tracked him on some more im-
academics is a function of the question, "How many people can Nader complained that these Nader stated that "Increasingly, portant issues, such as the pro-
distribution of power in society at use the legal system?" He ex- business entities were able to the future of this country is going blems with the Nuclear Regula-
large, Nader lashed into the plained that the reason that such escape accountability because of to rest ... on the citizens who refuse tory Commission, the future of
inequities of the Educational issues are not posed is because their fictional status. At the turn to say 'We can't fight City political parties in the U.S., and
Testing Service, the latest prime they are relavent, and law schools of the century, he said, if you Hall." the prospects for compulsory
target of his organizations' in- never discuss questions that are were to ask someone who ran the "Why is there apathy?" Nader voting. Perhaps the single remark
vestigative reports. relevant. country, they would probably questioned. Remembering the from which I gleaned the most in-
Another issue which he ad- Ralph Nader devoted much of respond by, saying, "J.P . events of the neighborhood a sight into his philosophy
dressed eatly in his speech was the his speech to a particulatly timely Morgan, John D. Rockefeller," decade eatlier, he commented on however, was a statement he
"inability of most citizens to have topic of his lecture, and one which etc. But today, Nader remarked, GW's activism against the war in made in response to my
access to their own legal system." attracted an angry picket line of you would probably get alphabet Viet Nam and commended the questioning the validity of his
Nader criticized the legal system perhaps a dozen members of the soup such as "IBM, SCM, GM," law school's efforts to encourage attack on the corporate form
on two grounds: that it was not pro-nuke U.S. Labor Party who or perhaps even something as ,participation in the federal rather than the consumers which
speedy enough to dispense justice chanted and distributed "Nader creative as "General Foods" or bureaucracy and foster litigation it serves. He said that what we
and that litigation was a teasible Sucks" propaganda on the side- "General Dynamics." He sum- before administrative agencies. needed were "informed citizens,
alternative only for 'those with walk outside, the energy shortage. marizedhis criticism" of deper- He suggested that students from not just informed consumers." I
deep pockets. , ' , He said that U.S.oil companies- sonalized big business by con- all disciplines organize to investi- never got to ask Mr. Nader if
As a result of the tremendous do not oppose' higher OPEC tending that' the essention gate environmental, corporate, deep down inside he wished he
cost of legal services, Nader said, prices because it increases their problem was that, corporations and governmental abuses,and to were just an Idaho farmer with a
"The economic barriers to the profits in foreign sales, it causes had more power than govern- put together reports from which couple of bushels of potatoes and
legal system which of course the value of domestic reserves toment. ,_ .,c ~:;:-:" ',', the community could benefit. He a nice tomato patch out back, '
apply to consumers are even skyrocket, and it makes nuclear Nader predicted that someday concluded with the observation although, I think I already know
beginning to apply to the big power competitive. He criticized long in the future' the, electoral that leadership was the ability to the answer. He did tell me that he
corporations." He cited a huge the tax on excess profits proposed mechanism currently in existence accept the realization that change usually stayed up until about 3:00
, anti-trust case in which- a couple by President Carter last week as to determine theconstitutents of may culminate in those who a.m. but that sometimes he
of big New York firms" collided merely a; populist political ploy, our national legislature will be follow. " worked all night. His vigilance
like two mega-rhinoceroses. After stating that excess profits should regarded as one of the greatest None would doubt that Nader was heard by a crowd of several
a tremendous battle before even not be permitted inthe first place. follies ever conceived.: Nader's is a thoughtful critic and an in- hundred GWstudents last week
the discovery stage could be Nader stated that the majority remarks indicated that ,he,was spiring- orator whose reputati?n and the message he delivered will
completed (during which one of of the American people were cor- sincerely disturb~d at the fa~.t~at for unselfish dev?tion to unav?ld- 'echo for; as long as the problems
the; finn's :junior parents .was rect in their belief that there really legislators were m. the position of abl~:\sel~;dete~Yllned perceptions in society persist. ' ,
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Interview with Dean Kramer
continued from page 5
law firm that writes, and says "We have usually and fairly promptly, there will be means approval. The only people t~at ~he deve~p~ents, thateve~hthe~ are, t~an
openings for second year law students. feedback into this office. usually come to see me, come to complain, ami' n th as I ar a~ I e day-~o- ay
We'll pay them eight dollars an hour. We All the Dean has to be is a fairly per- If I went on that basis, I wil~ ha~e to be op;r; lion: e. t~.sc °t~ at~' c ass;s,
would like them to work ten hours a ceptive listener and you gain a pretty good honest with you; the whole entire time that sc ~ u eS'tt reg~~ra t~on~ e t mg~ t at
week." I don't know the difference. idea of what most of the faculty are doing I have been here,. the number of stu~ents trheay mtaher Irtehct
Y OilmhOSdSlt~ ent.s-h-Y hat clini I k h Id b h h ether than on some state-ritual ey are e ones a rea y an e u-wnou can argue t at c mica wor s ou e most of the time in the class room This is w 0 av, 0 . th . tit thei t t d h " .
supervised by a full time person on the supplemented by the fact thar" I am when .they c.an't .do anything else, ever T:lr a en sb ;If ac ,an ~ err mtegrity. ,
faculty. Splendid. But by and large very robablv the most avid reader of the come mto this office on their own accord . ey. are ot perso~s. 0 outstanding
few law firms I know of let the law clerks Pt d t y I' E t or have ever written me to say you're doing mtegrrty. Take the admissions process, the
they hire work without some pretty close s u e~ eva .u~~lOns·d ver~ se~es fr, a good job marvelous, I can count them J.D. program that Dean Kirkpatrick has
direct supervision They ~ould throw they ~ome Im~~qU~~l t~\ ~ometlmes'~low/, on the fing;rs of one hand. But I do know run. Very few people realize what a
money' away So they're not going to do it . hecau~e he I a IS responshl e h?dr that that is typical 'On the other hand, remarkable operation that is, unless you
. . tern, m t e past at east, seems to ave I . b h compare it with other scho I 0
Well you say, in good clinical training you them and I have to dig them out. But long scarcely a day goes. y t at someone . . 0 s'. ~r
have the entire group meeting once or twice before the Advocate prints them, I get a doesn't come in w~o thinks h~ ~as a proper progr~m IS one ,that shines Oil! With I~S
a week to go over experiences together. And hold. of them and go over them and cause of complaint. S? sitting her: I m.tegnty. We don t h.aveany special Dean s
there is no question that that type of review examine particularly those faculty that I suppose that one sometimes get. the im- LISt, and the whole time I have been here, I
on a regular basis is invaluable. But many have some reason to think are having _ pression that just .about everything t~at h~ve n~ver personally requested the co~-
top grade' law firms I know of do ap- problems. I don't go over every report on c~uld. be. wrong with an educational m- mlttee m any way, ~hape or form to ~dmtt
proximately the same thing. They have certain faculty members that I generally stitutlOn ISwrong. I do.u~t tha~, however.. an~body. Nor, I mlg~t add, has President
weekly meetings of all the associates with gather are considered wonderful classroom Q: You have a very dIffIcult Job to fulfill, El1~ott. w.e have admItted p~ople solely on
some of the partners to go over things, to teachers; there is no point in doing that I'm su~e. .., . .. thel~ ment. No~ you can dlffer~ as to the
compare what the different partners are unless I have heard something to the A: It ~s a dlffJc~lt .Job to fulfdl, but It IS ments of ca~dldat.es, no questIOn ab~:lUt
doing and to exchange views. Maybe this is contrary. becommg more dIfficult for many reasons. t~at, and the.mtegnty of tha.t program ISa
not quire the same, as the emphasis is dif- . In the early 1960's, students preferred to be direct reflection of Dean KIrkpatrick and
ferent, I suppose, yet when 'you try and seen and not to be heard. I don't recall any also !Jean ~otts. And 'that is an out-
draw a sharp line there it is very hard to do. students that were really coming in to stand!ng achIevement.
Q: Have you implemented strict protest until the days of Vietnam. Now, my Q: Fmally, do you have any words of
procedures for reviewing faculty per- goodness, they not only come in to protest, advice to offer the students who will
formance or do you favor promoting they wil1 sue you at the drop of a hat. I graduate the National Law Center on May
innovation among individual professors? have either been sued or threatened with a 20th and embark on a new career?
What is your position on the dean's suit. Maybe that is a change for the better, A:. I think that it is presumptuous of
overseeing the classroom environment?, I don't know. So it is very hard for me to .anyone to try and do that. For many
A: Most of that by necessity is going to be judge. Now, of course, everybody says very commencements now, in accordance with
informal. A great deal of information nicecthings about you, but I'm not certain tradition at our law school, the Dean is
comes to the Dean's office, not necessarily that a great many people dont' feel, "Well supposed to give a charget~ the graduating
to. me personally, about what the faculty the old bastard is finally leaving." Why class. I have always been very troubled by
are doing. After all, usually the first place a Q: Turning to another subject, what is not? "Weare so happy that he is leaving." that because I don't know what kind of
student who is unhappy with a teacher your impress ibn of the students' opinion of Why that is marvelous. You know when charge to give. If there is any message that
comes is to the Dean's office. If he doesn't your performance as dean? you bury somebody, why you might as well law school has to give you, if you ~aven't
like the way. the teacher is teaching the A: It is hard for me to say. Becaus~ say good things about him. received that message by the time you get
course, if he doesn't like the assignments, if remember, you seldom hear "from anyone Q: It must have been of great assistance your degree, a few last minute words that
he thinks the work load is too heavy, if he who approves of what you are doing, either for you to have Associate Dean Kirkpatrick you receive from me, even in the Advocate,
thinks that the teacher is not well prepared, students or faculty or alumni. If you an- working with you. is not, I think, abollt to change your life.
if he thinks the assigned books are no good nounce something and it's greeted with a A: Yes, he and Dean Potts have been Whatever I can give, you have received by.
or cost too much, whatever is wrong, tremendous silence you feel probably that jewels. They are far more responsible for now, I hope, by the time you graduate ..
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Statements from Law Review Editors
The Journal of International Law and Economics The George Washington Law Review
by James Rubinger
The George Washington Law
Review has recently turned over its
editorial board. The new board,
which will be responsible for Volume
48 of the Review, plans to follow in
the footsteps of the Volume 47
board in making the Review one of
the most respected in the nation.
The immediate future of the
Review will. bring several exciting
events. The March, 1979, issue will
be a symposium on the proposed
reform of the federal criminal code.
Senator Edward M. Kennedy of
Massachusetts, one of the sponsors of
the new code, has written an
overview for the symposium. The
August, 1979, issue will be dedicated
to retiring Deans Kramer and
Kirkpatrick. That issue will feature
articles by faculty members of the
Law Center writing on topics in their
field of specialization.
In addition, the Law Review is
considering' a major step toward
modernization. A computerized-------..;..--
in-house printing system is currently
in the planning stages. The
development of such a system will
enable the Review to publish more
efficiently and in a more timely
fashion. Whether the new system will
become a reality will become known
,in the next few months.
Of more immediate concern is the
selection of new members for the
Review. The organizational meetings .
on April 4 drew an unprecedented
response. Application blanks are still
available in the Law Review office,
Bacon 402C. The next step for
applicants is to pick up the writing
com petition on Saturday, May 12 at
noon in the Law Review office. All
applicants must complete the
competition by Tuesday, May IS at
noon. Selection will be based 75% on
grades, 25% on the competition. All
eligible are encouraged to apply. Any
questions about the process should
be directed to the Law Review
Office.
by Jennifer Freeman Monday, May 21. The memo will be
International law has had a rather the saine as that required by the Law
fuzzy role at the Law Center. Iron- Review. The Journal, consistent with
ically, in Washington, where the its emphasis on legal writing skills,
potential for in depth and provocative places significant weight on the memo.
treatment of public and private inter- Accordingly, the memo comprises
national law issues seems almost un- 400/0 of the selection decision, while
limited. the international law program grades supply 60010. Vie urge all inter-
is viewed as' in need of greater co- ested and eligible students to parti-
herency, In part, the Journal of Inter- cipate in the competition.
national Law and Economics has The' Journal is also pleased to
sought to fulfill this potential. provide announce the selection of its new
this focus. as well as develop needed Board of Editors for Volume 14:
legal writing abilities. Editor-In-Chief: Harry Conaway;
The Journal will be holding its staff Executive Editor: Sally C. Andrews;
selection competition at the end of the Managing Editor: Karen A.
semester. The competition will consist Christensen; Articles Editors; Robert
of a short, closed memorandum which Cohn, Robert P. Lewis, Albert Loebe:
will be distributed on 'Saturday, May Notes Editors: Peter Axelrod, Carl
12, at 12:00 noon and must be Gulliver, Stephen J. O'Neil; Topics
returned or postmarked on or before Editor: Stephen T. Bobo: Book
_---------------- ......------,;.. , Reviews:
Thomas
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$UMMER JOB$ ,
,Norrell Temporary Services offers slimmer and school break jobs to students,
from one day 'assignments to several weeks or longer. You can earn as much as
S1500.00 during June, July and August.
We specialize in office and light warehousing positions from file clerks. secre-
taries. typists. accounting clerks. survey workers to inventory takers. packers
and shipping clerks.
You can work every day or a
few days depending upon your
summer vacation plans.
Call your nearest Norrell office
. to get all the details. There's
never any placement fee or
contract to sign. Supplement
your college expenses by work-
ing when and where you want
with the fastest growing tem-
porary service in the country.
, ,- NEW AND USED LAW BOOKS. - '.
, .
BALTIMORE (301) 659-0500
TOWSON (301) 296-4080
COLUMBIA (301) 730·5706
. D.C.........•. (202) 659-4013
ROCKVILLE .... (301) 468·2260
FALLS CHURCH. (703) 379-2400
SER\JICES,INC.
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NORRELL OFFICE NEAREST YOU
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Washington's largest selection of legal supplies and study aids
Coif and Casenotes, Gilbert's, LegaOnes,Nutshells, Hornbooks, Ziontz, etc.
READY CASH FOR OLDCASEBOOKS
. LERNER LAW BOOK CO. FIRST AND E STREETS, N.W. WASH., D.C. 20001
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NYU law student
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Collector Items with good Investment possibilities. Items
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records. old magazines, old photos, books, buttons, and
many others. Send SOC (deductible with first order) to: Frank
Louis P.O. Box 548, Atlwood Station, Clifton, New Jersey
07012,"
We Mail Anywhere' • Expert Pipe Repairing
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Music and
D'oeuvres Provided
"The Wiz" at National Theatre
by Techla Fabian and Jim Sweeny .
The Wiz is back. If you've seen
the movie, still playing in the
area, but not the stage version, be
w.arned that there are some major
differences. The movie is
dynamite; the play is better.
The Wiz is a black version of .
Frank Baum's classic, "The
Wonderful Wizard of Oz" in
which young Dorothy is whisked
away from her home to the
magical land of Oz. Told to
follow the yellow. brick road to
find the wizard who alone can bet
her home, she encounters a
Scarecrow who wants a brain a
cowardly Lion who want~ to 'be
brave, and a Tinman who wants a
heart. <They became traveling
companions in search of the
Wizard.
The movie version of The Wiz
is opulent, relying on lavish sets
and sophisticated camerawork.
What is fascinating about the play
is that it achieves the same
magical effects and emotional
impact by relying much more on
.movement and energy. The play
relys a great deal on the intricacy
and power of dance as a medium
of storytelling. The energetic
tornado ballet at the beginning
leaves the audience breathless.
The play makes much better use
of space than the movie. The
movie was played by stationary
camera angles. The cast of the
play use the entire stage, dancing
and moving across its full length.
In the play, the performers use
body microphones, which oc-
casionally muddle the sound, but
make for some interesting vocal
effects. Agood example is the
reverberating echo during the
Wiz's first appearance.'
Renee Harris works well as
. Dorothy. Though eighteen years
old, she manages exquisitely to
create the impression of someone
much younger. Where Dorothy of
the movie version was a vulnera-
ble adult, Renee's Dorothy is a
spunky child. She does several
powerful solo numbers including
the encouraging "Be a Lion" and
the stirring finale "Home."
The other principle performers,
Charles Valentino as the Scare-
crow, Clyde-Jacques Barrett as
the Tinman and Ron Taylor as
the Lion all fit well into their
roles. The Scarecrow is more
jiving and less vulnerable than his
movie counterpart; the Lion has
just the right mix of bravado and
swagger.
The best part of the play is the
Wiz himself. In the movie, the
character of the Wiz is reduced to
a mechanical head with a dis-
embodied voice, until Richard
Pryor is revealed as a phony. The
Wiz in the play is a powerful
character, the center of a good
portion of the second half.
Kamal, who plays the Wiz,
takes every opportunity with the
character. The moment he struts
onto the stage,' preceded by
flashes of light and smoke, his re-
verberating . voice shaking the
stage, all attention is focused on
Folger Gets
."Benefit .of a Doubt"
.in teresting intermingling of
subtle absurdities which describe
c onternporary living through
a mu s za gc va n t e do tes and
disruptfve' concerns .. ' .
"Benefit of a Doubt" is
Edward Clinton's first play. The
substance of his work is
simplistic yet provocative. It is
successful probably not so much
because of the author's natural
narrative ability as his confident
desire to make his story work.
The playwright has made himself
available to the cast through the
rehearsal period and has altered
his original script innumerable
times as he has observed the
evolution of his work through
the interpretation and feedback
of other artists.lJ1~this respect,
by Dana Dembrow the stage with some other the development of~the play is a
outstanding performers new to .typical of most,since the
The adjacent photograph of' the Folger such as Geraldine author's words are not. fixed in
Carol Kane may prompt a few to Court and Ray Aranham, as well concrete but are inacontinuing
read this review, and her as a couple of fine actors long state of growth. . ,.,"
appearance in the Folger Theatre familiar with the Washington Although Clinton is receptive
presentation of "Benefit ofa stage like Stephen Mendillo and to suggested revisions, however,
Doubt" will undoubtedly draw a Mikel Lambert. he states that he doesn't allow
crowd, but she actually assumes Each of the characters that other people's- opinions to
only a. minor role in the are portrayed in "Benefit of a disturb him when he's writing
production and her character. Doubt" are only a little crazier ...(lJl4.1I<!rnit~,Jhat"arrpganc.e. is
..·····perriiits 'hernever' to assume even 'dian the' people 'n'exf'door; buf hi d.i n g in e very writer
the proficiency of using a the interaction among them somewhere." His play is
telephone. Instead, she plays the creates a bizarre scenario of entertaining not only because it
part of Laurie Cassidy, a unsuccessful communication is hilarious but also because it is
retarded 14-year-old whose between a variety of egocentric quite disturbing during those
disconnection with reality is not personalities. segments of the dialogue where
wholly unlike the self-confined Perhaps the only .. sane communication would seem to
worlds of the members ofher . charac ter in the play - is be so simple yet always beyond
family, around which the play Dandelion, a wise and gentle the grasp of the characters. The
revolves. alcoholic, who everyone thinks props in the final scene include
Ms. Kane says that she finds is just a figmeritof Laurie's an empty rocker, a six-volume
her current role to be an easy imagination; The cast performs set of "Burger Boy," a white.
task. After appearing in such' well together, a feature for plaster rabbit, two dozen
films as "Hester Street," "Annie which the producers can take cassettes, a half dozen wooden.
Hall," "Carnal Knowledge," and pride, especially considering the hamburgers and a bowl of
"The Last Detail," she is a peculiarities' of the character unfinished potato salad. You
familiar face on the screen traits that are demonstrate;in figure it out The characters in
whose presence in the theatre each scene. Each of the "Benefit of a Doubt" will never
con t rib ute s tot h e individuals portrayed is totally be able to, and the author may
pro f e s s ion a Iis m of the detached from the activity that keepit all to himself.
production. None of the is going on around them but the "When I turn. out the lights
characters dominate the setting, way that their remarks bounce they dream about the river. It
however, since Ms.' KaM 'shares off' . eaclt . 'other "creates an makes them feel big. "
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him. Even when revealed as a con
man, the character does not
disintegrate as throughly as he
does in the movie version.
The Wiz premiered at Balti-
more's Mechanic Theatre and
then' opened on Broadway
January 5,1975. It has won seven
Tony Awards (the theatre's
equivalent to the Academy
Awards) including Best Musical,
and two Tony's for Geoffrey
Holder's direction and costumes.
It also won aGramrny Award for
Best Original Cast album. The
Broadway production ran 209'
weeks, making it the eleventh
longest running musical in
Broadway history.
The Wiz will be playing at
Washington's National Theatre,
1321 E Street, N.W., from March
21 through April 29. Per-
formances are 8:00 pm Tuesday
through Sunday; 7:30 pm on
Sunday evenings, and matinees at
'2:00 pm on Saturday and Sunday.
The. National Theatre is within
several blocks of Metro's Metro
Center stop.
Moliere's
"Don Juan"
at Arena. Stage
by Steve KleiCield into the motivation of life's
players.
If you need a break from the
anxiety wrought. from the im- It is also. terribly amusing -to
pending disaster commonly watch the reactions of the other
referred to as final exams, make characters to Don Juan. The play
the trip down to the Arena Stage revolves, naturally enough,
.and see Don Juan. Formally titled around that infamous rogue and
Dom Juan ou Ie Festin de Pierre, rascal,whose idea of a good time
or in English, Don Juari or the isto seduce some fine gentleman's
Stolle' Statue (thaCs'stattie;'hot'-wife'or daughter.Tlielead'role·ls·
statute), this charming play was ably played by Stanley Anderson,
written by the famous playwright who bears a striking resemblance
Moliere in 1664. He ",:ithdrew the to George Allen, but is never-
play after only fifteen per- theless convincing in his schemes
formances as a .resultof politi~al and dialogues. Throughout most
pressures applied due, to Its of the play he is lectured to and
scandalousnature, and it was not told of his moral obligations by a
revived again until 1841. . cast Of characters, which of
The play was considered course whet his appetite for
scandalous in its inception immorality even further. The best
because the Don Juan character discussion involves Don Juan and
wasa heretic, fearing neither God his faithful servant Sganarelle,
nor man in his pursuit .of played 'wonderfully by Richard
pleasure. Today his exploits may Bauer, who serves as a hopeful
be considered to be somewhat replcement for Don Juan's
more tame, but it is interesting conscience. Although he is
that the same moral and constantly aghast at Don Juan's
philosophical issues that permeate attitude and pursuits, he is always
the play still give us trouble. an unwitting accomplice due to
There is always a conflict between his position, and gets constantly
personal and societal goals, and abused.
Don Juan gives us' some insights The play runs until May 6.
George Washingt()n' s Roots
Martha Custis, widow of Daniel
Parke Custis, were married in
January 1759 and took up their
residence at Mount Vernon in the
spring of. that year. Here they
lived the peaceful lives of
southern planters for, fifteen
years.
In 1775Washington was a dele-
gate to the Second Continental
Congress in Philadelphia. That
body appointed him commander--
in-chief of the Continental army
and he proceeded at once to take
command. Six years passed
before he <again saw Mount
Vernon, then only to pause
briefly en, route to and from
Yorktown in the fall of 1781. In
December 1783 he tendered his
resignation to Congress at Anna-
polis and, turning homeward,
arrived at Mount Vernon on
Christmas Eve.
Mount Vernon as we 'see it
today was planned by Washing-
ton before the Revolution.
Though he was called away, the
work was' carried on by his
manager and distant kinsman,
Lund Washington. The modest
dwelling inherited from his
father, which had been enlarged
in aruicination of his marriage,
was once againenlarged and em.!
bellished; small wing buildiugs
were replaced by, the present
structures; the gardens were
extended. After his return in 1783
Washington carried the plan to
completion.
In 1789 General Washington
became the first President of the
United States. "Except for brief'
periods, he was away from home
for eight more years. .
Washington retired from public _
life in 1797 and again returned to
Mount Vernon. He died at Mount
Vernon on the fourteenth of'
December, 1799, and was buried
there. Martha Washington died in:
1802 and was interred with him in illustration by Kayla Kirsch
the old family vault.
A few months before his death
General Washington selected the
site for a new family burial vault
and included in his will directions
for its construction. His executors
did not comply with this directive
until 1831. The marble sarcopha-
gus which contains the body of
Photos by Bill Lleth General Washington was
provided in 1837. The outer vault
Page Sixteen
by Bill Lieth
"No estate in United America moved with his family from the,
is more pleasantly situated than plantation of Pope's Creek in
Mount Vernon," commented, Westmoreland County to the
George Washington. The broad Hunting Creek Plantation. After
sweep of the Potomac on the east, several years he again moved, this
with the Maryland shore beyond, time to the Ferry Farm, on the
the pastoral fields, and ordered Pappahannock River near Fre-
walks, lawns, splendid trees and dericksburg.
varied gardens all reflect the care- In 1740 Augustine Washington
ful planning Washington put into _deeded the Hunting Creek Planta-
his estate. tion to his son Lawrence, elder
The Washington title to Mount half-brother of George, who had
Vernon dates from the grant in 'just come of age. In 1743
1674 of five thousand acres to Lawrence married and settled on
John Washington, great-grand- his plantation, renaming it
father of George, and Nicholas "mount Vernon," in honor of
Spencer. This tract was divided in Admiral Vernon, under whom he
1690. The Washington half des- had served in the Caribbean.
cended by inheritance to Mildred Augustine Washington died in
Washington, aunt and godmother 1743 and his young son George
of George. In 1726 Augustine spent a part of his youth with his
Washington, father of George, elder half-brother at Mount
purchased the tract, then known' Vernon.
as the Hunting Creek Plantation,' In 1752 Lawrence Washington
from his sister Mildred and her, died and -two years later the
husband, Roger Gregory. In' Mount Vernon titled passed to
1735, when George Washington: George.-
was three years old, Augustine: George Washington
and enclosing wall were added at
that time.
The exhibition area contains
more than thirty acres with
several miles of. walks and lanes
for the visitor to explore. The
Mansion is, of course, the focal
point of any visit to Mount
Vernon. Designed and enlarged
from the one and one-half story
farmhouse of his youth by George
_Washington, the Mansion is a'
unique and beautiful example of
mid-Georgian architecture. Four-
teen rooms are shown, which
exhibit numerous original fur-
nishings that have been returned
through gift, loan, and purchase
since 1858. In that year, the
nucleus of the estate was pur-
chased from Washington heirs by
the Mount Vernon Ladies' Asso-
dation in a pioneering example of
historic preservation.
Close to the Mansion are the
north and south service lanes
where small, white wooden
buildings accommodated the
domestic servants and cottage
industries which helped sustain
the economy of this successful
plantation. Nine outbuildings are
furnished and open, in addition to
the Museum on the North Lane
with its large collection of silver,
porcelain, military equipment,
and other personal possessions of
the Washingtons. In the nearby
brick Greenhouse and Slave
Quarters building is a small
museum which helps explain the
architectural development and re-
storation of the Mansion.
The colonnades lead from the
Mansion on the west to the
Kitchen and former Servants
Hall, while from the two story
piazza on the east can beviewed
the mile-wide Potomac. The rural
character of the Maryland shore
beyond is now preserved as a
National Park, ensuring that the
majestic view so enjoyed by the
Washingtons and visitors to
Mount Vernon for two centuries
will remain unchanged for future
generations.
Mount Vernon is located at the
shouthern terminus of the Mount.
Vernon Memorial Highway, (the
continuation of G.W. Parkway;
south of Alexandria). It is sixteen
miles from downtown D.C. and
can be reached by Metrobus ser-
vice. Parking is free, but there is a
$3.00 admission charge which
goes to the maintenance of the
estate buildings and grounds.
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1952- 1968Am icusCuriae
Introduction
The Advocate's Predecessor
This issue of the Advocate marks the 10th year of its existence but
not the 10th year of the Law School's having its own newspaper.
Prior to the Advocate, the School had the Amicus Curiae. The first
issue came out Feb. 25, 1952 and continued through 1968 when the
Advocate started up. The issues of the Amicus- Curiae seem fairly
similar to the present Advocate. The stories certainly indicate a
different generation, but still many of the same interests and issues
. persist; a new building, grades, etc. We thought that the following
excerpts might offer a little flavor of the pre-Advocate days at GW.
WIVES CLUB
HUGE SUCCESS
(March 1961)
On Saturday, February l lth,
the Law Students' Wives Club of
The George Washington
University Law School en-
tertained members of the Faculty
and their wives at a tea in the
Alumni Lounge of Bacon Hall.
Among the guests were Mrs.
Oswald Colclough, Dean and
Mrs. Nutting, Assistant Dean and
Mrs. Benson, Professor and Mrs.
Weaver, and Professor Freed-
man. The students' wives enjoyed
the opportunity of meeting and
talking informally with the
faculty.
Since its beginning in Sep-
tember, this Students' Wives Club
has grown from a business
meeting of six members t~ lun-
cheon meetings with almost I
persons in attendance. There
were, originally, several law wives
clubs associated with the various
legal fraternities. This
arrangement failed to maintain
the interest of the wives and
membership dropped off.
The Club's purposes are
professional rather than social.
Its goals are to help the law
student's wife better. understand
her. husband's' curriculum and
problems while: he is a student;
and to help her realize her
responsibilities to him, to his
profession, and to herself when
he is a practicing lawyer.
(ed. Get your biscuits in the
oven and your buns in the bed
... ).
Dean Fey Concerned
with Student Apathy
to Outside Activities
(Feb. 23, 1956)
I have noted that Amicus Cu-
riae's recent survey reveals a low
student participation in extra-cur-
ricular activities [Amicus Curiae,
Jan. 17, 1956]. This is of con-
siderable concern to me, as your
Dean. Although many students
may lack time, I believe that the
most frequent reason is lack ofa
persuasive motive to participate.
A lawyer's basic practical skills
are the ability clearly to express
himself orally and in writing, and
to do legal research. Oppor-
tunities to develop such skills are
afforded in whole or in part by
participation in the Student Bar
Association and its committees,
the Van Vleck Case Club, Amicus
Curiae, the Law Review, Legal
Aid, the Case Note
(ed: Students are concerned with
Dean's apathy to school ac-
tivities)
LAW STUDENTS' WIVES
CLUB
.NEXT MEETING
MARCH 11, 1961 at 2PM
BACON HALL
ALUMNI LOUNGE
Pott's Express Steams
Aheadfor Victory
. (Oct. 1964)
GO POTTS! That's the basic campaign slogan of Edward A. Potts, Assistant Dean of the ,Geo.rge
Washington University Law School and Republican candidate for Congress from Maryland s FIfth
District; '. .' h .ld: .. hi .. The Fifth District, in addition to being the fourth largest m the Umted States~ 0 s Wit in It a ~ross-
ti n of America ranging from the most rural of farm areas to the Twenty-fifth Ward of Baltimore
sec 10 '. G 'dS M 'sC tiesCity. Also included are Anne Arundel, Calvert, Howard, Prince eorges, an 1.. ary oun I .
According to seasoned political observers, Potts has at least a 50-50 chance o.fg010g to .Congre~s.ad ,
the District's Representative in January 1935, despite his relatively recent entry mto org.amzed politics.
The reaction from his potential constituents when they are exposed to the candidate has been
uniformly favorable. . . d . d hi
Dea Potts never even thought that he would be running for Congress, ~ut frien s convince im
that if the two-party system in Maryland was to be preser~ed th~ Repubhcans must have a str?ng
candidate and he was that man. He only field for th7 Repubhcan pnmary an hour before the deadhne.
In the primary he received more votes than h~scombined opponents.
(Things you wouldn't reveal to your best friend). '.
GW Succumbs To Wiles of
Female Law Students
by Karella Ann Gumppert
(March 1964)
"Women lawyers are too
emotional!-or, if not that, then
they're too cold-blooded." This
was the reaction fo one first-year
law student some months ago,
when he was faced with the
prospect of attending classes with
GURRILES. bly, this is the secret
reaction of many of the male law
students at GMU, no matter what
their class.
(ed. The more things change, the
more ... ).
New Law Center
Part Of University
Expansion Plans
(April25, 1952)
Although still far in the future,
grandiose plans are in the making
to expand the University. Present
planning calls for a campus and
buildings that will cover approx-
imately fifteen city blocks. .
(edtfarain't the word).
Campaign For Law
Center, Fund
Underway
(Jan. 28, 1954) .
The campaign has started to raise funds for the construction of a
Law Center building to house the Law School and its activities. This
is the most significant step yet taken in the ninety year history of the
Law School. The outcome of the campaign will determine whether we
shall be able to carryon the expanding program of the School or
whether we shall have to curtail that program because of inadequate
facilities. The future of the School depends upon the outcome of this
campaign to raise half a million dollars from alumni. The future of
the School depends upon you.
I have been genuinely thrilled by the interest. of our men and
women, alumni of the Law School, 'who are conducting the cam-
paign. Graduates all over the country have already given time,
thought, and money toward a very substantial beginning. This kind
of enthusiasm underwrites the success of this great alumni project.' I'
.join in an expression of appreciation to all our alumni and in a
.dedication of the faculty to this worthwhile undertaking which will
, improve legal education and provide every graduate with a sense of
increased pride and satisfaction.
, {ed. Pretty feeble effort; overall).
John T. Fey
Dean of the
Law School
GRADING
, (Apri/11,1958)
;j, At the/date of this writing, April 1st-more than two months
.since completion of exams-grades have not been received by the law
school students. George Washington is the only law school inthe
Washington, D.C. area which has not sent out the grades for the fall
semester.
The tardiness of grading works a hardship on the student which is
something more than the usual inconvenience and anxiety; 'there is a
direct relation between grades and the payment of tuition and other
.expenses of attending law school. A first year law student, for in-
stance, will have paid the final installment on his tuition (which is
due April Ist) by the time he receives his grades. The few students
, whose grades do not meet requirements for continuing in law school '
. will thus have incurred an additonal expense which does not seem to
be fair.
The importance of thorough and complete care in grading the
'exams is, of course, obvious. Most. instructors probably have
completed grading their exams by this time and the few instructors
who have not turned in the grades are not necessarily to blame in
view of the burden they are carrying. This burden of perhaps trying
to grade over 300 blue books while teaching morning and evening
classes appears to be the crux of the problem. The logical remedy,
and in the best interest of the students, would seem to be to employ
.enough instructors so that no single instructor would have such a
work load which is likely to result in a long delay of grading. There
are alternative possibilities such as each instructor posting grades
under some sort of numbering system (since anonymity is generally
desired) or having the student enclose in his blue book an addressed
.postcard to be mailed with the grade on it to the student when the
instructor has completed grading exams for that particular course,
The matter of late grades does present a real problem which
merits throughtful consideration and remedial action.
(ed. Still haven't got on the kinks worked out).
Successful Orientation
- Three Students Quit
istration comments such as
"excellent," "well put on," "fine
job" and "well organized."
Points particularly accented by
those associated with the program
were the Saturday breakfast. Law
.Wives Reception, and faculty
participation.
(ed: Why wait till the first
class). .. , . , , ... , , •
By ROBERT WERDIG
(Nov. 1962)
Three beginning law students
have withdrawn from the
University as a result of a suc-
cessful Freshman Orientation
Program.
Illuminating as to the evalua-
tion of the program were admin-
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Environmental
Program
Instituted
Law
Students
Picket
Firm
March 2,.1970
by Peter Langley
Advocate Staff Writer •
The Law Center is
anticipating a generous grant to
create an expanded program in
environmental law. The program
will involve consolidation of the
present efforts of the Law
Center in the area of
environment with the addition
of a few new courses into ani
environmental law program.
aimed at providing students with
a substantial number of courses
considering environmental law in
depth. The program will also
provide students the
opportunity to serve as interns
in gOVernment agencies' which ,
have' res po n s ibili~yfor:,' "'"
envi~OI'mentalprogranl~ .. ':H .1 .Should law stud~ntsp;ck~:~-iaw fir~7 , . ' . , ','
o ?a.n Nash, .wh 0 IS (astFriday's debate saw Professor Monroe Freedman ,(left) take the position that the survival o~.the
negotl~tln~ the detal.'s,· of the adversary system must preclude harassment of lawyers who vigorously and effectively advocate SOCially
grant, indicated to ~hls reporter unacceptable causes, He was countered by Professor Mike Tigar (right) of U.C.L.A. Law School, who
that there are tentative plans f~r argued that there should be a public interest limitation on a lawyer's choice of cHents and mode ofincluding three new courses In -, tati .. ,.
, represen on.t!1e curriculum.
by Jam~ C!.ol~l1lan__
On October 10th a group of
GW and Georgetown law
students acting, in conjunction
with Ralph Nader picketed one
of Washington's most
prestigeous law firms-- Wilmer,
Cutler, and Pickering.
This dramatic gesture, a first
in the history of picketing, was
feit necessary to' demonstrate
the students' concern over the
role of the law firm in gaining a
proposed compromise .of the
charges made against one oJ !ts
major clients, the Automobile
Manufacturers' Association. The
Association is.comprised of such
<Industry stalwarts as General.
Motors, Ford,ChrysJer" and
American Motors.
In January of this year, the
.Association and the four major
auto manufacturers were
charged with a sixteen-year
conspiracy to sup~"~',,)
competition among themseives
with regard to research and
application of automobile
pollution control devices. The
effect of this conspiracy was to.
further slow down the already
tardy progress in air pollution
connoAEc
&
Nukes
THE ADVOCATE, Monday, April27~ 1970 Advocate: Would you be satisfied to see more Black-.·
police in this area?
Barry: It is a repressive attitude. The Black cops are
worse than white cops. We need a new understanding
as to what it means to be a policeman. Why are they in
our community? What are they here for? They act as if
they are an alien occupying army. Citizens having a
. voice in how the cops do their thing is important. It
used to be that way a iong time ago. but now the cops
are the only armed vigilante force in the country. They
are the only group that have arms legitimately outside
of the military-and they use them too.
Q. You are really trying f6r control over your: own
community?
A. You have got to have that. Everybody else
controls their community. Why can't we control ours?
I want to have something to say about my own
destiny. I don't want to be a slave to someone else. The
.communitv_wouldconsistol the people living there. In'
SOme instances it is both white and black; sometimes
only white or only black. In Washington in the area
around 15th and U it is black because the white people
have all left. I am .. speaking however, primarily of
blacks because we are the ones left out.
Q. Congressman Broyhill has made a suggestion to
consolidate the police _forces in the district ..What do
you think of that?
A. Bullshit. It is to keep the police repressing us.
Q. Wl'\at about Home Rule for the District?
A. I am ~or.home-rule100% butthis wil} not help
our problems. Other cities have home- rule and it
doesn't help. 'It would give us more of a h~ndki so.-ijwe
mess up lt wifl be our 'own thing.-We are paying the
taxes so we should be spending the money. We could
do a lot more because we could be flexible with our
'Tloney~ And we could be more careful in determining
what our priorities are. If I' had to make a choice; I.
would concentrate on economic development.
Q. What is the. purpo~ of Pride?
Pro and Con???~ --.-. ... .. - __ . '·'.n. .".' .. .....
by Ralph A.'Wolff
FACED WITH THE prospect
of doubling electricity
requirements every 10 years and
the dissipation 9fall the earth's
fossil fuels (coal, oil, natural
gas), utility· companies .have'
turned to nuclear powered
generators to prevent a national
power shortage. This trend has
been promoted vigorously by
the AEC through generous
subsidies to' private industry,
even though the AEC is also the
nation's sole nuclear regulating
agency.
Over 90 nuclear powered
generating plants are currently in
use or in an advanced stage of
planning, .
. Following is an Advocate-interview by second- year
student Ronald Rabens with Marion Barry, Executive
Director of Operation Pride, Inc.
Advocate: What do you hope to achieve politically
with this group that you are involved with?
Barry: In the Pilot District Project we desire some
degree of control over the police who are out of
control. Police are like mad·dogs, out of control.
.Examining Media:
Theory v.Fcict
97'110 (29) I have committed one of more acts for WhICh, might have received a jail sentence. (see
below flrst.) .
I have received a jail sentence for such aet(s).
(see bel w flrst.) Specifically, I. have
committed the acts Indlca.tedbelow.
0% (0)
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.On.$eptember.15, 1969. law,Center alumnus J.~dgar Hoover presented a check for $15,000 to the -.
. GW law library Fund on behalf of the J. Edgar Hoover Foundation; Shown left to right are: Dean
Kramer, Mr. Hoover and Alumni Director Cliff Dougherty. T~l!l1ksto sl!c~ con,tri~"tiq(!~.Jhe !o:ibn~ry~s
nearly paid for. •
THE ADVOCATE, Monday, October 29, 1969·7
Hairandthe'Public'Trial-~---------
DC Judge Bars Long Hair
by Richard Cohen
Mr. Cohen is an
undergraduate 'student at The
American University. .
For all of you who still
believe that "freedom and
justice for all" is a reality in
America today, 1 suggest that
you pay a visit to D.C.' Court of
General Sessions Judge W. Byron
Sorrell.
Along with three fellow
American University students, 1
had the misfortune of entering
Sorrell's court, A trial was in
progress when we. entered and
sat in the back }gw. of the
spectator's gallery. Judge Sorrell
then stopped the .proceedlngs
. ana ordered the court record
terminated at that point:
· .. Who are you people?"
Sorrell questioned, to which we
replied that we were students at
The American University. Sorrell
then asked if we were law
by Linda Dorian
Subject the final approval by
the faculty and administration
· of_the National Law Center, a
· new course on the fal~ calendar
I will deal with problems of I
:Women and the Law.
In Septen;'ber 1969, the .Law Center's'Professor
Jerome Barron appeared on National, Educational
Television to debate the questions of legal rights C!fJd
access to- the media.
Professor Barron debated these questions with
Richard W. JenckS, a lawyer and President of CBS
Broadcast GfJJUP, the. television and ~t;lio divisions of
'CBS; and Ja~s Reston, colum!';st and Vice president
of '7he New York Times.II Professor Barron is the
author of several essays advocating' that access to the
press.be made a legal right. 'Moderator was Clifton
Daniel of '7he New Y{)rk Ti~ II
CLIFTON DANIEL:· Prof~ Barron, you~re, I
woUld say. ,the-chi~f theoretician of .the right of ,acC:ess
to the press. What is y~ur theory?
JEROME A. BARRON:·Well. my theory istnatthe
First Amendment,· interpreted'in term~ 'Of.
twentieth:ientury 1:ircumstarices,. in just its
. eighteenth:eentury meaning, gives an unintended
bonus, a 60nus I think unintendec:l by the framers, to '.
the communications business. In' this sense ··if we,
int~pret the words "freedom of. the press", which is
the language used 'in the First Amendment, to mean
freedom .of the. publjsher" freedom of the broadcast
network, fr~ol1i of the licensee, there are an awful
lot ofpeo~~ose iQterestS'are not being considered.rt'_s,to;~'lhat .Qur.traditional" ~nstitutionallaw
isfocusedttJinOsientirelY'on pro~ectifl9 peOple fro~
:popU\ar.;~"etiOIi· ot' teQal sar,lction·,aft~rthey hliv.e
spoken. It,,,doesn't giv~ jnuch attention. to t~elr
oppOrtunities to speak. An.d I think Jhat the FIrst
Amendment ought to be interpreted in terms of what,
after all., must be its primary purpose, which is an
informing one. .
I think that opporturiity for expression Qught to be
a positive dimension of the First Amendment. 1n other
iNords, I think that the First Amendment should be
read nofonly as just giving unlimited freedom to do
what they please to the few people who now manageour newS. I don'tmean that in an -invidi.ous sense. But
the networks 'and the chains control sixtY percent of
our· neWSpapers in this.country. I think that the First
Amendment most be,' interpreted ,to protect and to
reach abr()aderc1ass of~ple In 'the public at hirge.
ADVOCATE, Moqday. April 13 April 27, \970
~-Truth MinusConsequences-
wrver irn;/(le iniProfessorAlien's -Criminal Law night class.
students. After our negative
reply, he ordered us to leave the
court. At that point, 1 thought
that we had probably entered a
closed hearing and was, more
thanwilling to leave.
As we walked out, the judge
asked us if we would like to
know why we were being
thrown out. When one of my
frlends answered "yes" Sorrell
then told him' that my hair was
too long and that I Should have
to cut it before coming into the
courtroom. 1 then asked the
Judge if my frlends-whose hair
was shorter than mine-could
stay, to which' he replied, "Have
them tum around so 1can see
'the back of their heads."
. Aside from the lack of regard
for "freedom and justiCe for all"
at a pUblic trial,. Sorrell had the
gall to answer in a Washington
Post stor}' (Saturday, Sept. 27),
$'1 think the·less said the better.
I don't think it's fair to say I
.excluded somebody from the
court because they have long
hair."
The conduct of Judge Sorrell,
coming at the time of the
"conspiracy" trial in Chicago, is
a sad commentary on the
American judicial system. When
a citizen can't observe a public
trial because his. hair is too long,
and "conspiracy" trials drone on
in Chicago, it is noworider
respect for law is often lacking
today in this country. '
,,;=::(,:::;;;:::::~:::::::r:::~:::::~:::::::::::::;:::::~:tl
M Advocate wish to extend W
K their sincere appreciation mm to all the staff members of ~!~
~~iThe Hatchet for their m
~~ valuable assistance in the ~~
:~::i production of our first· ~::::
Ilrt:::::=:~::;,::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::\::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::Jtl
,%~:, ,. ,.' '. ., CO 'law .Center student offices have moved to more comfortable
The 'old Harlan Brewer House will be replaced by a ~ew PEPCO offl~e bulldmg: When PEP h pa~~ accommodations at 714 21st Street, next to lisner Auditc)rium.'
its rent to GW and when their profits come from a bustness of destroytng the enVironment, w at ~I The Advocate office is on the third floor. by Tom Blair
be GWs "position" on the environment? by Tom Blair •• ., -_ •• , -' _. _ •• - - _. - •. ,,' ,
I••••.•• ~• _. - •• - _.- - •••- ••.• ,. "".' .--.- ....-.--...•..•- ..•- ...--.-.-. - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -- - • - - - - -
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Contempt Power
Abused, .
. by Ivan White
Note: The following is a much abbreviated version of
an unpublished Law Review article. The responsibility
for omissionsrestsentirely with the Advocate.
That contempt power . . . is
capable of abuse is certain. Men
who make their way to the
bench sometimes exhibit vanity,
irascibility, narrowness,
arrogance,andother weaknesses
to which human flesh is heir.
Justice Jackson in
Sacher v. United States,
343 U.S. 1, 12 (1952)
Federal District Judge Julius J .. Hoffman's citation
of one hundred seventy-five separate counts of criminal
contempt by the eight Chicago' Conspiracy Trial
defendants and their lawyers, and the resulting
imposition of sentences totaling more than nineteen
years, raises serious questions concerning the continued
viability of the exercise of the summary contempt
power by federal courts.
On February 14, 1970 while the jury was
deliberating, Judge Hoffman summarily adjudged the
defendants and their lawyers, William Kunstler and
Leonard Weinglass, guilty of direct contempt of court
in conformity with Rule 42(a) of the Federal Rules of
Criminal Procedure and Title 18, United States Code,
Section 401. It is somewhat ironic that at least three of
the defendants' and their lawyers may serve prison
terms not for the violation of the substantive charqes,
but for offenses committed during the defense.of such
charges. "
"
LABELPefifions FDA;
You Are What You Eat
Quotables
"Laws, like houses, lean on one another."
Edmund Burke
"Bad laws are the worst sort of tyranny':
Edmund Burke
"Good men must not obey the laws too well"
R.1itI.Emerson
"If we are to keep our democracy there must be one
commandment: Thou shalt not ration justice." .
Judge LearnedHand
"The first thing we do, let's kill all the lawyers."
. W~m~~es~re
King Henry VI, Part II
IV, il, 86
"The jury is instructed to disregard the kiss blown to it by
defendant Hoffman."
JudgeJulius Hoffman
Chicago Conspiracy Trial
Advertising Approved
D· d I March 29, 1970 : Columbia Bar Association,. iszsor er y For the first time in this 'expected to hav.? far-reachl~g
. country, a' Bar Association?ffects on the abll~ty of public
C d Ethics Committee has come out .'nterest I~w f ir ms-e t hose? in favor of advertising byre.pre~~ntlng the poor,on uct; lawyers for clients. The opinion, :ml~Orltles, consumers, a~d
by the highlY prestigious envlron~ental grou~s-to advise
Committee on Ethics and ,the public of legal rights and to
Grievances of the District of 'offer legal assistance •
by Gary Strasberg
A group of five G.W. law students filed a petition with the FDA
requesting 'that "for the purposes of promoting honesty and fair
dealing in the interest of the consumer, all food manufacturers and
distributors must list on the label, in the order of their
predominance, all ingredients which are contained' in their
product." The group, known as LABEL, an acronym for Law ADVOCATE ....•.•...•••. $5600
Students Association for Buyers' Education and Labeling was Black Law Student's Assoc .•.• 1800
initially conceived in Professor Banzhaf's course in Unfair Trade Fed. of Lega~Action Groups .. 16060
Practices last Fall. Its members, all second year law students, are International Law Society •...•. 575
Arthur Koch, Chairman; Louis Kaufman, Gary Laden, Joan Levy Law Stu. Civ. Rights Res. CI•... 895
and Ellis Saull. Law Wives Association ••••.... 200
r---------------------------. Legal Aid Bureau •..•.•..•.. 2130
National Lawyer's Guild ••.... 1395'
Student Patent Law Assoc ....•. 976
Women's Rights Comm. . •...•• 925
Van Vleck Appel. Case CI. • ... 1495
As Treasurer Cleland pointed
out the total requests represent
over $37,000 as compared to the
total SBA budget of $10,340.
~ ... '"
by Gene Mechanic
Advocate Staff Writer
M'y first reaction was that I
was in the process of experien-
cing a clinical law program more
educational than most law
school courses. I was arrested il')
Georgetown on Friday evening,
October 2, along with approxim-
ately three hundred and forty
others. The charge was "faii.ure
to move on", a dlsordertvoon-
duct misdemeanor, but the
nonseriousness of the alleged
crime seems irrelevant,'What my
. mind does illuminate is the
'frustration I feel when I flash
, back to that night and I see
'\ innocent people walking down a
'public street in an American
city, being clubbed and dragged
into police wagons.
Certainly there was some
provocation for the police to act
in some way. Individuals were
breaking windows, but the
damage and the number who
participated was minute .. As,
member of legal ,aid J have seen
confrontations. all dver" this
, city. I have seen individuals
. endangering others in such a way
.that the police reaction seemed
-Ioqical,
SBA Funding
Requests
ORGANIZATION REQUEST
Jesus Christ
"Jesus Christ Superstar," the acclaimed British rock opera,
is coming to GW this Spring via the efforts of third year
student Shelly Smith, and the "Advocate," The album by Tom
Rice and Andrew Lloyd Webber will be staged and presented
for five performances in early May at the University Center
Theater.
Kennedy Lost
"The President's first
reaction to the shooting of
Senator Robert F. Kennedy this
morn'ing was that'there are no
words equal to the horror of this
tragedy,'''
SBA Meeting Erupts
. Into Violence
The November 2nd meeting of the Student Bar Association
ri violence when Evening Division Vice President Donald Haid i!I
iIi grabbed Third Year Representative Channing Hartelius by the 111I: shirt collar, ripping it open and burning Hartelius' neck with a f!!
iiI cigar. !@
THE ADVOCATE. Mon .• Nov. 9.1970
Environmental
Obliteration
HEADNOTE: This is the first of
three articles by Dermis Koehler,
second-year student at .the
National Law Center and former
Intelligence Officer with the
U.S. Army 25th· Infantry
Division. He has served two
tours of duty in Vietnam and
has ex tensive first·hand
knowledge of the environmental
havoc the U.S. Military is
inflicting on the countryside.
added to our wholesale
devegetation by bombing and
bulldozing vast portions of land
considered to be "contested
areas," leads one to believe that
yesterday's joke is becoming
today's reality.
Americans are quick to
dismiss war's destructiveness,
particularly in distant lands
with condoning cliches like "war
is hell"-no matter how terrible
and senseless such destruction
may be. In Vietnam today,
however, we are creating q
special kind of hell for that
countrv's inhabitants through
total environmental warfare, of a
kind unprecedented in human
history. -
In an earlier day, military
officers half-joked about ending
the Vietnamese conflict by
plowing over the whole country,
covering it with asphalt, and'
turning it into a giant parking
lot. The appalling scope of our
defoliation operations there.
Cambodian Invasion
THE ADVOCATE, Wednesday, Sept. 30,1970
With President Nixon's surprise invasion of Cambodia, many felt that it was time
for positive action to change America's militaristic foreign policy. Law stuents, as
many students did, felt that large demonstrations were only frustrating and it was
now time for some constructive attempts to stop the war. Many groups were
spawned as a result of the Cambodian crisis and law students, feeling their training
might be especially valuable in political campaigns and lobbying, gathered last May to
organize.
Representatives of over thirty law schools came together and' formed Law
Students Against_the War. The main objectives of the group were to coordinate
lobbying efforts here in Washington and to develop a network of local groups that
would work in their own areas for peace candidates and political change in general. A
national office was set up here in Washington and regional offices were opened in
Boston, New York, Durham, N.C., Chicago, St. Louis and Berkeley.
Banzh~ltYon.
Denied
Tenure
Mar~h 1, 1971
Urban Law Terminated
, by The Han. Shirley Chissolm
We are concerned about the Urban Law Institute of
George Washington University. It is a part of the law
scho~I--the National Law Center if you will-at George
Washington. Yet it derives its support from federal
funds authorized under the Legal Services Program of
O.E.O. As a Member of the House Education and
Labor Committee this program comes under the
jurisdiction of my Committee, so my interest is both
an official one anda personal one. My personal interest
~s ~hat~ it . mak~s me boil to see a largely white
institution In this largely black city turn its back on a
progr~m which by any measure has produced tangible
benefits for both the black community and for the law
school curriculum! The OEO money which has been
invested in the Urban Law Institute has directly
benefitted the George Washington University by adding
.about $1 milliondollarsto the educational program of
that University. The University recently came to the
Congress and asked for several million dollars to help
run their clinical program in medicine, includinq
support of the Georqe Washington University Hospital.
With one hand they seek assistance and with the other
they turn it away! It is indeed ironic that the
University wants federal money to teach its medical
students through· experience with Ii'vepatients at the
medical hospital, but turns down federal money to
offer the same kind of training to law students. I don't
believe that itistoo skeptical a position to take-to ask
whether this preference for one kind of clinical
education at the expense of another is simply one way
to get the power of law out of the hands of those who
would use it to serve the poor and black people of the
District.' .
KRAMER: lilt has always remained the Law Center's
intention to keep the University removed from
participation ifl the direct practice of law and to I Telegram to the Dean of the National Law
concentrate our efforts on the academic end where Center:
we felt that we had the talent, energies and basic Surely, the shocking denial of tenure to
knowledge. " Professor Banzhaf is an action for which you
will not want Geroge Washington University to
be remembered by history. '
Here and there in history one finds an example
of applied idealism in the public interest.
And the public applauds its champion while the
back room committees cut out his heart.
In this connection the action at George
Washington University has added the name of
Banzhaf to those of Dubcek and A. Earnest
I Fitzgerald.• i Incredible and outrageous, sir.
Congressman Andrew Jacobs
No university has such a surplus of imaginative
and innovative teachers that it can afford to
deny a man of Professor John Banzhaf's talents
the right to tenure. George Washington
University is no exception. The loss of this
creative teacher is very difficult to understand
unless pernicious, influences, having nothing to
do wi~h his ability, were brought to bear on the
tenure decision.
As one who has been one of Professor Banzhaf's
admirers arid one who has known many of his
students, I, protest the University's incredible
decision.
CAHN: "The law school must expand its walls to i
include the urban environment in which it is
situated. "
by Ralph A. Wolff
The survival of the Urban Law Institute is an issue which
goes .far beyond the personal confrontation between Dean
Kramer and Jean Camper Cahn. By his unilateral decision, the
Dean has tolled the knell for the National Law Center's most
sign i f~cant contribution to, the mainstream of legal
education-the development of a nationally renown clinical
program. The result of the Dean's decision is indeed
anam~lous, for while the University is celebrating its
Sesquicentennial Anniversary, priding itself on its educational
and community relations advancements, the ,law school has
struck from existence the most important of these
contributions.
~The concept of "clinical education" has won widespread
acc~ptance: .to which even Dean Kramer is willing to pay lip
service. Hailed by Chief Justice Warren Burger as the greatest
new step in legal education since. Langde/l's case method
clinical education is intended to expose the law student to.live I
clients with "real" problems. To the average law student the
most visible fruits of a clinical law program are the revised or
new course offerings, which shift the traditional emphasis of
study from appellate court decisions to analysis of the role of
tho lawver as a draftsman, neqoti at or and persuader. *, *
Ford Against Douglas
Congressman Abner J. Mikva
I read with dismay the recent
newspaper accounts that the
granting of tenure to John
Banzhaf is being questioned by
the University. .
" hope the 'University . will
reconsider its position on' this
and decide that John would
indeed be as valuable to the
University as he has been to the
community at large .
Richard L.Ottinger
Member of Congress
October 26; 1970
1946, which provided . for the death
penalty only on the jury's recom-
. mendation. A special session of the
Court had to be convened for the pur-
pose of explaining to the resourceful
Justice that the Atomic Energy Act in
no way modified or supplanted the ear-
lier act and that in any case the acts of
espionage for which the Rosenbergs had
been convicted were committed be-
tween 1944 and 1945, before the act
was passed. To try them under the
Atomic Energy Act would therefore'
constitute ari ex post facto proceeding.
The spectacle' of the nation's highest
Court being forced back into session for
the sole purpose of terminating Mr.
Douglas's legal experimentations
brought immediate cries for his removal
from both Congress and the press, as did
other of his subsequent acts. But it was
not until last spring that formal im-
peachment proceedings were finally
,instituted in response to Congressman
Ford's charges. In a lengthy indictment,
delivered on April 15, Ford attacked
what he regarded as Douglas's repeated
conflicts of interest, based on his asso-
ciations with so-called pornographer
Ralph Ginzberg, alleged international
gambler Albert Parvin, and the "leftish"
Center for the Study of Democratic
Institutions. Also· wider fire was Doug-
las's latest book Points of Rebellion
which more than a few public figures
have denounced as an invitation to do-
mestic violence. The House passed, a
resolution calling for Douglas's lm-
peachment the following day 'and a
special subcommittee to study the reso-
lution was appointed by the House Ju-
diciary Committee on April 21.
, by Harold C. Gordon
With the current attempt to impeach
Associate Justice William O. Douglas
another case has been added to the
growing controversy over the question
of judicial propriety. This question has
loomed large in recent years with the
resignation of Justice Abe Fortas and
the rejection of the Haynesworth and
Carswell nominations and may loom
still larger by the time the special House
subcommittee makes its report on the
ch a rges levelled, against Douglas by
Minority Leader Gerald Ford. The
committee' has already released a
preliminary, report describing the nature
and scope of its investigation and 'a,
recent book, Dossier on Douglas, by
Allan Brownfeld, has added to the
general debate on the subject.
Mr. Brownfeld offers a bizarre
example of Douglas's tortured legal
reasoning in the sensational Rosenberg
spy case of the early 1950's. Convicted
and sentenced to death. for atomic es-
pionage, the Rosenbergs had made six
unsuccessful appeals to the Supreme
Court for a review of their case. The last
of these was denied on June 15,
1953-the eve of their execution and
the last day of the Court's regular ses-
sion. The following day, however, Jus-
tice Douglas stunned the nation (to say
nothing of his colleagues, who were
then packing their vacation bags) by
unilaterally ordering an indefinite stay
of execution on the advice of the Ros-
enberg's lawyers who claimed that their
clients had been improperly 'convicted
under the Espionage Act of 1917, which
per.:nitted the judge to fix the death
penalty, and that they should have been
.• I _ -_. ...L_ A ..."".-;,.. Cno...nv Art nf
[.\!,
.... Set forth below are the tenure criteria being used by the~{
':.:. Committee:
-:::::
::::::
1. "Effectiveness as a teacher ," as indicated by such indicia t::
:,:::as, student evaluations, teaching materials used or produced, ::::::
o @
:.::: faculty visitation of classes, and supervision of individual ~~,i[,:
:.:: student papers.
;:::1 pUb~ish~~Uaa~~y un~~~lis~~~~tii~c1U~~ngP~~f~~~i,O::;icl:~i~~i~Sf~: IIi!>
:}: stu~i.es"ri~a~i~~~~d quantity of other professional and civic Ii
,
i,i[:,.i.:,,~ activities;" including participation in professional associations I:
and meetings, pro bono legal activities. and charitable or civic:t
[I: affairs. [I
4. "Law School and University activities," including:p
counseling of students and student organizations, committee i:t
work, and interest, cooperation and effectiveness in working t~:
with colleagues in furthering the purposes and activities of the 'if
Law School or the University. I::
5. "An estimate of continuing future competence and}t
effectiveness in the above respects during the balance of the [:f
faculty member's teaching career." it:
Committee on Recruitment, Tenure & Promotion:
J. A. Barron
H. P. Green
R.S. Kuhn
D. Robinson, Jr.
A. S. Miller, Chairman
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GW Law Professor Roger Kuhn during less violent times.
Demon. .strauons
by Edward J. Kiley
A springtime in Washington is
many things. Graduations,
concerts, festivals; a potpourri of
happenings arrives in the
nation's capital with the first'
warm rays' of the spring sun. A
rlot bf colors and sounds assaults
the senses of even the most
hard-boiled resident. In recent
years, new sights and strange
sounds have come to be
accepted here, right along with
those of a more traditional
nature. The heavy, measured
tramp of marching and the pop
of gas canisters-olive drab
fatigues and M·16's are fast
becoming as normal as the sweet
fragrance of cherry blossoms.
But Mayday was different.
There was just too much to see
and hear for it ..to be merely
"another demonstration." There
were too many soldiers and too
many arrests; too many hard
words and too many unyielding
opinions. Gone were the flowers
in the gunbarrels, the songs and
the banners. Both sides had
come to the edge, an edge from
which there could be no retreat.
Mayday was the climax-the
Ultimate \ Demonstratijl, Thera
couldn't be another. Or could
there?
Kuhn Evaluates
Mayday ~ r;n~ e.,.~!.that:' Then h.
On May 3, 1971 Professor Roger. Iy dragged me off to a wa,tlng bus
C' sImp . wh'le itKuhn of the National Law enter was for perhaps twentv minutes I.
arrestedby amemberof the CDU ~orce. filled up with others who were. belOg
He was then taken to the D.C. Jail and arrested. During the time I was In the
held for nearly, seventeen hours. b . I heard an announcement on a
ProfessorKuhn, like many that day, ha? ;bullhorn that the area was being cleared
done nothing to causehis arrest, and It and that anyone found ?n the streets
is doubtful that any of the tnousend« I thereafter would be arrested. The bus
arrestedcommitted any act deserving'of then took us to the D.C. Jail where we
the treatment accorded them at the ., d perhaps 1400 to 1500 other
.. I Jome I' ,various "detention centers." Pro,essor, .people whohad been arrested earner 10
Kuhn and others at D.C. Jail. got the 'the day. We were placed in one of the
best of it: Thousandsmore, at RFKan.d big exercise yards at the jail.
later, at the Coliseum and Central J~/I, ADVOCATE: During your time on
were not so fortunate. The followmg the street prior to your arrest did you
interview, concerning the eventsof that witness any acts by the police which
day, took place on September 20 could be termed brutality or
between Professor Kuhn and Edward .over-reactlon?
Kiley of theADVOCATE staff. . PROF. KUHN: Yes, I did. I would
ADVOCATE: Prof. Kuhn, could you say that by and large, what I witnessed
briefly describe the. circumstances of of the regular D.C. police was fairly
your arrest on May3 of this year? responsible behavior. But I did witness
PROF. KUHN: Yes, I was standing in one episode in which members of the
front of the Student, Center 0"; 21st CDU chased a demonstrator, knocked
Street, with a "Lega/; Observer" him down, and clubbed him. That took
armband over my dark blue suit, when ,I place in the little park opposite the
was approached by an officer of the Adam~s Rib Restaurant.
CDU. He bumped into me and then ADVOCATE: Given the situation of
grabbed me saying, "Buddv, you' can't May Day, ,in your opinion, what might
the police have done in order to handle
the demonstration better?
, PROF. KUHN: Welt, I don't purport
to be an expert in police tactics and
planning, but a couple of things are'
fairly clear to me. One is that it was not
necessary to continue arresting people,
indiscriminately at 10:30 a.rn., which is
when most of the people around the
campus were arrested. By that time, ..
everybody \'Yho was planning to go to
work that day had already gotten to
work. There was no longer a threat of
disruption of traffic. Another thing that
is clear is that it was unnecessary, in
order to keep traffic flowing,. to hold ,
continued 0l!,page 23
Bar
Examiners
Sued,
by Buffy Crow
Advocate Copy Editor
A ·June 1971 graduate of the
National ',;w Center, Peter D.
Lent, ·tiIr J a suit' against the
Committ-e on' Admissions and
Grievances for the' District of
Colurnola 'Bar Examination, in
the District Court for the
District of Columbia on
February 29, 1972. The
complaint, which asks for a
declaratory judgment and
injunctive relief, states that the
methods used by the Committee
in preparing, administering, and
evaluating the D.C. 'Bar
Examination violate the Due
Process Clause of the Fifth
Amendment in their secrecy,
arbitrariness, and capriciousness.
Master PlanFebruary 28, 1912PIRG
National
Lawyers
Guild
Conference'
-. ", I,.,
by Gene Mechanic
Confirming their, position as
the liaisOn between the radical
leftist movement and the.
establishment, members of the
National Lawyers Guild met in
Boulder, Colorado from July 28
through August 1.
During the conference the
Guild attempted to develop a
better understanding, of itself,
voted on several resolutions,
incl,uding an affirmative vote to
allow legal workers into the
fraternity, and held semi nars
devoted to teaching "new" law.
by Dave Cooper
and Candy Cohen-
Rows of townhouses and
other familiar architectual
features of Foggy Bottom are
scheduled for destruction by
George Washington University's
little-publicized "Master Plan,"
The Master Plan is basically an
architectural projection of what
GW's physical plant will look
like fifteen years from now-an
urban renewal program for the
unversity. The Plan envisions,
according to critics, the
destruction of the eccentric
charm and variety of much of
Foggy Bottom with replacement
by highrise classrooms, parking ,
Last week at New York's 'garages and office buildings; in
maximum security prison in short, an academic brave new
. Attica, New York, state troopers world of sterile concrete
shot and killed 41 inmates and uniformity.
hostages.
by David Ontell
Advocate Business Manager
Petitions to establish a
George Washington University
chapter of the District of
Columbia Public Interest
Research Group (D.C. PIRG)
will begin' circulation on
Monday, February 28, enabling
'~<, ...•..•.....•.....' ' , the stude.nt bOdY. to .indicate......•.." . their desire to establish the
organization as a University
program. '
"'~'september 27,1971
lSi' Attica.'
Raped Coed's Mother
Files Suit Against GW
Asking for $5 Million,
The mother of one of the GW
coeds raped last month in Lisner
Auditorium filed suit against the
University and against Charles B.
Finney, a 61 year old security
guard, employed by GW. The
suit, filed on Monday, March 6,
charged the co-defendants with
negligence, and seeks $5 million
in damages.
According to the complaint,
the rape victim screamed for
help to Finney when he' was
standing only 10 feet away from
her assailant. The suit charges
Finney with "negligently,
careless, intentionally, and
maliciously" turning his back on
the girl and walking,out after a
quiet conversation with the
assailant.
Finney was later charged by
the metropolitan potiee with
compromising a felony, which
means failing to take proper
action.
The university is charged with
negligence in leaVing a door to
Lisner Auditorium open when
there is no event taking place
there, as well as in hiring Finney,
who is described in the
complaint as 'being incompetent
to perform his responsibilities as
security guard.
The suit also alleges that a
report by Finney to his
supervisors, in which he said he
thought the Couple might have
been "lovers," was falsified.
Nixon. DoesNot StandPat, ., .... ". ". " ., '-'"' ')': >, . ..' ,,"
During Journey to Cl1ina
by David Kaufman
Many people are eagerly, anticipating -the
unprecedented visit of Richard Nixon' to'
Communist China. When Richard Nixon, staunch
defender' of Western Capitalism, meetsChairman
Mao lnst-rutable" spokesman for Eastern
Com.:ounism,what willtranspire7 Will they be
able to bridge their cultural gap to engage in Ii
meaningful exchange? Don't hold your breath.
Their conversation could go something like this:
;'Welcome to China, President Nixon."
"Thank you, Chairman Mao. I nope that
Russia ... Imean the world will note this historic "I understand, Dick, and I hope' that the
meeting between two great leaders. And I want to American people won't take it personally when, . During last week, 6,000' recent law graduates took the first
make one thing perfectly clear, I am a great world we refer to them as capitalist imperialist running ,Multi'state Bar Exam. Sixteen states, from Alaska to New Jersey
leader.'" . dog lackeys. It's what you in America refer 'to as participated in the phenomenon of several states giving the same bar
right. Do you have a" p.r. work.'" exam. The objective answer Multistate Bar Exam, although it does
make on this historic, not deal with reciprocity and each state can fix their own passing
"Listen,Why don't we change the topic to grade, may be the' first step toward a long awaited and more
something j'm thoroughly , familiar with -:- equitable national bar exam.
Sports. Who do you think will win the Worl~
Seri,es this year?"
Prof~Barron
.NamedDean
ICC Acts
On Promise
To SCRAPMarch 13,1972 Syracuse UniVersity Law School.
by Gene Mechanic ;~r'olifnor" 'Barton, "an
Professor Jerome A. Barron ':acknowledged expert in mass A Law School-based group
'11 I th N t' I Leo m mu n i ca t ion and' called SCRAP, (Students' Chal·WI eave e a rona aw .. . . I" R I A P
ce th d f thO -constltutlcnet law will begin hls englOg egu atory gency ro-nter at e en 0 IS . .. , . ) E . I. .. be h Dean of tenurem upper ,New York State cedures, and the nvironmenta
58K'rnestgertohconme t (e C' o,;i"n,JUlt
Y
•. ), ~:Er~~~::~~~:7~~~~:!
, " ,.., • ' ~~:~:m:~t e:~~:~~~~ala imi~~
people in detention for 18, 24, or ~6 increase in railroad freight rates
hours. It was also unnecessary to hold proposed by the railroad indus-
some of them under conditions which try. The increase temporarily
Were inhumane at best. Out at the D.C;:. went into effect Feb. 5.
Jail we were reasonably well treated by ,
the Department of Corrections
personnel that had custody o.f us. ..aut
conditions at RFKStadium, and
especially at the Central LoCkup
downtown were quite different and
quite bad. III fact, Superior Court Judge'
Bellson,a day or so later, held thatthe
conditions 'at the Central Lockup
cOnstituted cruel and unusual
punishment. Finally, itwas unnecessary
to lodge wholly false and fictitious
charges of criminal conduct against the
people being .detalned, It was not
necessary -to give .innocent people
criminal arrest records in order to keep
traffic flowing. So it seems to me that
clearly there was an over-reaction, that
things wertt done that were unnecessary.
"LABEL"
by GalYStra'usberg .
. Last February a group of five G.W.,
law:-stuClents filed a petition, with the
FDA requesting that "for the purposes
, of promoting honesty and fair dealing in
the interest of the consumer, all food
manufacturers .and distributors must list
on the label, in the order of their
'predominance, all ingredi~nts which are "
contained in their product."Thegroup,
knownTas LABEL (Law Students
Association for Buyers' E(jucation and
Labeling) was initially, conceived in
"Professor Banzhaf's course in Unfair
"Trade Practices last Fall.
country during the lJ.N. debate."-
"Oh, it, was the least we could do when his
visit was helping toget·ChiangChiang·hied.
Beside, I'm sure you'll agree that it's better to
have a China that's red than two with. George
Bush."
'" aqree, Mao. I just hope you WQJ1'tmind if I
continue referring to your country as part of the
Red, Menace. It's a, pet expression of mine, and
,the conservatives kind of expect it of me."
"Yes, you're qutte
noteworthy quote to
occasion?"
"Yes, I most certainly do, Chairman Mao. I'd
like to say that this meeting marks one small step
for man, one giant leap for mankind."
"That was wonderful, Mister'President. Can I
put that in my book of quotes?"
"You certainly may. I think that your book-of
quotes needs a little lift now that Spiro's book of
quotes is doing so well." '
"Well, I think "'I"pick the Reds over the!
Yankees. I'm a big Yankee hater, you know."
"I see we're not going to get anywhere talking
about sports, either. listen"I'mstarved. Where's
the chow?"
"Thank you, Mister President."
"You can call me Dick. As I was saying, this
meeting marks a poi'nt in my Presidency when I
feel that, I can no longer afford to stand
pat.",
i'lt'tlbk courage to .say that, Dick. If I were ,
married to' Pat I cquldn't stand her either. As a
matter of fact, , know few people who_can stand
Pat.'!
"I was talking about standing pat; not standing
Pat, but I forgive you. Listen, I w~n~ to' thank
you for giving mv adviser Mr. KI~sl.nger such
courteous' tfeatn:tent when he VISited your
. "Oh, Chou is sick today."
"You mean I travelled all this way for genuine
spareribs and eggrolls, and you've got the nerve to
tell me the food is 'sick'! Maybe I should have
st~yed home and hadChun King~,i,'. .'
"Oh, I make mistake." thought you said
Chou, when you were realty:talking about Chow.
The food is ready. Would you like to step into the
kitchen." '.
"Oh no, I feel my Seventh Crisis coming on'.
Do you, know what happened the last time I
found myself in a kitchen with a Gommunist
leader?"
Page Twenty Three,
As a result of a report given
.to the Senate Veteran Affairs
Committee by five George
Washington University Law
School students who call
themselves "Dead Giveaway,"
the Genesee County grand jury
in Flint, Michigan, handed down
indictments on" February 24
against nine officers of the
Flint-area cemetery in an alleged
$3-million, scheme to defraud
veterans by selling them
ostensibly "free" cemetery lots., ,
D.C. to End
6 Month.
Reciprocity
by Howard Rosenthal
Lawyers and' law students
',' who take bar. examinations in
, jurisdictions other than the'
District o-f Columbia, in
anticipation of being admitted
to the District bar in six months
may this spring discover that ~
new flve-vear reciprocity law ..
will be in effect.1971-1972
SBA Budget 'Moot Court
Advocate, $4500; Black Law 'Win
Students Assn.,~OO; ,Environ- Dece ber 6 1971
mental Law SOCiety, $405; In- m., ,
ternational Law' Societv, $250; by Gary Stra~sberg
Journal. of International Law George Washington University
and Economics, ,$0 (receives Law School'defeated
·non.SBAfu~~:Is); ,Law Wives, Georgetown Law Center in the
$50; Legal Aid Bureau; $l,OJ5; final round of the 22nd National
LSCRRC, $300; Patent Law Moot Court Competitio~'s
Assn., $100; Student Tax. Law Regional Championships held on '
Assn., $100; Van Vleck Appel- November 19", and thereby
.Ia~e. Care Club, $600; Women'$' gained entrance into the <,
RIghts COmmittee,.$185. Total: National finals to beheld in New
$7,878. York in mid-December.
Calendar
Reform
by John F. Banzhafm
Professor of Law
Some 437 law students-« the overwhelming majority
ina recent poll. who voted to have examinations'
flnlshed before .the Christmas vacation-· will no doubt
be very disappointed to learn that the Faculty has
rejected their proposal, and that the chances_ of any
, substantial calendar reform for the 1972-73 year are
'virtually nil. .If they examine the minutes of the last
faculty meeting they will discover that their request
was never considered on the merits, since one member
'of the Faculty opposed consideration on the ground
that the' item had not been placed on the agenda the
requisite number of days before the meeting.
Multistate·Bar Exam
Reifze'Gets Tenure
Prof. Reitze is now a fully tenured member of the faculty and
the Alvocate extends its warmest congratulations. While we support
the decision of the faculty to grant tenure to Prof. Reitze, the
,happy conclusion in this instance should not cause us to lose sight,
of the' fact that as students, we who are most affected by tenure
decisions are least able to do anything to influence the choice.
Widespread concern amongst the student population as to the
teaching ability and attitude of several of the Center's professors,
,underlines the sad fact ,that had we a say in their selection they
might not still be with us today.
The Alvocate applauds the enlightened decision of the faculty
,to allow a reporter to attend their regular meetings. The Aivocate
has consistently maintained that the closed nature of the mee'tings
could only breed suspicion and distrust. The door of understanding
.has been opened a I,ittle wider.
Law School Alu!",n~s
LosesB~ding . H:;:d
by Dave Cooper .' . _Justice Brewer who Doth , .
H~:-;:;~~:~~:d~~6W~~- ~cc~~;'~~~~h~ol::'~r,~h~Q~ Profess 0r
evacuated sometime t~is and G streets, the' site ot
spring and althoughUnlv- the recently completed by Gliff Fridkis
er'sity officals, are careful to Pepco Building. When,the The second full-time woman
~~ny that plans have def- University. razed' the ,old faculty member may' have
Imtely been made for. its Harlan ..Brewer" House to started here only a few weeks
demolition, It appears ,like- : make w~y for its·con: ago but her reputation
Iy that the building will struction ofthe huge Pepco preceeded her - Graduated,
become the .sec,ond'Law, buildln'g," the student run with the second highest average
Cent~ 'bultdJng :o",t~ organizations were, moved on record, Terry Schwartz was
name to.fal~ victim ofGWs to the present Harlan- published three tlmes in Volume
much-Criticized . Master Brewer at- 714 21st St.' 38 of The law Review. Her one
Plan Int~e tast tew years. oeaIiKram~f,was~gMn' year away from the .NlC was
The original Harlan-Br~wer marching orders by . the .
House named after .the di t .of th' B' I e s spent as attorney-adVisor to,. d rec or or e us n s Co .. Mary Gard'
early Justice, Harlan an Office, .John Elnblnder,a. mrmssroner . mer
-, few weeksaao, ., Jones of the FTC.
December 6,1972 ~ .
.Political· Trials Condemned
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,BUS STOP Sues
AB&W Transit Co.
by Dave Cooper
. BUS STOP, a private, non-profit corporation, formed by threeGW
.law students in John Banzhaf's newly-ereat~d legal Activism course,
. revealed last week that it had filed a complaint against the AB&W .:
Transit Company, seeking to im'pose $30,000 in fines. During the past'
several years, students at the National law Center have suffered from
the almost overpowering fumes that emanate from the seven or eight
AB&W buses which are regularly left idling along 20th St. directly
across fromStockton Hall and the' law library. AB&Wdrivers arrive at
4:00 P.M. and park their buses on the eastside of the street awaiting
the start of their routes to take Virginia commuters home. While they
wait; they keep their engines running, sometimes leaving their vehicles
altogether to talk with fellow drivers or to use law school restrooms,
phones, and vending machines. BUS STOP cited many instances
where citizens asked drivers to turn off their engines ,only to be told
that the "engines won't start" or that the engines must run to
maintain air pressure, although the bus manufacturer has stated that a
bus may be off for up to 30 minuti!s without loss of pressure." "
HarriSburg, 13 people were
harassed by an elaborate
conspiracy charge which
imagined a plot to kidnap
Kissinger, 'masterminded from
federal prison.
In February, 28 people will go
on trial for consp'iring to destroy
draft records in Camden, New
Jersey almost two years ago.
Most of the alleged project was
planned and financed by a paid
informer of the FBI. Ultimate
vindication seems certain." Still,
28 peeple have lived under a
criminalindietment for most ot
.two years.
The examples go on and on.
The mere fact that in many cases .
the defendants are ultimately
freed, makes no excuse for the
obvious: the legal system is'
incapable of guaranteeing any
measure of justice in political'
trials. Without that guarantee,
the system is nothing.
The vague conspiracy statutes
and the ability to subpoena' and
jail those who will not cooperate
with grand jury witch hunts give
the .government two easy
weapons for disrUPting and
delaying political opposition.
Reactionary state and federal
ju~es can usually be counted
upon to extend the disruption
by ignoring legitimate defenses
and important constitutional
rights at r thil trial level.
Additionally, the liberal use of
the contempt citation is a
powerful disruptive maneuver
(the Chicago Seven' and their
attomies are stiM under sentence
for contempt). The occasional
reversal higher along' is not
redeeming. The American legal
system rarely provides justice for
its political foes - but, then
again, despite the claims, it was
never intended to.
by Steve Clark worse).
last week, in what must For the Chicago, Seven, the
surely rate as one of the: most conspiracy charge and the
anti-elimactic decisions in recent inciting riot conviction were
American legil history, the U.S. little more than' a significant
Seventh - Circuit Court of harassment. For others,
Appeals reversed the convletions however, the government's
BUS "STOP was strongly aitical of "the differing standards of the last five "Chicago Seven" . mindless efforts to produce
. established by. v~r~ous:local governmental agencies which prescribe ,defendants. As most people highly questionable convictions
when transit vehicle engines must be shut off. The law student group . know, these five - Jerry Rubin, are extreme hardships.
has affidavits and other evidence showing over }oo individual David Dellinger, Rennie Davis,
.violations over an extended period. The penalty for a single violation is Tom Hayden and Abbie
a $300 fine.. Hoffman - were convicted in
1970 of individually inciting riot
at the 1968 Democratic National
I
Convention in violation ·of .the
e.. 1e:~~::,e~a~ r~:~::;~. l~~;S not
praise the- legal system for its
ultimate vindication of the
defendants: You can't get angry .
because it's nothing new, but
make .no mistake' - the
American legal system failed
miserably to act in the name of
justice. American law' is not
equipped to dispense justice. in .
political trials. '
The alleged' crime took place
in July of 1968. The trial was in
late 1970. Vindication wasn't
until November, 1972 .; ...over
four years after the supposed
crime took place. That surprised
no one (least of all' the . If Seale's case was isolated, we
government), but can there be .might be able to write it off as
justice in staged indictments and the occasional overbreadth
trials by the government on insuring that criminals will not
charges with such mlnirnelbasis go unprosecuted. However, there
in fact? Clearly, the are literally hundreds of similar
governrJ!ent's sole purpose was examples.
harassment, leslie Bacon, part of the
The inconvenience wasn't Mayday cOllective here in
much of a problem here. For the· Washington, was arrested just·
most part, the defendants were prior to the spring, 1971
free or1 bond thr"oughout . the offensives and forced to appear
four years. Still, interest on four before a Seattle grand jury'
, years worth of $50,000 bonds is investigating the Seattle 11.
no slight premium for freedom. When she refused to answer
And there can be no doubt that questions after it grant of
the· convictions hampered the personaljmmunity, she was
defendants' freedom 'of jailed. Ultimately, she attained
association right up until last freedom when the government
week's reversals., For instance, decided not, to disclose the
the entire spring, 1971 anti-war content of information acquired
offensive was left strictly to through illegal wiretaps. 'She
Rennie Davis and the Mayday spent over a year tn jail.
,collective;. The other defendants' Angela Davis, indicted in the
took no direct part. Fear- of George Jackson murder fiasco,
further conspiracy indictments spent over two years in jail and
forced the movement to hiding as a result of the
decentralize (for better or trumped-up chisrges. And in
Bobby Seale comes qUickly to
mind. He was originally indicted
with the Chicago seven. After
the most blatant . denial of
constitutional rights, his case
was severed from that of the
other defendants., He was then
taken to Connecticut to face
murder charges in the death of
an alleged. government informer
on the Black Panthers. After an
extended trial, Seale was
acquitted, . and afterwards,
because the government would
not disclose' information it
received through the use of
illegal wiretaps, the charges
stemming'fromthe Chicago riots
were dropped. as well. Seale,
however, was 'never permitted
bond, and he· spent well over
'two years incarcerated for no
crimes whatever .
)P.l.R.G~ Approved
... ..,.
by Bob Gaines,
The District of Columbia Public Interest Research Group
(D.C.P.I.R.G.) is finally a reality. After months of petitioning,
publicity, and negotiating with the Administration~ D.C.P.I.R.G. has
received approval from G.W. President lloyd Elliot to collect
voluntary contributions during the spring registration in January.
'This represents a bold step in the direction of a University
commitment to allow students the opportunity to initiate
constructive change in their community. Never before has the
University agreed to act as a collecting agent for an organiza~ion like
P.LR.G., but neither has any organization received as much support
as D.C.P.LR.G. This can be seen in the P.I.R.G. petition drive last
spring which saw a majority of full-time students (undergraduate
. and graduate alike) agree to a University collection ofthe P.LR.G.
fee ..
D.C.GREEN, CONSERVATIONIST
OR, _
IN THE PETRIFIED FORESTS OF MY MIND
(With apologies to Joyce Kilmer)
'~ recent study indicatBs thiJtlaw reviews go .
95% unread. Just think of all the trees that are
thereby wastedr
- Prof. D.C ..GreJm
I think that I shall never see- .
A law review lovely as a tree:
A tree that glories-in it1Se1f
And moulders on the shelf,
That. spreads its branches overhead
And never all but goes unread,
That sheltBrs birdies in the spring
And never footnotes anything,
- That ne'er dissembles, tJore$ to.tB,8fS
Or gives a boost to law careers. •
All thisl know, but must admit
That I am part the cause of It,
.For only God makes trees" 'tis true .
But Profs like me make law review. .•
Harold C. Gf)fdOn
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Anti-busiil9,BiUF.leeBailey Condemns Failures
by Billy Threadgill ' 0 fA' · J t .' S t
A bipartisan group of seven .. '., ,merlCOn. ·US Ice" ys,em "
senators recently announced -by Ken Peterson B 'I Id . th tho d . k I h . I
that nearly 500 law school a, ey wou scrap e Ir ta e po ygrap tests. or Ra ph Nader is. Bailey likes
F, Lfi&Bailey, self-prQclaimed f I h If"
Professors' . throughOUt the' year 0 aw sc 00 or asplnng The Pepsi Generation got a money, and power too much,_"Peck'sa~d Boy" of criminal . . I I . I d h Id .country-, have joined -in tna "awyers. nstea ewou few kudos from Bailey. He said He'shad a network TV interview
law, spoke "ast week at GW's b' .oppoSitiol1totheso-ealled Equal' su st,t. ute courses in during his undergraduate days at show, was head of the Air
Student ,center ballroom. Bailey" ~Educational Oppo,rtunities Act' ,nvesttgation, tnal brie,fing, Harvard in the fifties, the, bin Con,trollers U.nionWhen it struck
. was pOorly prepared and at k' . '.of 1972. tim esi-ambled almost ma Ing opemng and closing.political activity was running in 1970, and has had a best
This bill, soOn to come before incoher:e.ntly. Still his speech was statements and teaching cross Pogo, the comic strip character, selling autobiography. His tatest
1he 'Senate, wO!Jld virtually ban examination . "the most for President. But times have hustle is publishing' a
student busing necessary" to thoroughly entertain:ng,and at powerful weapon there is in all changed. Now today's Y.outh P1aybov-like magazine called,
times,.:provocative. He roundly hi' .. Th .
accomplish school desegregation •. conCfemned the American uman re ations, .ne next demonstrate or organize when Gallery, that's due out in a few
Besid~" sharply. restraining criminal",just. ice system, le"'"l three years, Bailey would have a things get out of hand. Bailey months.
Federal courts, the bill would - .... trial attorney work for a. trial applauds that. He also thinks Bailey's GW speech wowedtraining::',and his own politically . dg . .,
permitaU desegregation orders ~ drowsy generation. He summed JU e, a prosecutor,' and. a so-called storefront lawyers have most of the people, I talked to
going as far back as . the 1954 defense attorney. Then what? made a major' impact on the afterwards. One first year law
up his feelings; ."if this nation "G- h" 'I d 'Supreme Court' decision in . ,ve im a capita case an ,f' legal system. He. told his student student said, "I thought he waswere ana, lrp lane, r,'g'ht now tt h bl I hBroWn v.'Board of Educa··tion - eows. it, te I im to find audience "many of today's inspirational." Another said,would be about to crash."JO be' reopenfid .for new another profession:' .' . lawyers would like to put it all "he's truly a magnetic
litigation. Bailey came on , like a SCreening the guilty from the together, but our generation personality:' NLC professor
swaggering", rambunctious' . bef . ,The Senators stated that they mnocent ore trial is Bailey s never ,will. Someday your's John. Banzhaf, a nearversion of the smooth attorney H hhad heard from professors at 42 next .concern. e says t e might:' . legal·superstar himself, likedfor the defense that Raymond . ..-Ia.w' sch,ools .' (ind.u. ding ··'the· . present., arr.angement "terrifies. Inevitably, there was the old Bailey but felt he could have
.r: Burr electronicallyweanedu5 all th· "d .National ,Law':" Center) on,- e tnnoceot. an . makes the in the system, out of the system done more. Banzhaf said, "He's
representing e~eiYseCtion'of the, guilty "sneakily enthusiastic question •... Is law a good way a good speaker and held the
. A,s befits' a supe.rstar, he had a ab t th' h "B 'Icountry and of ' varied political' ou elr c ances. al eYor a bad way to change. the audience well. But he should
persuasions. .' .body guard who ushered the would put so~e terror. into the system? Bailey replied, "Of have cut out some of the
This common petition is an Great Man in a00 out of doors hearts of the guilty by. re.qlliring course, law is a good tool.H you . rhetoric and giv.en more
and elevators; fetch inn a 'Pepsi h f h I h f Iunpreeedentedexpression of . ~t e use ~ t e po yg~ap . oral have a law degree, yOu have ,examples. He's got 'em to give:'
concern by legal scholars who when so ordered.' Efailey also accused of felonies .. He says more power and savV,Yto-change: During his"speech, Bailey said.
brought along . his fresh new d hfeel compeUed to speak out prosecutors .to ay use t e the system than aiwbOdYelse. defense attorneys are never
against this measure, In their. wife, ath_oroughly delectable machines ... too selectively, aesides, the Supreme. 'Court is popular. They don't fit into the
blue-eyed, blond. She sat behind .. d ' 't' "t t'h b' f . bajoint letter the law professors a mints enng I on e aSls 0 still the most powerfU1' place in r association mold like
stated that ·they hid " ••• grave her husband 'during. his speech; . personal . feeling toward . the. the world:' . prosecutors. He may be right. As
reservations about the . alternating goofy gazes with accused. , Bailey speaks well,. and is a I walked into the ballroom to
constitutionality of the 'agreeable smiles. Bailey was asked whether he fountain of neat quotes. The hear Bailey, I small-talked" to a
legislition." Bailey kicked off ,his attack had ever knowingly defended a. way he commands -a stage friend,"The crowd reminds me of
The professors from the on the legal. establishment client :he knew: t9be guilty. He. reminds me of country singer the good old days of anti"war
George Washington University, saying, '~J"m _a~, operator; and. didn't· say yes, but -he did say Johnny Cash. He loves to demonstrations:' My friend, a
National Law Center, sigiling' a~alyst of our judicial system. any trial lawyer who claims he champion t!'le underdog, calling third year . student .who lives a
this petition were: Richard And to be frank,/ am terrifed at' hasn't defended a guilty man the Ernest Medina case Ira great life sincerely dedicated to social
Allen; John F. BanzHaf III, 't~ thought ·of . facing ., an . an~ known about it, is a "tyroin and nohie cause:' His book on change, replied, "Yeah, aoolook
Monroe H.. Freedman, J. Reed America" jury trial when I'm his profession, a rank upstart, or defense tactics, Im,estigationand'who they turnout to see- the
Hambrick, Irving KaytQn, Roger Innocent bfaeri~." '. . a liar:' Bailey is ambivalent' Preparationof Criminal Cases, is richest and most unscrupulous
S. Kuhn, Arthur S. Miller, . Wha~ does Batley think IS about defending' the guilty, generally conceded to be among lawyer in the country." In.
Robert E.Park, Arnold W.· wrong with our current set-up? realizing all are entitled to. the nation's best.' For the big reality Bailey is neither, though
Reitze . Jr. Donald P. Poor education for trial lawyers counsel guilty or not. If the trial, like for Sam Sheppard odor by sOme estimates he is close to
Rothschild T~resa M. SchwartZ'; for one thing. As a result of client is able to. pay a fat fee, the Boston Strangler; Bailey can being both. Simply put, he is the
Eric S;$rulnik,Russell B. in;Kfequate training, he says Bailey, a wealthy man, says he. is be a committed, eloquent, and nation's . most exciting and
Stevenson Jr ... and James E.; "imagination in the legal all the more ambivalent about highly effective advocate. controversial criminal lawyer.
Starrs. ' " profession is an. illegitimate. defending him. However, all his Still, he'll never btl a People's And he gives poorly prepared
child:' If he had his druthers, firm's clients' are reqUired to . Hero like Clarence Darrow was speeches.
February 14,1973.
Law Students Aid
by Steve Schaffer
G.W. law students have been
instrumental in the preparation
of a suit filed in federa.1 district
court, Baltimore, Maryland,
against .Prince George's County
(PGC) police officers and
County Executive. The brief
filed on December 20 cites an
alleged pattern and practice of
by Howard Rosenthal
The University. Faculty Senate
last week passed a resolution.
calling for an investigation by an
appropriate committee of, the
District . of Columbia Bar
'AssociStion of allegations of
improper conduct of University
offiCials in relation to the trial
of U.S. v. Butler, last year's
rape case irwolving two G.W.
.stl,ldents. . .
Suchan investigftion would,
take place at the conclusion of
•In Suit Against.·.Poli.ce
police brutality and illegality . verbally abused by police using
against the" black citizens of the ,racial,and obscene epithets.
county. Nine black citizens and The suit has provided a focus
the county NAACP are named to create a coalition which
plaintiffs in the class action suit, couldn't have existed ten years
having suffered severe beatings; ago-·black community groups,
illegal .arrests, illegal detention, the ACLU, a respected
harrassment and surveillance. Washington law firm, and a
Other plaintiffs were brought to primarily whitemiddl~ass law
court on false "cover charges" or" ·school. Without the manpower
provided. by Students working
through NCL's Community
Legal' Clinic (CLC), the suit
would probably never have been
filed.
The suit was initiated by
Drew Days, ,an attorney with
the NAACP's Legal Defense and
Education Fund, A newspaeer
clipping service commissioned
the present grand .jury investigation only at the
investigation of the issue, and conclusion of any civil suits
any related criminal proceedings, against the University arising from
if the Bar A$sociation committee the incident, and the objections
deemed it necessary at that time, of Law Professor John Banzhaf,
to consider any issues left who demanded· such an
unresolved by· the Grand Jury .. investigation to begin
immediately:
The resolution as passed
represented a compromise An amendment which would
between the re$olution originally have left such an investigation
proposed by the Senate~s up to the discretion of the
Executive Committee, which Faculty Senate, rather than the
would have called for a similar Bar Association, was rejected,'
following the argument that
such an amendment would
vitiate the intent of. the
resolution and fail to provide the
decisive action on the question
needed now..
Debate centered on the
potential appearance of . a
"whitewash" of the issue if the
investigation was delayed until .
the conclusion of the civil suits,
which could take several years.
Objections to an i.mmediate
by him for purposes of exploring
po lice - c 0 mmunityrelations
problems around the country;
produced a disproportionate
number of items about PGC.
non·judicial investigation were
raised on the grounds that such
an investigation would overlap
with the functions of the grand
jury, and that its effectiveness
would be limited by the faCt
that witnesses potentially
SUbject to criminal indictments
would inevitably be inhibited in
their testimony before such an
investigation.
.The compromise was reach~d,
and the resolution as amended
was passed.
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1973- 74 Barron Argues. BeforeSuprettle Court .
by Chuck Leone lastJuly thatthe statute did not .access to the printed' media
Two' National Law Center ,- restrict freedom of the' p~s, ~ince his 1967 publication of
professors are prominently in- but rather broa_dened Wbyin- /~cess to the.J~res~--a.New,
volved in a first amendment suring the ability of the public Plr$t.Am.endment. Rlgh,t In 80
freedom of speech and of the to be fully informed d.Urin.g~Ha..rvard. law. RevIew.,1641. He,
press case being heard today by elecion campaigns. " as subsequently authored ~.
the United States Supreme ' . ___. '" k '<?nthe subject, Freedom
Court. The case, Miami Herald '.Professor Barronha~-beerl';ofthe Press for Whom? (lndl-
Publishing Company v. Tor- interested, in the area of public7' ana Univer.sit~Press, 1973).
nillo, may become a constitu-
tional landmark in the-area of
individual access to space in
printed media. .' . .
NLC professor Jerome Bar-
by Ken Peterson and Alan D. Wiener' ron will argue the case before
David Eisenhower was admitted to the 'the court for Appellee Pat Tor-
National Law Center this summer by a series nillo, Jr.The D.C. firm of Cohn
of extraordinary exceptions to admissions and Marks~' of which Profes-
policy. It has also been revealed that such sorial Lecturer Marcus Cohn is
exceptions have been made In the past fora a senior partner, is of counsel
few military personnel and for congressional for the appellant Miami Herald'
staff members. Eisenhower was In the Navy Publishing Company.v " .
until May 1973. 'In controversy is a Florida
Associate Dean Edward p6tts told The right of reply statute (F.S.
....----Aavocat~flhidobfairil..,gsucn·exc·eptiOris-ar- ..--..-'--104;38)which-~ompets--news~---"
NlC "Is a near tmpossfbllltyfor a student just / papers, under criminal' sane-
out of undergraduate school." tions, to provide free space. to
In contrast to NlC, Georgetown law·gJ.g,didates.i.n iUly.state_ele.ctlon.
School's Dean, Adrian Fisher, after meeting to reply to any publication
personally with Eisenhower this August, which assails that candidate's
refused to waive his school's admissions re-personal character, charges the
quirements and would not consider Eisen_candidate with "malfeasance
hower's application. . _ ·or misfeasance" in office or
NlC officials made four major exceptions' "otherwise attacks his official
for Eisenhower. The first was treating a verbal record." .
inquiry by a friend of Eisenhower's as an' Appellee Tornillo, a candi- -
informal application. The second- was revlew- date in a state election,. had
__ ing his undergraduate records before a formal sought to' reply under the
application was.made. The third was making a statute to anveditorlal pub.
special request for early reporting of Elsen-: - lished by the Miami Herald at-
.hower's LSATscores. The fourth was a special tacking him. The newspaper
,polling of AdmissionsCoinmlttee members - refused to print a reply. '.. .-.'
Including telephone calls, toapprove Eisen: ·n.-Fl id ·s· " ..C
hower's admission. . ., <>: • -. e O~Ia upreme ourt,m upholding the statute (42
LW 2073), stated in its decision
by Ch~ck Leone those wishing to review possible
In a complaint filed on Wed- .academic deficiencies manifest-
nesday, April 17, with the Dis- ed in written work. BALSA
trict of.C~lumbia Human Rights' states that not only do professors .
Commission, .the Black Ameri- resist such' review efforts and fail
can Law Student Association to elaborate on any -reasons for
(BALSA) at the National Law ;unsatisfactory grades, but that .
C~nter .ch~rged the Jaw school 'the only vehicle _:for admini-
wIth. racially discriminatory strative review, the scholarship
practices. ,.: -
The complaint, served on the committee (available only when
law center administration _on a student is placed on 'academic,
Thursday, April 25, alleges a. probation) is comprised of pro-
~eneral pattern Of discrimina- ressor~ who are alledgedly biased
tion toward black students at the m their appraisal of black stu-
. law sc~ool. Particularly, the dents' academic work.
.complaint alleges ~n unwilling- BALSA' states that the action
ness on the part of the admini-
stration to assist in resolving b~f~e the Human Rights Com-
academic problems, negative re- mision was ta~~n not only
sponses on the part of faculty because of the Critical nature of
members to attempts of black. the issues Involved but because
~~uden~s to. participate in class . - the administration of the law
.IScusslon, and grading prac- school had failed to respond
tlcesr th~t su~gest a}~ unequal adequately to legitimate in-apX Icatlon of ~tandards. . ." quiries concerning the academic
d' s ~n example of the grading performarice of black students
Ispanty, the document refers to '. .
summary data obtained with re-
spect to the current (t 973-74)
first-year class. While the aver-
age for white students exceeds
75.3, the (}verall average for
~lack students in the same class .
IS 66.2-1.3 points above the
status . of automatic academic
pro.bahon accdrdin2 to the regu-
latIons of the school. . -
Leon laworski takes oath of ~mee as Watergate;.. The complaint further alleges
Special 'Prosecutor.. I Ineffective and discriminatory
grade review procedures for
Eisenhower
Entrance
Expedited'
.6.r>~..:..". .
Jaworski
.toAddress
Graduates
by Howard Rosenthal
Watergate Special Prqsecutor Leon Jaworski, a Na-
tional Law Center alumnus, has accepted an invitation
to speak at the sprjng commencement of this year's
NLCgraduating Classon Sunday, May 26. "
Jaworski has been declining speaking engagements
since assuming his present assignment,as head of the
Watergate Special Prosecution Force. However, as he
indicated in his acceptance, this "invitation, coming
from the representatives of an alma mater, is an
exception." -
B~LSA Charges
,DlScr.imin'ation
~ . .
~~~S~ spokesman noted that
10ltial mquiries began in Octo-
, ber of the fall semester.
~ssociate Dean Edward Potts
d~med that there had been bad
~alth.on t~e part of the admini-
stration 10 providing data to
BALSA. He said that some of
the statistics could not be given
because of privacy problems and
other results had to wait until
summer to be complete.
IlehDql1{stDisCQS$e$ Advocacy
'bjsteteCOmene
'I1i~Sett4tg was the insp.iring surrou.ndings Of
the Bacob Hall Student LOunge, tUted .·t()f
brimmiiig with Students 'and facultY filling cllairs,
tabl~,. an.d le~vin.J standing room onl>:.hi h.'.is
intJ;Oductot'Y~arlts, ..Professor Dixon recalled'
th~ saying oolbmon among the speaker's former'.
C()neagues at the Departriterit of lusticeto the
'effecttbat their Iiberalizing~t1uenee may have
radicaJ1Zedhis hair length, but it never penetrated
to his "brain. The remark drew laughter from the
audience, 1:)Utriot· a· bliilk from the waiting
~aker -,The scowl, however, disappeare<Jas Mr.
lu~ce.Rehliquist tookthe'podiumfirmly in hand
aiid conimen~edw~at tumedoutto be a very
informa! and' inforrtlative talk on a very
,un":~J1troversijll,~()pic:The Art of'Oral AdvQCacy.Kunstler Details " . ,. . . .
1974·75~
J:T'.s NOT T"E
"'f\~09.1T'I' T""T,>
Sil..ENT,
x r'~ TItE ~"-~f'lE"NT
Tltl'\T'S ~E"f
Dan Ra ther .to 'Speak-
by Craig Schiller ' CBS' Reports inAugust, 19{4•./
D R h . h' ",..A. been ·.CBS M_o·S ~Wl.l+"an at er, anc orman- ...I1.Jt,I!I " ' ...," '-. '"< •• •.• ~ ... ". :", •• ".!•.\
correspondent for CBS Repo~ House correspondent since Feb-
and former CBS News .Whlte ruary 1964, with the exception of
. House Correspondent, ,w111ad-21 months in 1965-66 when he
dress, the NLC graduating class served as CBS News London
on Sunday, May 25, 1975, in Bureau Chief and covered the
Lisner Auditorium. .'. Vietnam war. H~ had been by Robert Chapman and 70% as 75.
Mr. ,Rather achieved wide-. named to the White House post ..AJJ competition is bad if not immoral and Since the NLC faculty grading guidelines apply
spread recognition for his cover- after working as CBS News' key, accounts for the woes ,of the. modern world. only to sections of more than SOstudents, some
age of the White Hou~e.for CBS reporter in Dallas during and Accordingly, I believe. that we. ~ught ~~ g~v~no . difficulty was encountered this fall when Green
News during thedeclining days after the assassination of Presi- encouragement to the competitive spirit-in: the taught two sections of Federal Jurisdiction, one
of the Nixon Administration. dent Kennedy in November1963. National Law Center a~d,. indeed, that we.ought, with 60 students and one with 40. Consequently,
Here at the NLC, Mr. Rather R th h. .:". d' ~. whenever possible, to eliminate every occasion for the largersecti.on would receive grad.es of 74·75
. I . a er as receive several h .' f h . . . . " all d f 100 W th I thwas found to be popu aras a. E A d Ii h' trib t e exercise 0 t e competItive splnt. .' . . and the sm er one gra es 0 • I. on y e
commenceme-nt speaker choice f mmr ;:; N or, IS~o~ u- Those are the words' of Professor David C. interest of sound legal scholarship in mind,
in an informal survey_conducted " _1~J.1~() ,}~~spr()Jec, s over., Green who stands cllone at the National Law transfers were arranged. so' that each class would
earlier this year by the SBA the past two years, and is the, Center in' his convictions that students should ~ot have., 50 .members and . each •member would
Graduation Committee. Accord- co-author of a recently pub- be set against one another but should stnvequalifyforthevaluab~eexperienceofhavingal00
ingly, Rather had been chosen as Iished book, The Pal'!ce Guard .. co-operativ~y for high standards of legal on her or his. transcript ..
commencement speaker because .' . . . craftsmanship. In 1973 when Green presented to .Attbe·March 7, 1915 faculty meeting, Dean
of his well-known.. speaking Rath~r. recelv~ ~IS ~.A. the faculty six resolutions providing for an end to Potts, eager to. soothe the stings ofa sueeessful
abilities, nationwide promi- degree In Journahsm .om a~ numerical grading and the. substitution of a 'ga4t1y" reintroduced. compromise to D. C;
nence, and likely appeal tof!°uston State College m Hunts credit~no ,credit systemallowmgthes~udent.toGreen.s 1'973motion for the end of aJl competitive
students, faculty, and parents. ;vIll~. ~e also attended t:e repeat the course until he performed satisfactorily grading ilt tbeNationalLaw Center. The motion,
R h h d Umverslty of Houston and t e the motion died for lack of a second when first'su"ggested, i,n 1973,' provided forat er, .w 0 was name S th T s S hoOl'of Law .
anchorman-correspondent 30r' ou exa c .. . Although Green hims~lf admits to e.ntering the credit-no credit grading of Green's cOurses.
. competitive arena dunng his studies at ,the Whether other faeulty members were also eager to
University of Virginia he notes that he quickly solve the D. C. Green problem or too busy
decided against going to Harvard when a friend defeating a student-supported model .answer
there related a story of missing class and being proposal,the faculty on this attempt approved by
refused the opportunity to borrow notes by his 17 to 2 the end of competitive grading for
classmates. Professor Green's sections, effective in the fall.
For several years after his arrival at the The campaign to abolish competition is
National Law Center in 1961 Green spent long nonetheless still alive and is now concerned with
hours pouring over bluebooks as he made ~hose granting of J.D. degrees with honors. Green, who
carefully rationalized but complet~lyarbltrary 'included a resolution to end all degrees conferred
distincti~~s between t~e wor~ deservl?g. a 78 and .with honors in his 1973 proposals to the faculty,
that mentlDg an 80~HISgrowmg C~?Vlctlon~f t~~ points out that "there has to be peasantry at the
"lamentable results ~f competitIve gradl~~ 'bottom to support the honors." He quickly adds
however, prompted him to embark ona.Jomt that non-competition is not incongruous with
program with the students foproduce the hIghest .academic excellence and suggests setting high
grades·pos~ible with the goal that· every student passing standards ~~that every NLCd~gree'is as'
should receive ,a final !ermgrade of 1~.. . good as one with honors.
D.C.Gr~~.sgradlDg system, which requ~red Professor Green asserts that "we do not need
the r~submlsslon ofpape~s of le~sthan a·~artl~u- invidious' distinctions and discriminations either
.Iar level of exceJlence, sattsfied hISown bebeves as among the students within our walls or among the
we)) as !hose of stu~ents, who were eager to com- graduates who go out from them. We do need the
pe!~ WIth the regts~rar soffice to. extend; the dedication of all to the proposition that every
celhng on the class Wlt~the easy A.. . degree from the The National Law Center is
•Gree~ reports that colleagues who dIffered WIth assurance to the world that its recipient, is a
h· . .) h 'noyed and soon . .IS p"nC1P.~s were, .owever, an . .. rehable craftsman, a compassionate counsellor
began to fiddle wlt~ those damn curv~s: 'and a sound scholar of the law." Among the
Prof~s~or . G~n deVIsed a.,!on:competltive faculty Professor Green still stands alone in his
S~.IU .to satIsfy the f~culty. gUldehnes that at beliefs.' At this writing, moreover, no NLC
I0f. of ~.cIass receive final grades of C. He students have been reported, pulling the, well-
r ~Iy aSSigned300;0of a class's grades as 74 stabbed knives from their compatriot's backs.CBS News correspondent Dan Rather
D.C. Green GetsCRINC Rule
IncreasesMajor Tuition
by Jeff Gorsky ,',' ", _ • ~ 'J .... '(I"Jt v .,.-,
Major tuition, increases have a! :t! ~ J) ?! ~~;.. " ;. ;.£- , ~ • - -: .._\ - ,- - E:l
just, been- proposed f?~ next ,,' ,.T:T;'-""~~I ")'\eoo!'·:rrrq,~~(~;'Ijl~!'''\:'~fil~~)I'~)
year s 1st year class. TUition,f?r ii J~~J.:,::J.,.I~J.~}~l!-':''':;.'''::-'1!~,i~),-'!t'.s;.~·~~''.i.,~,~..,;.,~~
currently enrolled students will' " "~'" .. ~', - ,
. t th I I d . NOTE IS LEGALTENCERremain a " e eve announce, In lESTS, PUBLIC ANO PRIVATE ~l
the current catalog. For students ~ fiiJ
en..t:ring .next ye?r, however, , ~'
turtion will be raised 440/0 by D' , \\
1978-79. il
The current catalog had pro- ~
jected increases of $100 or $4 per ~
credit hour for next year, $200
peryear for 1~77-78 ~nd 1978- ; P, 931 B
79, $7 per credit hour In 1977-78, "'.
and $5 per credit hour in,~ ~
1978-79,These fees will remain I 1i.. ~!ii~iii!~~
in effect for all students current- ·"d"IV"I., -'),1 •.
Iyregistered, ':',J,;.~'=''':;'&''':'.':''''----_''''
Students enrolling for the first
time next year,however, will be prepared a list. of the tuition of
faced with a $500 increase in .28 law schools. 26 of these
:1977-78 and another '$500 in- schoolshave higher tuitions than
'crease in 1978-79. For niaht.. George Washington, starting
st~dents the increase will come, with $3850 a year for Yale and
to $20 per credit in 1977-78 and Columbia. '
$25 per credit in 1978-79,'These, Tuition for all the other area
1 increases will mean a tuition of schools is higher; American and
$3600 a year for full" time' Catholic tuition is $2800;
students in 1978-79. Up~oming Georgetown's tuition is $3000.
first. year students will be The tuition of some of these
informed of.the increa~e-as. they". schools, however, may be used in
"are acceptedby the-University, part to' support other sections 'of
To demonstrate why the Uni- a University besides the law
versity feels . the increasevis school. Because ~f this, the list
necessary, the University has may not reflect with total accur-
. . ' acy the amount of tuit ion needed
\\',\SIII)\(:TI
to adequately maintain a law
school.
The new increase- will mean
that from 1968-69 to 1978-79 the
tuition will have risen from
$1600 to $3660, an increase of
125% in 10years.
'Some of the students currently
enrolled will be affected by the
tuition increase. Students who
drop out and then get read-
mitted will have to pay the new
higher tuition. Day students
enrolled after May 1978, and
night students enrolled after
May 1979 will also haveto pay
the higher tuition.
Faculty Votes to Move
.,Fi'r,st-Year Exams /
Before Christmas
Beginning Next Year.
'."
Law Center Dean RobertKramer (1.) and University,'Trustee
Jacob Bums at Bums Art Preview in Dimock Gallery.'
QiLC~N\C~
Of·.HE
VJ/O~~\) \
=t.~N\TE •
F·ETS,Jr.
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\ \ I I
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I by the Student Bar Assodatlon Although interest in the dis-
The F.E.T.S. Junior program cussions remained high among
for the fall semester ended with first-year students, attendance
generally favorable reviews. SBA was cut because two sessions
officers labeled 'the effort a were scheduled for the night
"qualified success" and "a good before Legal Research and
first step." Writing projects were due. The
The original F.E.T.S. pro- verdict from those attending the
gram (First-year Exam Tech- sessions was almost unanimous-
niques Seminar) proposed vol- ly positive.
unteer upperclass students ser- Dave Smith, first-year SBA.
ving as group leaders. F.E.T.S. representative, stated "The idea
so constituted aroused great behind the program is great-
interest among, first-year stu- it was good therapy just' to be
dents but failed to attract e- able to sit around and talk about
nough upperclass volunteers to the course with people who had
justify going forward with the been through it all before."
planned groups. '.. Smith noted that the quality
Under F.E.T.S. Junior the of the discussions varied from
small group approach was dis-panelto panel. "With one panel
carded in favor of one-time ~e had you could tell the people
panel discussions led, by groups Involved had taken some time to
of upperclass students. Panel think about it and prepare, With
discussions were held in the first another, you could tell they
three weeks of November, each hadn't thought about the course
week's program coricentrating .at all before they walked in."
on one first-year course.
~~
~
Waive-In·. Rules. Change
The District of ..Columbia lltaci!§!r::!aw. and good , moral
Court of Appeals changed the character, be admitted to the
waive-in procedure ~A Apri114,Bar 'of. this .Court without
~977.Aswe understand the,~ew exiuninati~n p~~d~d.. such
~les, the last date on which member has . engaged in the
members.of oth~r state ba~ m~Ypractice .of law for a period of
apply to ",~v~ mt~ the. DistrictnQt less than five years of the
of Columbia IS Fnd:ay, Decem-] eight yeaJ;Simmediately preced-
ber 30,19.'7. 9nly persons 'Yho\ ing the. date of his or her
are officially (and not Just application.
persons who have passed tht;-,
examination). admitte~ to. other". , 2) In the event that 'the
states may file an application o~ ~quirements for "."admission
or up to ~at. d~te. . .•.. '~thout examipatiou..of thestate
Tb~ Admission Req~lrements. or, territory upoit.- w!lidr"thi
after December 30. will be a~lapplication for'. admission is
foIl9\VS.~~ .. based provides fQf a period of
1)Memb~rs ofa Bar ofa court practice of Iess .than five years
9f' gene~l. jurisdiction' of any the applicant .mayseek 'admiss~'
..state '.:or' territory may,' upon ion 'based upon the time peri~l(
proof; gf,general fitttcsS to ~e9u~~~~ts of' fhat "jlirtS(U~:
4.iQ~!.
3) As used in this subsection,
the term practice of law shaIl
mean either exclusively engaged
in the private .practice of law
elsewhere than' in the District of
Columbia, employment as a
lawyer in the law offices of the
executive, legislative, or judicial
departments of. the United
States including the indepen-
dent agencies thereof or by any
- state, territory, or municipality,
with duties of furnishing, legal'
counsel, drafting .rules and
regulations, interpreting the law,
or·preparing, trying or present-
ing cases before _the .courts,
executive departments, adminis-
!!a!iv~bureaus oragencies,
David Lee
f\l:.f1LLY. ' .L
·1HOU~HI "
. f\Ll L~w
,Wf\S "f\
CON·
Letterto the Editor ment ontbe State of the Law
February 23 marks the formal School..
end of my tenure as President of I haveno comment.
the. Student Bar' Association, David.A.Lee
and such being the case, this is' President,
~y final opportunity, to com. . Student Bar A5sociation
Placement Blues
We considered visiting the .the .mechanics of- the ritual."
placement office the other day- Rumor. of indiscriminate ..dis-
as yet known only through tribution of resumes- recipro-
reflected activity indicating its .cated by random annointment
existence. Numbered,' nameless rendered the prospect of our
teasers on the first floor bulletin own pilgrimmage all the more
board hinted of brightly lit, car- frightening. Further evidence of
peted and panneled law firms futility came from yet another
bursting with professional ener- bulletin .,board~Too-late for us
gy shoufdwe only follow these already, Investiture with the
brief strands of words around rewards of the one bulletin
comers and through redundant board 'was dependent on ordi-_
doorways into the unexplored nation by inclusion on the other
labyrinth .of Bacon Hall. Yet which held. out its own separate
another indicator of its existence promise of spading assignments.
came in the appearance of three- What promise of a hereafter is
piece suits. in steadyprocession held' out. for such as we? Not
to K Street's Casillas Press. worshippers at another altar
Unarmed with printed resume really,. simply, foot draggers in
one is not placed. the rush to embrace the word.
The protean ceremony re-, 'Had we been wrong in assuming
fleeted by the intense activity of that although most of us only
OIY peers loomed before us, went to church on Easter, it was
arred' motion. We-tlJ-e un- .still possible that most could be
verSed in either the language Of saved? Though multitudes may
"
in fact be damned, the con:
sciousness of our "own excom-
"munication is a lonely moment
indeed. Having shunned the .
ritual for two years how are we
now .to redeem our transgres-
sion] Had our neighbors been
secret .flagellants through the
two-year Lent in order that they
stride proud of"their. penitence
through the placement office
doors and, being found with sin,
passon?
Bluff agnosticism could not
hide insecurity painfully ob-
vious;even in the dull glowgiven
. by the hoping faces of those who,
harboring disbelief, had never-
theless h~dged their bets.
The first tugging of the rack
tests the resolve of all heretics.
lntroibo ad altare Dei; Old
father, old artificer, stand me
now and ever in good stead.
-Dedalus Minor
.Kramer- and Kirkpatrick
Announce Retirement
L I Cl- - ' by Ron Ostroff effects of current Congressionalega ' InlCS National Law Center Dean' action to extend the mandatory.
R - d Robert Kramer and Associate retirement age on his own plans," eOrp'anlZe Dean W. Wallace Kirkpatrick Kramer said "I'll make that
October 5, 1977 ~ will retire from their' ad- decision (whether or not ....to stay
. . . d chi du . on until the later mandatory
I Eric Sirulnik. mmistrative an tea ng ties '
by Ed Dono Th I" it dl .d at age 65 in June 1979. ' retirement age) if Congress acts I
This summer has produced a . e cft~tCd' an e~.~ ~~. Kramer said he planned to on the issue. But I've heard they:
major change in the operation vanety 0 10 t~ent, Ct~ c.t~n retire in 1979 "because it's may exempt , unive~sitr.
;and organization of two oft~e_ ~atte!s pend1Og. dtspos,ttt?n: mandatory at age 65" under' p~ofesso~s fro~ the extension. -
law schooYs clinical studies within the District of Columbia. !University regulations. Kirk- Kirkpatrick said ~e <Joe:! not
prograins. The Community Le- The clinic has a dozen third-year patrick agreed. Concerning the know what effect an ~tenslon o(
students; certified under, the' .- I
gal Clinic (otherwise known as stud,ent practice rule ofthe D.C. N 'EP"A', "S U -It'",to, HatLaw 579) and the Legal Aid, "
Bureau, (Law 346) have merged Court of Appeals, who make,
court appearances, in whatever '. p --P' _ _
with the expectation of provid- branch of the D.C. Superior ' _ ot ,0150 n In 9
ing 'more effective legalassis- Court the case 'load requires.
tance to the District's poor, as . -- Th I . t f'led I t' Approximately 40 non-litigating by Sieve IDkeIlis e comp am, I • as
well as offering rarrtimproved d d thi d ar students' Monday, March 13, alledged that
1· . '1 t rtici ti -, secon a,n rr ye Th GW I tud ts dc mica program, 0 PI icipa ng . _. ' k ree aw s en an an the U.S. State Department and
students. "The entire Clinic, handle trial prepara~lOn w~~ as. ex-"Banzhaf Bandit" have med other involved U.S. agencies
comprised of the Bacon 101 weUas t;pr~~entmg c tents: suit in order to haIt U.S. in- failed to prepare a required
suite and three additional D.C.' before non-judicial forums ~llch volvement in the drug environmental impact statement
storefront operations staffed by as the Rental Accomodattons eradication program in Mexico. in order to assess the effects of
some forty-five students, is, Office or' the Social Security the use of highly toxic herbicides
under the direction of Professor ·Administration. in the eradication Program., d Under the National En-'"DemonstrationT 0'" ay', ~~~~~I~~~~ag~~Ci~l=
required to, prepare an en-
vironmental impact statement
for'majorfederal actions
significantly affecting the quality
of the human environment. The
suit alleges that U.S. in-
volvement in the program' is
sufficient to constitute a major
federal action, and that potential
effects upon marijuana con-
sumers and others are sufficient
to constitute significant affects
on the human environment.
The U.S: has supplied Mexico
with 76 aircraft over the past
'two years and considerable
technical assistance over tbe
same period. At least $40 mllllon
went toward the program, and
th~State Dep,a.r~ent budg~t .for
, this year contains an additional
$13.5 million.
by SteP~eDReimer Shortly thereafter (but naturally help manage the industrialization
, " unrelated), the Shah donated one and' militarization of their
-On November 15th and 16th, the . million dollars to GWU ,to country,
Shah of Iran will be making a establish the Aryamehr Chair of ' Amnesty International has
state visit to the U.S. to conclude Multinational Management estimated that there are between
a.contract to buy seven AWACS (Aryamehr is an adopted title of 2.5,000 ,and 100,000 political
radar planes (cost: $12 billion). ' the Shah). Since the spring of '. prisoners in Iran ' today.
, The Shah's visit .coincideswith 1974 the number' of Iranian Prtseners.care jsystemattcally
the cOnclusion of the National stud~nts at GWU has blossomed . subjected to a Wide. variety of
Security Council's six-month from 82 to more than 400. This methods'oftorture.These include
, study on Iran, and the Persian certainly has" been f'mancially " ... sustained flogging of the soles
. Gj1It. .,' - rewarding to GWU. Iranian of the feet, extraction of finger_
As the motorcade screams students have poured into this nails, electric shock treatment to
disturb today's classes, country at an amazing rate in the sexual organS, and the thrusting'
remember that, the sirens squeal last few years. Iranian students of a broken bottle into the anus of
in h~or of a GWU alumni. Yes, ' now comprise the largest foreign prisoners ,slllpended by , their
'it's true. In 1974, GWU awarded student group in the country. This wrists from abOaJJt~...... SAV~
the Shah Mohammed Reza is largely, due to Iran's need for
Pahlavi an honorary degree. technically trained personnel to
October 26,1977
Graduate Alleges
Employment
Discrimination
by Hugh Y. Bernm
NLC Law Ubrarian
James S. Heller, B.A., J.D.,
M.L.S. has been appointed
Associate Law. Ubrarian for
Reader Services. Heller, who
served for most of the past year
as Librarian of the Center for the
Study of Law and Society of the
University of California at
Berkeley, Will occuPy, a new
position, the first professional
addition to the full-time Law
Library staff in more than seven
yean.
t 974. She ranked t st in her classby Stephen Reimer
and was a member of both Law
On June 13. 1977. Ms. Karyl Review arid the Order of the
Luck filed a complaint of dis- Coif. She immediately took' a
crimination with the Equal Em-
ployment Opportunity Commis- position with a highly respected
sion .<EEOC) against the Nation- law, firm specializing in estate
al Law Center. This information planning, tax and real estate. At
has jUst ,recently been released to the time of her application, she
The Advocate and the Hatchet. had been engaged in active
On December 2, 1976. Ms. Luck practice for three years in the
areas for which there were'
filed an application for employ- faculty openings here at the ,From Soup to mouth wash? .
ment with Professor Miller. then National Law Center. Ms. Luck ~. U.S. Su~reme ~~t, m
head ,of the. faculty appoint- 't·, h d . ty' f declining to revtew a decISIon by
ments committee. Karyl Luck had als~ yub IS e
l
' ~var~. t the FTC reqUiring Listerine ads
,; was applying for one of two legal arttcles on re at s~ Je~ s. to carry a warnin2 about its
remaining openings' on the fac- .fe~tra~to her charge ~f dlscnm-, ineffectiveness in co~ba~ing
'uIty. One of these was in the lDatlon IS the-fact she was ItVlng :colds, upheld a prl~clple
., field of trust and estates; the with, but not married to, Profes-1established by a Gwtl ,law,
., other was in the tax field. Ms.' sor Irving Kayton, the Director,stu~~t group called,S.O.U.~.
:' L k d t d 'fi th of the patent Law Progr' am at PrIor to SOUP s achons,,uc gra ua e rom , e .', , companies found guilty by the
. ' National Law Center in January, ,the Law Center. ' " I
':~ - , -
LEXIS
by Jim Heller
A "LEXIS" computer assisted
legal research terminal 'Will be
installed on too third floor of the
Law Library on Feb'. 6. Briefly,
LEXIS is a quick-access
research tool in- which an
operator can summon selected
case law, statutes, and ad-
ministrative legal materials by
effective manipulation of the
termilJa)'s keyboard. Requested
items are then received on a
small television-like screen
situated on top of the terminal.
the mandatory retirement age
would have on his plans. Both
Kramer and Kirkpatrick' said
they, did not know what they
would do after leaving the law
" school.
Under the University Faculty,
Code, an NLC committee will be
established to conduct a search
for a new dean of the school. That,
committee will make recom-
mendations to the NLC facUlty,
which will in turn vote and make
recommend."ations .. to the
President of th-:University.
Kramer said that the search for
it new dean will provide the law
school an opportunity to reflect
on its future. "As a rule," he said,
"when you go out to search for a
dean, you have to decide w~t
particular talents you are looking
for. Do you want the type of dean
who will' attract scholars to the
sChool? A dean who will direct
the school to concentrate on
research? Ora dean who em-
phasizes teaching or will be an
'outstanding fundraiser? Ideally,
y'oulook for a dean who will be all,
things to all persons . . . rot, of,
course, since you know you'll
never find such a person, the
committee (searching for a
dean) will have to decide which
qualities they want the dean to
emphasize. "
CeIDefary
Preserved
by Phyllis ~iney
, A clinical project begun four
years a20 under Law 579, Clinical
Studies in Urban Law, scortld a
.,significant and decisive victory
in the U.S. Court of Appeals for
the District,of CoIunibia 'Circuit
early l~t month. IIIa ~inmous
decision" the three-judge panel
upheld the 1974 U.S.District
Court decision of Judg~ ,Oliver
Gasch, .which amounted' 10 a
virtual eleventlrhour reprieve for
'the clients, represented by the
CohununityLegal Clinic and it's
director,· Professor Eric S.
Sirulnik.
-The decision, marked " the
cuIminationof a four, year l~gal
struggle to preserve, the
historical Mount Zion CeDietery
in Georgetown from" the
!leveloper's bulldozer.
Soup Sustained
by Prof. John Banzhaf FTC of deceptive advertising ads, how they had been deceived
weresimDlvordered to stop; an in the past. The problem was then
order freguently referred to ~s ' how to persuade the FTC that it
a "go and sin no m<re" penalty. had this power. '
Such a order had little deterrent As a test vehicle for their new
effect, 'and did nothing to over- . idea the students chose a
.come tb; misimpressions created proceedingbrougbt by the FTC
m the .mmd of the public.j)y the 'against Campbell's SoupC<m-
deceJ)tive ads. pany, according to the charges,
Three law studen~ in the Legal the soup company had deceived
:\Ctivism course developed a new people by Putting clear glass
.Idea: penuade the ~ that marbles in the boWlS of so~
It ~d the power to .or~com- which were photographed fet
pantes to tell ~_publi<;, tn future m~azine advertisements.
Page Thirty One
The Nigh{ Before Bakke
ANon-Fictional Narrative Analysis of Public Opinion of Law
(Ed. note: This is the first of over
one hundred articles authored by
Dana Dembrow and published in
the Advocate.)!
,--- -
Datelirie: 2:00 a.m., October 12,
1971
Assignment :Orai. arguments
before the Supreme' Court in
'Regents of the University of
California v, Bakke.
So what if the sun is down? In a
little while it will be up again and
in a mere eight hours the' chief
justices of this land will face a
decision, that, could ~fect the;
course of educational and em-
ployment opportuJ)ity for
.decades ,to, come. "Guiltily
jgnoring the ~u1s...Qt terts and
tenets to betackled, I decide
that a dose of the real stuff would
be a healthy Change, so I roll Up a
blanket, grab a yasebook ,fer
secunty and ,a ,caDdie for light,
and head fer that final bastion of
appellate review. Why not sleep
on the stairway' of justice
tonight? My, landlord, has con-
structively meted me anyway
for the purpose of making
reparation of my ceiling befere it
becomes Ute sky, so off into the
darkness I',blunder.
Happily aboard" Felice, my
sputtering oil.:stained motercycle
and trustworthy" companion of
many places .past, I roar down
16th Street in blatant violation of
the night's stillness. In- case I
decide to pretend to be a public
reporter' of the mormng's ac-
tiviti~ J ,have my camera in
cargo and I soon stop at the all-
l)ightdrug store at Thomas Circle
to rMuei its magic memory
cliemicals. Sorry, --eight dozen
varieties of other little yellow
packagesand a Wide assortment 9f
sinners of the flesh posted guard
outside, but no 35 mm film. Oh
well, it's too dark now anyway.
As I crUise past the chamber
entrance to, sw:vey ,tI!e, situation
before parking,ldisCovei' to my
amazement that the steps of the
Supreme Court are already
covered with perhaps a 'hundred
other Iaw-crazed venturers' into '
the night. It may~~dy be too
late tt\ getinr Negative such
pessimism~ ,I turn left to
disembark and notice a scooter-
cop takinltinterest in my
mE!chanism "of movement. He
pulls me over not more than
couple of blocks from the Court. '
At this juncture I realize that I
had neglected t~ t1lrn myhea~ lights
back on atter the film stop. Uh-
oh, here comes a ticket. Feigning
contin~ innbeence in m,y effort
to avoid a fine,' I q,uietlY..q\lestion..,
"What seems to be the trouble,
officer?" He steps off his cYcle
and after briefly surveying my
sobriety, he advises me that I am
~otally in the dark, "Thank you,
, I appreciate your stop-
pirig me:' Not good enough. Soon
therE; are two other scooters on
the scene' and. an apparent
chief tan in a squad car quickly
puIls- to a halt ,behind me.
"Driver's - license and
registration," they demand. The
,gig's up. Thefuz7' have
surrounded me. and thE: begin
their radio commtIgicationwitfl
the computers at star bas~ODe.
,My .driver's permit had 'exPired
.13days prior. mt:Q!t,Jt eould be a
little sticky to talk toy way out of
-this one. 'Williamsburg or New York but
They spare .me the trouble. the majority are townies .. There
"Hands on the bike and spread are still about· twenty dormant
'em," they order. I am frisked orange and blue cocoons at the
and handcuffed. Uh-oh, whatever base of the Court steps and most
is going on here would appear to sensibilities are dttIled by the
be a heavy-duty official bust. Two wait, but a growing awakening
.' cops .put me in their patrol car process 'seems to be apparent. I
and sit guard while the other decide to interview a few of those
three begin assaulting my who appear to be conscious.
motorcycle. . ."What are you doing here?" I
I 'adVise the officers in· the inquire, armed with pencil and
cruiser that·t will .hold the pad, "What?':responds ableary-eyed
Metropolitan Police Department· law student .from Geergetown.
liable' for any 'damages they "Why are you sitting on this slab
inflict on my property. Unap- of marble atthis ungodly hour?"
.preclative, they pass 'werd onto "Because I can't stand up.any
their comrades and I:decide to more," he replies, realizing the
backtrack one step in our covert impeccable absurdity of it all. I
but progressing. hostility and proceed to a couple of black
dutifully explain hOwto start my ,professional' students from
bike. "Her name is Felice. She is Catholic .Iaw and Geergetown
very sensitive; you be' good to her med. "We thought it was im-
and she'll be good to you. Key portant to show our support,"
straight up, gas valve straight says one. "I want to predict the
down, clutch out." The officers judges" decision,'~ advises the
cannot believe I am for real. I pre-lawyer. I approach a group of
cannot believe they have nothing a half-dozen weary bodies
better to do. . sprawled over each other in the
Soon I ani taken to the space ~f a sleeping bag.' ".
headquarters of the U.S. Gapitol They initially tell methey-Iive
Police Department and· hand- in the White House but I soon
cuffed to a piPe in a small in- discover that we are: classmates
terrogation room. There I will at G.W. Theyhave been waiting .:
remain for the next three hours. since 10:00 p.m. of the night
The room is vibrating from the before' so I congratulate' their J. Skelly Wright First Year Law Students
residual' karma of others who dedication, and wish them good .
have sat chained by the hand. A .luek in the last lap. Five hours Jane Lamb The D.C. Circuit
thousand cubby holes surround hence they will be thelast of the ' Glenn D. Wilkinson Bob Randall
me,eaclr containing a small People to gain entrance to the Margaret Cheh Monroe Freedman
stack of another variety of the -show, Susan Ross Felix Frankfurther
pre-printed forms that facilitate There'are' a number, of Hill Ch I M C M thias Professor Ralph Nash
tliis .enforcement folly. I" am interns, present., rep.resenting a " t"aI es c ~. a las
given Mhnda rights tiut I speak bro~d variety' of ,backgrounds Jerome Barron· GWUSA
freely since there is little to say and. destinations .. A chemistry Fred Grabowsky"; Inertia , ,
that would get me in any deeper. imajorexplainsthat he ....as never Arrington Dixon \. John Q. Public
'.My expired license says I'nt.otlt- . seen ,a ,Supreme Cour:t . case Robert Kramer ,Unlucky Pierre .i
cif-state, .mY· wal1e~ sayS, I -don't bef~e.~nothern~tl.te f~~ntof W. Wallace Kirkpatrick The Advocate
have bad, the offIcer says I'm the hne.ls-huddled With a friend to L_~':":' .:.,:-,:;,':' :'::::'::~:':';~..1.":'::;;;:;';;':':~;;;;;~-----'"
going to jail.,' . . . comb~tthe morning chill., He I .
. A little after 5:00 a.m. the looks particularly wasted so I ask ~ ............... ~~ .................••
f~mll are finally completed- ~nd how he feels. :'It'skiild.of brisk +.' ' ..
I'm transferred to the. FIrst out here'~nd lfeelt.,super," he ... II"" •d-
eDi. 'strict SUb>.ta~. cellblock. The respondS;with ..gi'~f'enthUSiasm +.. rut!t»u;.6 ..
cop at the front desk. appears but drooping eyelids;;He has been -r ..
ambivalent . arid, begins sitting there for 12 hours, Around ...
discUSSin.go. ·tation re.lease but at the cOrner:·a jaCketed'~a..ttorney fur. a - ..
this point Ican only wond~ why from. tOe·-JusticeDepartment . ' +.
hedoesp't talk to the arresting refers;. to.; the great: social. .
officer, I've already read the significance. of. this lan~ark ~G ..
ABA recom.mendations. At.long casea.nd.anuiId. e.rgr.. ~d....~r.OinA.. U.. " -I!!JalUtf' tr ..last the PD 799 is completed and tells me he's only 10 It for the ; .. ." ..
the police unleash me into the grade. A girl sitting crO!!s~legged . +. . .' ..
street. Felice is still impounded, knitting says she is a D.C. bar 4.:.
but the defenders of liberty member who lives in Washington To ..
decide to grant my fmal plea. and wants to see .something +. ..
They drop me off a few blocks historic.' _ . ". :.. ..
from the Supreme Court and Four unifermed steelworkers m +.
onward I stride. . from Pjttsburgh vigorously extoll
I stake my place. at the end of the v.irtue '.'of promotion by .. ..
the line, w~ch has now stretched seniority rather than racial quota +. ..
around the corner.. perhaps 150 and a long-time Vice Principal in I+'''
heads long. Soon I am sand- Prince George's County tells me +. ..
wiched between two pre-da~ she thinks. the case will be ..
backgammon games and I -decide remanded without a sigrp.ficant ..
to undertake systematic crowd determination by the high court. +. ..
observatiOR to keep' my internal A recent graduate waiting for the +. ..
fluids-flowing \\,hile I att~pt to results of the New York bar +. ..
dete~ine the state o~ be10g of exam discusses the pivotal .. ..
my SIdewalk compamons. The nature of the case and another Learn Words
four gentlemen at the head of the lady states only, I'm here because .. Don't Follow ..
line proudly inform me that they I'm a black woman." +. Trust No One ..
have. been waiting since 4:00 p.m. I conclude my off-the-cuff .. Appreciate Time ..
of the previous afternoon. They prediction survef and it's the .. Recognize Power ' ..
ar~la~ stu~en~s. fro~ ,the University. over B~eby a .. Hope for Better
Umversity of vlI'gJ.~a nto~Ivated three-to-one. margin, .WIth a full Order Yourself.
,primarily by thell' desll'eto third of. the samplenotsure who +. .Know Roles
~tness "the I>!gg~~t~.a~etacome will win. Anditi'i~ardtoper- .. Remember Emotions
upiJJI0years" asw~U.~thefun sonal preference for ,the ,+. Practice Policy
"Ofb'ayelling~to D.C;' prevailing party, Bakke ·sym-, +. For et Prin:.;;c~ip;.:.le;;,;s~__
. ,Abouthalf of the.,ttowd seem pathizer~ wouIcr-appear' grosSly. +.
~ be law _students. Some have outnumbered, or at least lar.g~ly ~x~•• ,+~...~..." ~+~...:"tf'::.~.~"I~~~\"I'!+~~CI':+:'l~~.~r£~~~~"I~~~~+'="~~.:"l:0\""r...,.~...l<+ .~' +
Journeyed ,from Boston or non-vocal. ~~ .• ioao:;.
I retire to the knap-sack on the scene, armed not with
reserving my place in line and simple lead and papyrus but
lay back to try to catch a little sophisticated video' equipment
shut-eye before the sun come .up, and crews of technicians and
but before my brain waves R;o directors with electonic audio
into an alpha pattern, somebody remembering machines dangling
ahead yells "We're moving." from their shoulders. Everybody
suddenly the human herd is is getting interviewed and
upright and three-abreast, photographed and trying to
shuffling closer to the imposing contribute meaningfully, to the
entranceway. I glance up from debate but our primary interest
the sidewalk and the red-white- is getting. inside and that prospect
and-blue is gloriously waving in looks dimmer as the reels roll on.
the breeze over the anxious At 10:00a.m. a handful of guards
spectators' and their "abandoned are trying to control a pushy mob
clusters of trash. For the final of disappointed devotees as only
. three hours befere the argument 60 or 70 of our number gain ad-
our comraderie brightens with . mission to the high chamber.
the daylight as the line in front of "It's not fair," ~i~ someone
us expands from the middle. who has .been waiting for ten
Everyone is worried that we will hours. "Why should there be
not get in but no ~ decides to reserved places? Ihave as mueh
depart at this hour. After all, a.I'ightto~etinas anybodyl"~e
there are other fools behind us pigmentation of the speaker s
- -d th'-' be" . skin was dark, if it makes any
an eirnum r IS mcreasmg. difference. I don't think anybody
~oon there are real reporters, heard him at all.
Vol. to: '1978~~79
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Page Thirty Two:
Learning to Love Law
Reputable advisers disrupt my postulation of a reason for asking manipulated through the im-
endeavor by wondering why any- the question must nevertheless plementation of theory what has
one should want to make a state- precede analysis and conclusion. transpired since the days of the
ment, especially any particular Why speak? The capability of classics, the basic premise upon
individual right now anywhere oral and written communication which the system is based is that
near here, and indeed I concede so unique to man and woman is people are just not. very good.
that I do not know why state- the single quality that stands Man's primary interest is keeping
ments should be made, especially above all others to distinguish the himself alive and satisfied. Sorry,
by any single person at any given strangest variety of animal form self, and everyone else, but we
time in any given place. Yet, from the other creatures that know it's true.
statements should be made, and respond to the elements and grow People suck. Anyone who
are, and have been, and will be with the nutrients therein. It is the doubts this negative has neither
here, now, and again. > capacity of communication that been to law school nor seen the
Prefatory to all presumptuous makes man by nature a social law. Look at the subjects oflegal
criticisms exposing the essences of being. The second distinguishing process. Breach of promise we
existence, it is only fair to empha- quality of mankind is that of call contract. Physical violation
size on self-defense that a proper imperfect reason, the ability and of the natural right of security we
proliferated critique is not desire to endeavor to attain as call crime when perpetrated With
motivated by the inalienable drive. near an approximation of truth as intent and tort when negligent.
toward selfishness which is the logic may lead. This combination Civil procedure is how we
character manifestation of the' of rationality and depth of rela- translate words of wrong doing
survival instinct, but by the tion with others of similar species into dollar bills in the pockets of
character reinforcement which: has determined the impact that the people who are injured by
arises from the knowledge vof mankind has been able to effect other people. Constitutional law
one's diversion from the self to on itself and on the universe at is how we insure that the pursuit
contribute to the greater benefit large. It is only through the of truth by the learned aristocracy
of the external whole. In other application of these dual compo- controls the less exacting opin-
words, public argument is nents of the civilized psyche that ionations of the countless
healthy. The scales don't balance humans may approach per- minorities that indirectly calculate
unless somebody tugs on 'both, fection. and express the principles of
, sides. . So one should communicate, populism presumptively repre-
The preliminary dilemma with' but what is there to say?1 suppose sented by the parties selected in
which one is presented this pre-' the most relevant topic of discus- the course of the electoral process
equinoctial evening near the sion for the farewell statement 'of to participate in government. Of
conclusion of the decade of sevens a final edition of a law school I, course, any law student can easily
is the question of whether, and newspaper is what it's all about:,1 see that these definitions are
why, one should make a state- the newspaper, the law, school, or awkward, incomplete, and even
ment. Obviously for some of us anything and everything else .inaccurate. Contracts require
the primary question, however that's part of IT. It is of course, consideration . .Torts can be com- ,
irrational, is how, rather than impossible adequately to address mitted purposefully. All of the
whether, but even we also wonder even one of these issues. infringers of the right of security
why. Some may regard this puzzle Therefore I will attempt to cover will never be legislatively defined
as non-productive, since the them all. What is the underlying as criminals. But the focus for the
answer is unascertainable, the theme of living law? Though it's moment is not on the precision of
action will endure in any event, been expressed much more the labels which lawyers assign to
and most importantly, the effort eloquently by. the conservative, the oretical constructs according
is everything anyway; but the: philosophers and those who have" to which societ is ordered; The
' .. -, ".= " ~. '..
Congratulations Graduates.
focus at present is on the behavior
of the real parties to the action at
issue. The entire history of case
law in just about all legal disci-
plines lends support to the com-
mon conclusion that people are
basically base.
What can be done about this
disappointing predicament with
which the lawyer is confronted?
One may seek a vehicle to some-
where better, but the destination
is inevitably as uncertain as the
transportation. One may dismiss
philosophy and concentrate on
the fact that no lawyer will ever be
sufficiently compensated for
realizing the fundamentals.
Accordingly, two alternative
approaches to daily living ob-
jectives may be derived. The path
most frequently trodden by
lawyers isthe one that is paved
with green numbers. Specifically,
one may forever strive for more
remuneration for services ren-
. dered, but since it is impossible to
collect an unlimited amount out-
standing, the pursuit of monetary
rewards may prove to be an un-
satisfying endeavor. On the other
hand, 'since' you have no control
over time you may realize that
nothing that you do not have now
will make any difference as to
whether or not you may feel good
later, . .and then translate that
anticipation into appreciation .of
the present. The latter undertak-
ing may be more rewarding even
from an egocentric standpoint
than competition for success'
measured by conventional stan-
dards.
To recognize the psychological
independence of pleasure from
money is not, however, to deny
the potential of materiality or to
discount the supreme position of
the individual self in society. One
contemporary vein of thought in
minds even a devious as a law stu-
dent's holds that disputes hereto-
fore resolved by judicial battle
will someday be unnecessary if
only everyone would simply
cooperate with everyone else so
that lawyers could stop contesting
each other with countervailing
proofs by artificial constructions
of the rights of no one but their
client, such as that which trans-
pires daily in the most basic syste-
mic forum, the trial court. It is
said that then lawyers could
devote their energy and skill to
endeavors of greater consequence
to the public welfare. The ten-
dency toward socialism which is
already evidenced so vividly in
common law countries abroad
and may be expected to exert an
increasingly dramatic influence
on the endlessly developing
definition ofthe rights and liber-
ties of Americans, however, is
based on the naive fallacy that
people can get along together.
The fact that man is essentially a
social being does not mean that
capitalism must eventually
flounder. Those who argue that
cooperation is the answer to the f
injustices of society display a
nobel idealism, the implementa-
tion of which in reality would
result in grave consequences to
presently prevailing political and
~ ,\"-"'~'''' .. '.I. >'."_.~' ',;_. ')~\I~ ,~-. -: '\
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personal cultures.
Humanitarians are needed in
the judiciary, of course, but the
role of the unselfish fighter is a
rare one in the courtroom. Judges
may and must assume the
presumptuous position of allocat-
ing contested resources. But attor-
neys have no business judging
their clients, at least no business
judging them beyond a rational
assessment of the facts of their
case for the purpose of determin-
ing what the system will let them
get away with. Lawyers should
have no hesitation to defend an
unpopular cause, and even a
cause which the lawyer as
representative. does' not as a per-
sonal matter accept as a demand
which is dedicated to the pursuit
of equity. Justice is for the system
to determine, not individual
attorneys. Those who are
motivated to pursue the attain-
ment of justice .should bear this in
mind when selecting one's profes-
sional role. There are many roles
to be played, both within the
judiciary and without. One of the
most important roles is that of the
lawmakers who structure the
system. Another of the -positions
that has to be filled is that of a
fighter. Actually,· the proper
functioning of the system depends
on not one but a variety of
zealous combatants to oppose
each other before a tribunal
created to reckon justice ac-
cording to the. principles of facto,
finding and decision-making
acquired through the develop-
ment of many generations of ex-
perience, '
Certainly idealists .and philo-
sophers playa critically important
part in the legal system, but the
system is set up to require more
than principled decision-makers
pursuing truth. It is set up that
way because It must deal with
unprincipled people. Without dis-
putes there would be nothing
upon which to base decision and
establish policy. Some people
enjoy the taste of blood. Neither
the lawyer nor the law should be
faulted for this characteristic of
human motivation. Lawyers
don't cause the fights, they only
take professional pleasure in
participating in them.
That lawyers must structure the
system of laws designed, to
promote the general welfare at the
same time that they are also
responsible for advising indivi-
duals of the full extent of their
capacity to realize selfishness, and
for protecting and furthering
greed, is a paradox, sure. But it is
a paradox of necessity brought
about the indispensability of law '
due to the essential evil of man.
Imperfect as it may be, thesystem
works. It works to accomplish
anything that we decide should be
done. It works because lawyers
work, for everything that we are.
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